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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS‟ CONCEPTIONS OF
ATOMIC AND CELLULAR STRUCTURE AND THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
ATOMS AND CELLS

Constructivist learning theory is based upon the tenets that students come to
learning experiences with prior knowledge and experiences that the learner will choose
from to make sense of the present situation. This leads to a mixture of understandings
among students. This study proposed to reveal students‟ understanding of atomic
structure and cell structure as well as the relationships between atoms and cells.
High school students from one private school participated in a paper-and-pencil
test to uncover conceptual understanding and content knowledge of atoms and cells. The
120 participants were from grades: 9 (13m, 15f), 10 (9m, 20f), 11 (21m, 17f), and 12
(17m, 8f). All 120 students took the paper-and-pencil test and 16 students (4 per grade)
participated in a follow-up interview. Drawings were analyzed by individual
characteristics then using groups of characteristics models classes were formed. Openended questions were scored holistically by rubric scores and then deconstructed into
individual content statements.
A limited number of findings follow. Students were more likely to draw a Bohr
model. Freshmen were less likely to indicate living materials contained atoms and more
likely to indicate forms of energy contained atoms. As students progressed through high
school, details included in cells decreased. Students failed to recognize that the sum of
the products from cell division will be larger than the original cell due to the two growth
periods included in the division cycle. Students were often able to provide the correct
yes or no answer to are atoms and cells similar, different, or related but the follow-up
answers often included non-scientific conceptions.

Recommendations include implementing instructional strategies that promote
long-term retention of conceptual understanding and the underlying content knowledge.
Design evaluation methods to monitor student understanding throughout a unit of study
that go beyond traditional closed-ended questions. Many limitations related to this study
suggest that results should not be generalized beyond the targeted population.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Atoms and cells are central to the study of chemistry and biology, respectively.
Both concepts are considered foundations upon which disciplinary knowledge is
constructed. Often initial definitions of both concepts include the phrase “basic building
blocks” (Briggs et al., 2002; T. L. Brown, LeMay, & Bursten, 1994; R. Chang &
Cruichshank, 2005). The resulting confusion from similar terminology may lead to the
construction of inadequate models and relationships. Inadequate models and
relationships may lead to the formation of non-scientific conceptions. The non-scientific
concepts create obstacles to learning complex and abstract aspects of atoms and cells.
Further, the non-scientific conceptions may have a negative influence on relationships
students form between cells and atoms.
Purpose of this Study
The intent of this study was to explore high school students‟ conceptions of atoms
and cells. In addition, the study investigated students‟ constructed relationships between
atoms and cells. Both the scientific and non-scientific conceptions students constructed
as they progressed through high school were of interest in this study.
Rationale
Learning Theory
Constructivist learning theory is modeled around the assumption that learners
build knowledge (Lefrancois, 2000). The learner has an active role in the attainment of
new knowledge (Hennessey, 2004; Northfield, Gunstone, & Erickson, 1996) and the
relationships developed among pieces of knowledge (Smith, diSessa, & Roschelle, 1993;
Taber, 1998a, 2000). A new piece of knowledge may lead to an individual forming a
new concept, amending an existing concept, or replacing an existing concept (Posner,
Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog, 1982). A concept is a mixture of images and words in which
a learner stores knowledge (Ferrari & Elik, 2004). A framework is formed from
connections between concepts (Smith et al., 1993; Taber, 1998a, 2000). The nature of
the concept and subsequent framework is influenced by prior knowledge and experience
(Driver, 1989; Smith et al., 1993; West, Fensham, & Garrard, 1985). Prior knowledge
may assist in the attainment of subsequent knowledge or it may hinder new learning
1

(deLeeuw & Chi, 2004). Some ways prior knowledge may hinder new learning include
biasing the types of observations made by the learner (Andre & Windschitl, 2004),
confusing scientific language with its mainstream meaning (Bent, 1984; Gunstone &
Watts, 1985), and contextualizing concepts for recall (Driver, 1989; Lugue, 2004).
National Standards
The National Research Council (NRC) and the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS) call for the introduction of atoms and cells into K-12
science curriculum (AAAS, 1990; 1993; NRC, 1996). The National Science Education
Standards outline specific aspects of, and appropriate grade levels for, instruction in
atoms and cells. These concepts are considered important for national science literacy.
According to the National Research Council, instruction on cells as the basis for living
matter begins in middle school (1996). All students are expected to learn some life forms
are single-celled and other life forms are multicellular. In multicellular organisms, all
cells have a basic structure and contain a complete copy of the organism‟s DNA. In
multicellular organisms cells specialize their function. In middle school, students begin
to learn specific structures and functions of cells. In high school, cell structure, including
differentiation between plant and animal cells, is expected to be taught and subsequently
learned by students.
The AAAS expects students to leave compulsory schooling with the
understanding, “Cell molecules are composed of atoms of a small number of elementsmainly carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorous and sulfur.”(1990, p. 63).
AAAS recommends that initial instruction of the existence of cells begin in third grade.
Third graders are expected to gain the understanding all living things are composed of
cells and organisms may be single or multicellular (AAAS, 1993). Introduction to
internal cell organization is recommended to begin in sixth grade with particular focus on
differentiation of the structure between plant and animal cells and the percentage of water
inside a cell, and basic organelles, such as cell membrane, cell wall, vacuoles,
mitochondria, and the nucleus. Detailed knowledge of DNA, the cell membrane, and
other specific cell structures are assigned to high school curricula.
Atomic structure, in contrast, is not recommended to be formally introduced until
eighth grade (AAAS, 1993; NRC, 1996). The National Research Council recommends
2

students learn the location of the subatomic particles, properties of these subatomic
particles, and composition of the nucleus (1996). AAAS asks students to recognize the
small size of an atom, know the nucleus is a small fraction of an atom‟s total volume, and
accept the idea that the nucleus contains the vast majority of its mass (1990).
Student Conceptions of Atoms and Cells
Several studies of students‟ concepts of atoms provide insight into how students
conceive of atomic structure (de Vos & Verdonk, 1987; Griffiths & Preston, 1992;
Harrison & Treagust, 1996; Kalkanis, Hadzidaki, & Stavrou, 2003; Mitchell & Gunstone,
1984; Nicoll, 2001; Nussbaum, 1985; Schmidt, Baumgärtner, & Eybe, 2003). Fewer
studies provide information about students‟ concepts of cell structure (Dreyfus &
Jungwirth, 1988; Kindfield, 1991; Lewis, Leach, & Wood-Robinson, 2000; Lewis &
Wood-Robinson, 2000). Studies investigating students‟ concepts of the relationship
between atoms and cells are rare; utilizing sample populations located outside the United
States (Caballer & Gimenez, 1993; Sewell, 2002). The results from published studies are
organized by reported student conceptions, including confusion of terminology, of
structure, between living and non-living, of size, and by mixing characteristics of atoms
and cells.
Terminology. Using correct terminology in science is necessary for successful
communication. Often terminology used in science has meanings contrary to common
usage, or in the case of cells and atoms, use of the same word with different meanings
(Garnett & Treagust, 1992). The results of several studies mention student confusion
among the terms atom, cell, molecule, and ion (Caballer & Gimenez, 1993; De Posada,
1997; Driver, Squires, Rushworth, & Wood-Robinson, 1994; Mitchell & Gunstone, 1984;
Nicoll, 2001). Populations included in these studies range from 13-year-old students to
college chemistry students. In these studies, students may use an incorrect term or the
student may use two different terms in the same context; thus, implying the words are
interchangeable (Mitchell & Gunstone, 1984; Nicoll, 2001). For example, Caballer and
Gimenez report that 13-14-year-old students confused the terms atom and cell on a
written questionnaire (1993). In an interview study of sixth to ninth graders, students
initially used the term cell when discussing particles, but corrected their error as the
interview progressed (Johnson, 1998). In addition to confusing terms and using them
3

interchangeably, a study of middle school students‟ conceptions of matter and molecules
note students‟ use of molecular language to disguise a deficiency of conceptual
understanding (Lee, Eichinger, Anderson, Berkheimer, & Blackeslee, 1993). In no study
has the students‟ misuse of atomic and cellular terminology been intentionally probed.
Structure. Student conceptions of atomic structure suggest difficulty with spatial
aspects of an atomic model and the fundamental relationships between the elemental
particles. One student generated concept of atomic structure views atoms as being flat
and of constant size (Griffiths & Preston, 1992). In contrast to this view, other students
suggest the atomic model is a sphere with all the atom components inside the sphere
(Griffiths & Preston, 1992). Taking this view of atoms as spheres farther, some students
suggested particles of matter have a skin with a nucleus located within the enclosed space
(Krnel, Watson, & Glazar, 1998; Sanmarti, Izquierdo, & Watson, 1995). High school
students in another study suggested the particle skin was electron shells and the electron
shells provided protection for the atom (Harrison & Treagust, 1996). These studies do
not disclose what additional science topics have been addressed in the class prior to the
data collection. Student images from the studies mentioned above, suggest the structure
and function of cells may have been previously taught.
Electrons appear to create multiple student concepts conflicting with the
scientifically accepted atomic model. Nicoll noted several non-scientific concepts in
college chemistry majors including: electrons move in a figure eight, electrons attract one
another, electrons do not have motion, and the number of electrons determines the size of
an atom (2001). In addition, some students designated a positive charge to electrons.
Within the tested population, conflicting views of electron motion exist. Some students
believed electrons move and move in a specific path, while others believe electrons have
no motion. A study involving pre-service teachers in Greece uncovered the nonscientific concept that electron motion determines atom velocity (Kalkanis et al., 2003).
Australian high school students interchanged the arrangement of subatomic particles
resulting in protons and neutrons surrounding a nucleus (Sewell, 2002).
A German study investigated twelfth and thirteenth grade students‟ sense-making
of terms revealed the non-scientific concept of standard atoms and non-standard atoms
(Schmidt et al., 2003). Students stated a standard atom has equal numbers of protons and
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neutrons. When the protons and neutron numbers are not equal, the atom is nonstandard. A non-standard atom is radioactive and an isotope. Using these concepts,
students conclude all isotopes are radioactive. German students also confused particle
charge; they sometimes assigned a negative charge to neutrons.
While fewer studies concentrate upon students‟ concepts of cell structure, some
researchers suggest a fundamental knowledge gap in cell structure leads to increased
student difficulty in understanding complex cell functions (Lewis & Wood-Robinson,
2000). The limited research literature suggests students are unable to separate
macroscopic organ structure from microscopic cellular structure, and organelles are seen
to mimic organ structures found at the macroscopic level (Dreyfus & Jungwirth, 1988).
Some high school students suggest cells are made-up of other cells (Dreyfus &
Jungwirth, 1988; Sewell, 2002). In a large study of Mexican students, the belief that
individual cells grow larger as the organism grows was uncovered (Flores, Tovar, &
Gallegos, 2003). When these students explained cell differentiation, they suggested cells
are different because the shape of the organ they occupy is different (Flores et al., 2003).
Students appeared to have difficulty understanding basic atomic and cell structure, and
students lack knowledge of mechanisms that regulate cell growth and cell specialization.
Living/Non-living. Research into the concept of living and non-living things
reveals students‟ may believe atoms are alive (de Vos & Verdonk, 1987; Griffiths &
Preston, 1992; Harrison & Treagust, 1996) . Students may have believed all atoms were
alive (Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Harrison & Treagust, 1996) or some atoms were alive
(de Vos & Verdonk, 1987; Griffiths & Preston, 1992). Students who thought all atoms
are alive may explain ‟atoms are found inside a living organism and therefore must be
alive‟ (de Vos & Verdonk, 1987) and/or „atoms are alive because they have motion‟
(Griffiths & Preston, 1992). Other students thought some atoms are alive and base their
criteria upon the identity of the atom. Carbon is alive probably because it is found in
organisms (Griffiths & Preston, 1992).
Often students use human emotions or characteristics when discussing atoms
(Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Nicoll, 2001; Nussbaum, 1985). Projecting animal behavior
and emotion upon inanimate objects is called animism (Nussbaum, 1985). It is rarely
possible to determine from studies if students utilizing animism in explanations of atomic
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behavior thought the particles were alive, but it is likely the students did. In all of these
studies, instruments were designed to probe student understanding of atoms or cells, not
both atoms and cells.
Size. Problems of size include actual size of components and comparison of size
with other particles. Most problems reported are associated with atoms. A popular
student concept is an atom or a molecule is visible using a optical classroom microscope
(Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Harrison & Treagust, 1996; Lee, Eichinger, Anderson,
Berkheimer, & Blackeslee, 1990; Sewell, 2002). While many cells are visible using a
classroom microscope, no atoms are large enough to be seen using this instrument.
Students have also stated cells are of a similar size to molecules and atoms (Flores et al.,
2003; Lee et al., 1990).
Atom drawings made by students are often out of scale (De Posada, 1997).
Problems of scale may result from test format and not accurately portray students‟
concept of relative atomic size. Other problems result directly from student concepts.
Using Spanish high school students‟ drawings of metal conduction, De Posada
highlighted students drawings depicting electrons of equal size to the nucleus of metal
atoms/ions (De Posada, 1997). Equal size grossly overstates the relationship between
electrons and metal ions. Students could easily reduce the size of the electron to depict
knowledge of the size difference.
Mixing Atoms with Cells. While few studies specifically investigate student
conceptions of the relationship between atoms and cells, several studies of particles and
atoms mention findings implicating student confusion. In Driver‟s book, Making Sense
of Secondary Science, research reveals that students thought proteins, carbohydrates and
water were composed of cells (1994). None of these materials can be made of cells, but
all are made of atoms. Cells synthesize and use proteins and carbohydrates.
Sewell‟s study of Australian students‟ concepts of atoms and cells and the
relationship between them reveals students suggesting cells are composed of a nucleus,
protons, electrons, and neutrons (2002). A cell does contain a nucleus, but the cell
nucleus contains DNA. The atom is composed of protons, neutrons, and electrons.
In addition, students in the study suggested cells are inside atoms or atoms are
made of cells (Sewell, 2002). Due to scale and composition, it is not possible for cells to
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be found inside atoms. Other students in this study think atoms are many cells joined
together. This scenario is even more improbable and suggests these students may
confuse atoms, cells, and molecules. Furthermore, students in the Australian study
mentioned cells were home to atoms. This statement is interesting because it can be
interpreted in multiple ways. First, the student may be limiting the existence of atoms to
living beings. If students limit atoms to being in cells, then of what is non-living matter
composed? Another possibility is these students believe all matter is constructed with
cells. A third possibility is the students believe atoms want to return to their home in
cells. This notion reflects an animistic belief of atoms and cells (Nicoll, 2001;
Nussbaum, 1985).
Harrison and Treagust (1996) mentioned students confused atomic nuclei with
cell nuclei. One student thought the nucleus of an atom controls the behavior of that
atom. While the nucleus contributes to the properties associated with atomic behavior,
the nucleus of an atom does not control behavior. Interactions between electrons and the
nuclei of other atoms influence atom behavior.
In an interview study by Harrison and Treagust (1996), a student drew a cell when
instructed to draw an atom. Ten students suggested atoms are alive, grow, and divide.
These three properties are characteristics of cells, not properties of atoms. Atoms may
split (fission) and atoms may combine (fusion), but atoms do not grow. Growth is a trait
specific to living organisms and not a property of inanimate objects.
When asked to explain the relationship between atoms and cells, Australian
students gave four responses: 1) no relationship, 2) cells make up the living/atoms make
up non-living, 3) cells make up the living/atoms make up elements and atoms and 4) cells
revolve around one another (Sewell, 2002). None of these student relationships
correspond completely with the scientific view or the AAAS benchmarks (1993). All
matter is composed of atoms and molecules whether living, once living, or inanimate.
Significances of the Study
The study of biology and chemistry at the high school level rarely occur
simultaneously. Most high schools require biology credit as a graduation requirement,
and relatively few require chemistry credit for graduation. Therefore many students
learn about atoms and atomic theory in a physical science course, unless they elect to
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enroll in a chemistry course in high school. The concepts of interest in this study crossed
traditional classroom boundaries. Little research exists of students‟ conceptual
relationships spanning the traditional divisions of science. This study was expected to
help meet that need and add to the body of knowledge of concept relationships between
biology and chemistry.
More specifically, the study was designed to add to the knowledge of student
concepts of atomic structure and cell structure. A major expectation was to reveal how
these concepts change with increasing years of formal school. The results, added to
replications in other schools, can provide data for science curriculum development at the
high school level.
Research Questions
The research questions that guided the study follow.
1. What are high school students‟ conceptions of atomic structure?
2. How are these conceptions consistent with the scientifically accepted model of
atomic structure?
3. What are high school students‟ conceptions of cell structure?
4. How are these conceptions consistent with the scientifically accepted model of the
cell?
5. What are students‟ conceptions of the relationship(s) between atoms and cells?
6. How are students‟ conceptions of relationship(s) between atoms and cells
consistent with scientifically accepted relationship(s) between atoms and cells?
Methodology
Introduction
The study was a descriptive study, across grade levels, of high school students‟
conceptions of atoms and cells. The status of high school students‟ knowledge of these
concepts was assessed. In this section, the procedures and methods for collecting and
analyzing data are outlined.
Setting
Data collected for this study were from a single parochial school. The school
resides in an urban area, and has approximately 900 students enrolled in grades nine
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through twelve. Over 90% of the student population is Caucasian; African American and
Asian students each represented more than 2% of the student population.
Participants
Eight English classes, two per grade, comprised the sample. The classes tested
were determined by the school schedule to limit the number of different class periods.
An effort was made to include one general English class and one Honors English class
per grade level. All students in each of the eight classes were invited to participate.
With an average class size of 24, approximately 180 students were asked to participate
with approximately 48 students per grade level. A total of 120 students completed the
study
A written test was administered in English classes to gain data from a more
representative sample of the school‟s population. Required curricula for high school
graduation include three credits in science. Therefore not all students took a science
course every year. However, students were required to take an English course each year
and the English courses were taken in a grade level sequence.
Methods
Data Collection. Two instruments were used to collect data. The primary
instrument was a paper-and-pencil test focusing on student conceptions of atomic and
cellular structure and relationships between atoms and cells (See Appendix A for
instrument). The second instrument was an atom and cell interview (See Appendix B for
questions). All students in the eight classes were asked to take the paper-and-pencil test.
Two students randomly selected from each of the eight English classes participated in an
interview.
The sections of the paper-and-pencil test consisted of a cover sheet for student‟s
name and four pages of tests questions. The question order was determined by topic.
Each test question page had a different topic: atoms, cells, the relationship between atoms
and cells, and demographics. The atoms only and the cells only pages were alternated
from test to test. The alternating construction of the test pages reduced the possible
influence of topic order when answering questions about atoms and cells.
The demographics section of the instrument was placed at the end. This
arrangement may have reduced the number of students answering the demographics page
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completely but its location should have increased the number of students answering
questions on the previous pages (Nardi, 2003). Most students started the test with the
first question, and it was thought if they were not going to finish the test, it would be was
the last questions that were omitted. The intention of this study was to investigate
students‟ conceptions of atoms, cells, and the relationships they make. Therefore, it was
deemed more important to have student answers on the content questions than on the
demographics section. In practice, all students completed the demographics section even
though it was located at the end of the test.
Students selected to participate in the interview were randomly chosen from each
of the eight classrooms. Each student‟s interview was conducted in a private conference
room in the main office of the school. School administrators were able to monitor the
interviews via two-way windows or they may have elected to sit in the room. Interviews
occurred one week after the paper-and-pencil test. The interviews were tape-recorded
and transcribed later. Students were identified by a code and were reminded not to use
their name during the interview. Upon completion of the transcription, tapes were
destroyed to protect the identity of the student. The person conducting the interviews
was the principal investigator.
Administration. The written test was administered in the English class rooms
with the English teachers present. The day prior to the test administration, the principal
investigator visited all of the English classes in order to introduced herself and explained
the purpose of the study. At the time, student assent forms were distributed and the forms
were explained (See Appendix C for all assessment and consent forms). Questions raised
by students were addressed by the principal investigator. Signed student assent forms
were collected and the English teachers continued with lessons.
The following day, the principal investigator returned to administer the paperand-pencil tests. Before the tests were distributed, test format was reviewed and students
were given an opportunity not to participate. Test packets were distributed to all students
in the class. The principal investigator reviewed the assent process with students
identified by the classroom teachers as having been absent the previous day.
The investigator circulated around the room to monitor student progress and to
answer students‟ questions. Tests were collected as students completed them. Tests were
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bundled together and remained in the possession of the principal investigator until
returned to a secure locked office at the University.
Two students with signed consent and assent forms were selected at random for
each English class for an interview. These students were called to the front office and
then escorted to the interview location. The principal investigator reintroduced herself to
the student and reminded the student about the study. Students who agreed to be
interviewed proceeded with the interview. Those students who did not agree to be
interviewed were returned to class. The interview was audio tape-recorded to reduce any
shyness incurred from the presence of a video camera. A taped interview began with a
reminder of the assent form signed the week before and a request on tape for permission
to participate in the interview as well as to be taped-recorded.
Student interviews began with demographics questions before answering
questions about atoms and cells. The demographics questions were placed first because
they are usually not seen as threatening and it allows time for the student and interviewer
to develop a rapport. Students were provided paper to draw representation of atoms and
cells. Two different colors of pens were used to distinguish between the initial drawing
made by the student and any additions made to the drawings after prompting by the
interviewer. The color difference was for the principal investigator to distinguish
between students‟ unprompted drawings and later additions. Therefore, the selection of
color was important. Drawings were collected by the interviewer and filed with the
student‟s paper-and-pencil test for later analysis.
At the conclusion of the interview, students were given the opportunity to
withdraw from the study. Students who elected to withdraw had the tapes destroyed at
that time. Students returned to their classroom after the interview. The tape was given an
identification code indicating interview order and later a second code matching the
student to their paper-and-pencil test was added. Interviews lasted no longer than thirty
minutes. Interviews occurred over two consecutive days. Tapes were returned to the
University at the end of the day and kept in a secured and locked office.
Data Analysis. Information from the paper-and-pencil test was coded numerically
and entered into a spreadsheet. Frequency counts for atomic structure components and
cellular structure were reported (Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Mitchell & Gunstone, 1984;
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Papageorgiou & Sakka, 2000; Valaanides, 2000). Frequency counts were subdivided into
grade level (Hong Kwen Boo & Watson, 2001; De Posada, 1997; Kikas, 2004; Novick &
Nussbaum, 1978; Sewell, 2002; Trowbridge & Mintzes, 1985) and self-reported science
course completion (Ginns & Watters, 1995; Nicoll, 2001; Sewell, 2002). Frequencies for
student answers on the remaining atom or cell questions were reported according to a sixpoint, ordinal scale (Finley, 1985; Simpson & Marek, 1988). For each level, a frequency
break-down of the non-scientific reasons given or the scientific reasons mentioned was
conducted and, when distribution allowed, a Chi-square analysis was conducted to test if
the identified variable (grade level or science courses) was a contributing factor (See
Appendix D for rubric scoring guides).
Frequency counts allowed the investigator to identify atomic structure
conceptions that are both scientific and non-scientific. By collecting the frequency of
occurrence it was possible to determine the distribution of the conception in the sample.
The initial scoring guide included scientifically accepted conceptions as well as nonscientific conceptions reported in the literature.
For reliability purposes, students‟ responses from an interview were compared to
paper-and-pencil answers. A relationship greater than 80% was considered reliable.
Limitations
Several limitations emerged from the study design. One limitation, inherent to
paper-and-pencil tests, was the influence of prior questions on students‟ answers later on
the test. To address this limitation, two versions of the test were prepared. One version
placed the atoms question first and the other version began with cell questions. The
instrument used for this study had been recently designed. It might have had extraneous
questions or omitted important questions. To address this limitation, sixteen students
from the sample were interviewed. All but one question in the interview protocol
mirrored a question from the paper-and-pencil test. Answers to both instruments were
compared for coherence and possible omissions in the written data. Similarity between
answers provided reliability evidence. As the interviewer asked questions, the less
prompting and clarification of questions needed by the participant implied the paper-andpencil test may have been to elicit student understanding of atoms and cells. For content
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and face validity, the instruments were reviewed by science educators and science
professors.
The study sample did not represent a cross-section of high schools generally. Few
minority students were enrolled in the school. By using this sample, access was gained to
a population that allowed testing in English classrooms. In other settings, the testing may
be limited to the science teachers willing to allow testing. While students were required
to take a four-year series of English, science was not required for all grades. The science
courses students took were not necessarily sequential and the three courses were not
specified for the three Carnegie units. Students were generally required to take biology
and a physical science course. A third required science course was selected from a
variety of courses (See Appendix E). Testing students in science classrooms would have
resulted in a less representative sample, because the eleventh and twelfth grades students
may elect not to take science at least one of these years. Therefore, the study gained a
more representative sample of this school while losing generality to the public school
district.
Summary
This chapter provided a brief review of the literature and methodology used for
the study. The six questions used to guide the study development were presented. The
following chapter contains research literature relative to the study in greater detail,
breadth, and depth.

Copyright © Elizabeth Anne Edwards Roland 2009
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Chapter 2
Review of Related Literature
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to review the related literature. The chapter
outlines the constructivist learning theory, reviews relevant national standards, and
discusses non-scientific conceptions literature.
Constructivism
The theory of constructivism proposes humans learn by building knowledge from
interactions with the environment and existing understandings (Bransford, Brown, &
Cocking, 2000; Hennessey, 2004; Smith et al., 1993). A learner attempts to create order
from environmental stimuli to make sense of the environment and to make predictions for
the future (Lefrancois, 2000; Zimmerman, 1981). Concepts are formed from prior
knowledge and experiences by the learner (Bransford et al., 2000; Ferrari & Elik, 2004).
A concept is defined as an individual piece of knowledge with inclusion and/or
exclusion criteria (Ferrari & Elik, 2004; Lugue, 2004). Criteria may be a visual picture, a
descriptive list, or a combination of the two. A concept may be based on something
concrete or abstract. The creation of a concept helps organize understanding of the
world. Individual concepts may be linked together, forming a framework (Taber, 1998a,
2000). Concepts and frameworks are constructed by the individual with the goal of
making sense of the world.
Concept and framework development are dependent upon the stimuli provided
and prior knowledge held by the learner (Bransford et al., 2000; deLeeuw & Chi, 2004;
Gunstone & Watts, 1985; Hewson & Hewson, 1988; Smith et al., 1993). Prior
knowledge influences subsequent observations and sense making interpretations about
the world and may limit the acquisition and construction of new knowledge (Smith et al.,
1993; von Glasersfeld, 1981).
Concepts and linkages, or relationships among concepts can be used to form
models. Models are simplifications of a complex system (Grosslight, Unger, Jay, &
Smith, 1991). Models are used to highlight specific characteristics of a system
(Grosslight et al., 1991) and ideally have explanatory value. Researchers have
constructed mental models of how they think students think about a specific topic
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(Harrison & Treagust, 1996; Taber, 2000, 2001). Teachers sometimes use multiple
representations, or models, of the same construct and ideally are explicit about limitations
and relationships between the models (Carr, 1984). Research indicates students have
multiple mental models of a variety of important scientific concepts (diSessa, Elby, &
Hammer, 2004; Taber, 2000).
While it is useful to incorporate multiple models into instruction to highlight
characteristics of a theory, students who retain multiple models often make conflicting
predictions (diSessa et al., 2004; Taber & Watts, 1997). Some students may be aware of
conflicts between models, but retain both models because of a naive belief that the world
is a chaotic and unpredictable place (diSessa et al., 2004). Other students may not be
aware of the conflicts between the multiple representations (Taber, 2001). Students who
retain multiple models may divide their knowledge into two sections: school and nonschool (Andre & Windschitl, 2004; Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2004). School knowledge
consists of facts, theories, models, and analogies which are taught within a school or
derive from a voice of authority (Garnett & Treagust, 1992; Jones, Carter, & Rua, 2000).
Outside school, a voice of authority may be an expert in the field or author of non-fiction
texts. Non-school knowledge is anything learned from first-hand experiences outside of
school, including interactions with society and cultural practices (Jones et al., 2000;
Papageorgiou & Sakka, 2000; Stavy, 1991).
Relevant Science Education Standards
According to national science education standards both cells and atoms should be
taught to students during their K-12 schooling. Instruction on these topics is
implemented gradually with the introduction of some underlying concepts in early
elementary, and it culminates in high school with the study of complex understandings
and interrelationships between atoms and cells (AAAS,1993; NRC,1996). Two
influential sets of national standards for science are from the American Association for
the Advancement of Science (AAAS) and the National Research Council (NRC). Each
set of standards provides a grade-level guideline for introducing the structure, function,
and relationships for atoms and cells. Often both standards are in agreement, but
periodically one may be more specific about propositional knowledge.
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Properties of Materials and Atoms. According to the AAAS, students should
begin in early elementary school investigating properties of materials. Later, students
focus on interactions between materials and learn that all materials do not react the same
way to the same stimulus (AAAS, 1993). In grades 3-5, students begin developing the
concept of parts and the sum of parts as well as expanding upon existing concepts to use
properties to identify materials. In grades 3-5, students ideally are introduced to the
concept of magnification to view previously non-visible particles.
Grades 6-8 expand upon the concept of small particles including particles too
small to be observed using a classroom microscope (AAAS, 1993). Some of these
particles are formally named atoms. The standards include the following information
about atoms: atoms can stick together to form molecules or large scale networks (such as
salt crystals) and all substances are composed of atoms. During these grades
investigations of materials and properties ideally advance student knowledge of the
conservation of mass in closed systems. Also in grades 6-8, the relationship between
equal volumes and different weights for substances leading towards density is developed.
Finally, students leaving the eighth grade are expected to know atoms are in perpetual
motion.
In grades 9-12, students begin examining the internal structure of the atom
(AAAS, 1993). A student should know: the nucleus of an atom contains the vast
majority of the atom‟s mass, but it occupies only a small fraction of the atom‟s volume;
within the nucleus are protons and neutrons; protons and neutrons are nearly equal in
mass, but a proton has a positive charge while a neutron has no charge; both the neutron
and proton are significantly larger than the negatively charged electron; and electrons
surround the nucleus of an atom. In addition, students begin the study of nuclear fission
including: a large atom decays by splitting into middleweight atoms; and the nuclear
decay process releases energy.
The National Science Education Standards (NSES) recommends students in K-4
begin with investigations of the properties of materials (NRC, 1996). Students learn that
properties of objects may be used to differentiate and classify materials. Properties of
materials are made via observations using the five senses, and observation can be
expanded by using measurement tools (e.g. rulers, thermometers, etc).
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In grades 5-8, students expand their knowledge of properties to include material
properties that are independent of substance amount (NRC, 1996). The concept,
conservation of matter in closed systems, is developed as well as an understanding that
reactivity is a characteristic property. Students are introduced to elements as substances
that do not break down during a chemical reaction and that elements combine in many
different ways to form compounds for both living and non-living substances.
Grades 9-12 begin investigation of atomic structure (NRC, 1996). Ideally,
students learn atoms are composed of a nucleus surrounded by electrons. The nucleus
contains all the protons and neutrons. The overall charge of the nucleus is positive and
charge is due to positively charged protons. Neutrons are without charge. Protons and
neutrons are more massive than the negatively charged electron. Atoms with the same
number of protons, but different numbers of neutrons are called isotopes. When a large
atom splits, it forms smaller pieces. A small fraction of the original mass is converted
into energy. This process is called fission.
A serious study of atomic structure is limited to high school students in both sets
of standards. For both standards the identity, location, and charge of the subatomic
particles are important. In the NSES standards the term isotope, is formally defined,
while in the AAAS standards the size of the nucleus relative to the size of the entire atom
is emphasized. Both standards begin with the observation of the properties of materials
and move to interactions between materials. While the AAAS divides their levels more
finely than the NRC, both provide incremental steps for students to move from
continuous to particulate to atomic conceptual understanding.
Structure and Function of Cells. Moving from content standards on atoms to
living cells, AAAS begins the development of cells in K-2 with the concept that
magnification allows one to see small objects not visible to an unaided eye (1993). In
grades 3-5, students are introduced to the term, cell. A cell is defined as a unit that
composes living organisms. A living organism may consist of one cell or a collection of
cells. In grades 6-8, the concept all living things are composed of cells is expanded. The
study of differences between plant and animal cells is begun by investigating structure
and function differences at the cellular level. Initial cellular functions investigated
include waste removal and energy use. The process of reproduction is address through the
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introduction of male and female sex cells. In addition, cell division of somatic, or non-sex
cells, and sex cells also is introduced. Students are expected to leave the eighth grade
knowing that all somatic cells contain identical genetic information, and that sex cells
contain only half of the genetic information stored in somatic cells. In addition, they
should understand that cells consist of approximately two-thirds water.
In grades 9-12, a more sophisticated understanding of cells is expected (AAAS,
1993). All somatic cells contain the same genetic information, but in multicellular
organisms, certain cells or cell groups have specialized functions. Specialized cells
contain a complete copy of the genetic code, but read selected portions due to their
specialization. For example, some cells in multicellular animals may become heart cells,
but the heart cells will contain all the genetic information for the entire organism, and not
just information pertaining to the structure and function of the heart. In a multicellular or
single-cell organism, just prior to cell division, the DNA is completely copied so that
each new daughter cell includes a complete set of DNA.. Inside a cell, specialized parts
or organelles perform various processes for the cell to sustain life. Transportation of
materials into and out of the cell is regulated by the cell membrane. Finally, students are
expected to know cells and cell structures are made of a limited number of atoms: carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorous, and sulfur. Implicit in this understanding is
the concept that atoms are smaller than cells.
NSES recommends the study of cells begin in grades 5-8 (NRC, 1996). More
specifically, students are introduced to a biological hierarchy of organization placing cells
at the bottom and increasing in complexity through tissues, organs, systems, whole
organisms, and ecosystems. Further, students are expected to learn that all organisms are
composed of cells, and that simple organisms are composed of a single cell and more
complex organisms, such as mammals, are multicellular. Cells conduct essential
activities to sustain the life of an organism. For example, cell division is essential to
replace dead cells and to support the growth and development of a multicellular
organism. In addition, cells differentiate in multicellular organisms to conduct specific
life processes, such as transmission of electrical impulses from the brain to a muscle,
transportation of oxygen from the lungs to individual cells, and provide a covering to
protect the organism from environmental factors. Students are also expected to
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understand that inside all cells are chromosomes containing coded hereditary
information.
At the high school level, students are expected to develop a greater depth of
knowledge about cells and cellular processes (NRC, 1996). More specifically, students
review differences between plant and animal cells and look closer at the structural
composition of cells. Students learn about the role of chloroplasts in plant cells and
processes employed in both animal and plant cells to transport particles across the
cellular membrane. Students should leave knowing all cells are surrounded by a
membrane which separates the cell from the outer environment. Inside cells, students
also are expected to understand specific chemical reactions that occur to break down food
particles and release energy, and the reconstruction of some food particles into various
molecules. The students are expected to understand that the construction of molecules is
guided by information stored in DNA. Genetic information in DNA regulates cell
function, as well as the characteristics of the organism.
Both the NSES (NRC, 1996) and Benchmarks (AAAS, 1993) expect students to
differentiate between single and multicellular organisms. Both specifically mention the
cell membrane, but place different emphasis upon its function. In both sets students are
expected to know that in multicellular organisms all cells contain the entire genetic code,
but groups of cells will specialize in function. Each set of standards repeatedly mentions
the presence of molecules within the cells, but only the AAAS specifically calls for
students to know the most abundant elements found inside cells. Both sets of standards
imply students should know the relative sizes of atoms, molecules, and cells.
Non-scientific Particulate Nature of Matter Concepts
As previously indicated, prior to studying atoms students are introduced to
particles. At the macroscopic level, matter appears to be continuous and unique. Thus, it
is not surprising that students often develop the non-scientific notion that all matter is
continuous (Doran, 1972; Gilbert & Watts, 1983; Gomez, Benarroch, & Marin, 2006; P.
Johnson, 1998; Krnel et al., 1998; Mitchell & Gunstone, 1984; Nakhleh, 1992, 1994;
Nakhleh & Samarapungavan, 1999; Valaanides, 2000; Williamson & Abraham, 1995).
Research on students at all levels of education has identified students with a continuous
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conception of matter. The prevalence of this non-scientific concept decreases with
increasing school years completed (Novick & Nussbaum, 1981).
As students begin to accept particle theory, they encounter difficulty with the
concept of space between the particles. Students initially appear unable to accept empty
space between particles of what appears to be continuous matter (Gomez et al., 2006;
Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Johnson, 1998, 2002; Novick & Nussbaum, 1981). Students
may suggest that air is between the particles (Gilbert & Watts, 1983; Novick &
Nussbaum, 1978, 1981), dirt is between the particles (Gilbert & Watts, 1983; Novick &
Nussbaum, 1978), the substance itself is between the particles (Lee et al., 1993), or no
space exists between particles (Doran, 1972; Ebenezer, 1996; Krnel et al., 1998; Novick
& Nussbaum, 1978). Ebenezer (1996) suggests the phrase “nature abhors a vacuum”
creates cognitive conflict, encouraging some students to reject the idea of empty space,
and the phrase allows students to create a particulate model without empty space (Sere,
1985).
A concept related to and dependent upon the particle theory of matter is the
conservation of mass and several studies have investigated this conception (Barker &
Millar, 1999; BouJaoude, 1992; Lawrenz, 1986; Mitchell & Gunstone, 1984; Mulford &
Robinson, 2002; Nakhleh, 1992; Ozmen & Ayas, 2003; Stavy, 1988). In studies of
closed system reactions, when a chemical reaction or temperature change results in the
evolution of a gas, students are more likely to predict a loss of mass instead of conserving
mass (Driver, 1985; Ozmen & Ayas, 2003). Students explained gases were less massive
or have no mass (Mitchell & Gunstone, 1984; Nakhleh, 1992; Stavy, 1988). Students‟
appear to confuse the concept of density with property of mass instead of including both
volume and mass (Barker & Millar, 1999; Lawrenz, 1986; Ozmen & Ayas, 2003; Sere,
1985; Stavy, 1988). The concept of particle mass as independent of the state of matter is
lacking or undeveloped.
In other studies, students suggested reactions in a closed system will result in less
mass because some mass was converted into energy (Barker & Millar, 1999; Mitchell &
Gunstone, 1984). Research suggests, students over generalize Einstein‟s E=mc2 equation
to reactions not involving changes in nuclear composition. Still other studies report
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students‟ believe burning uses up mass, but the mass burned is not converted to energy
(BouJaoude, 1992; Krnel et al., 1998).
Studies with high school, college, and pre-service teachers report students do not
account for the mass of oxygen in combustion or oxidation-reduction reactions (Driver,
1985). Several studies report students predict a mass of iron left to rust has less mass
after rusting (BouJaoude, 1992; Lawrenz, 1986; Mulford & Robinson, 2002). Three
reasons reported for this conception include: lack of recognition of added oxygen atoms
to the compound (Barker & Millar, 1999; BouJaoude, 1992), the crumbled and brittle
appearance of rust being equated to decay and mass reduction (BouJaoude, 1992; Driver,
1985), and a discounting of oxygen‟s mass due to oxygen‟s original gaseous state (Barker
& Millar, 1999).
Research also indicates students are deficient in reasoning about conserving atoms
in chemical reactions (Abraham, Grzybowski, Renner, & Marek, 1992; Mulford &
Robinson, 2002; Yarroch, 1985). Using a closed system representation of starting
materials, students, pre-service teachers, and in-service teachers often fail to account for
the fixed amount of atoms in the system (Johnson & Roland, 2005; Mulford & Robinson,
2002; Roland, 2007). In studies of equation balancing, students appear capable of
balancing equations, but when probed for reasons why chemists balance equations,
students state the teacher said to do this or provide no reason (Abraham et al., 1992; Saul
& Kikas, 2003; Yarroch, 1985). Students even change the subscripts in reaction formulas
in order to balance equations (Abraham et al., 1992; Abraham, Williamson, &
Westbrook, 1994; Yarroch, 1985).
Even more disturbing are studies reporting transmutation of atoms for non-nuclear
reactions or bench chemistry (Andersson, 1986; Lee et al., 1990, 1993; Saul & Kikas,
2003). Students suggested molecules or atoms transformed from one element into a
different element. These transmutations are thought to occur during chemical reactions
(Andersson, 1986; Saul & Kikas, 2003), phase changes (Lee et al., 1990; Valaanides,
2000), and dissolving (Lee et al., 1993; Valaanides, 2000). Student frameworks appear
deficient for making scientifically correct predictions or explanations for relationships
between starting materials and ending products.
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Student views on relationships between the particulate nature of matter and states
of matter include several non-scientific conceptions (Abraham et al., 1992; Arditzoglou
& Crawley, 1990; Eskilsson & Hellden, 2003; Gabel, Samuel, & Hunn, 1987; Griffiths &
Preston, 1992; Krnel et al., 1998; Krnel, Watson, & Glazar, 2005). Arditzoglou and
Crawley (1990) report 65% of students explained the constant shape associated with
solids is due to close packing of the molecules. When students were asked to classify
powdered substances, some students created an intermediate category between solids and
liquids (Krnel et al., 1998). Difficulty with powdered substance classification has even
been noted in college students.
Understanding of gases is also problematic. Researchers report a prevailing belief
that gases are weightless (Eskilsson & Hellden, 2003). In addition, students draw
pictures of ordered gas atoms/molecules, not randomly spaced gas atoms/molecules
(Gabel et al., 1987). Studies also reveal the belief that the size of a particle increases as
the substance undergoes a phase change (Driver, 1985; Gabel et al., 1987; Griffiths &
Preston, 1992; Valaanides, 2000). When students are asked to think about phase
changes, students confuse the mechanisms associated with a chemical reaction with
mechanisms of a phase change (Abraham et al., 1992).
Dissolving is another area where students experience conceptual difficulty. A
common conceptual problem associated with dissolving is in not separating the processes
involved in dissolving with phase changes and chemical reactions (Abraham et al., 1992;
Abraham et al., 1994; Calik & Ayas, 2005; Ebenezer, 1996). Students have made
statements like “an atom melts into water,” when the process was dissolving (Calik &
Ayas, 2005; Driver, 1985; Ebenezer, 1996; Lee et al., 1993; Valaanides, 2000). Other
students indicated they thought mixing two substances in water creates a new substance
(Abraham et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1993; Valaanides, 2000). Further, Abraham (1994)
reports students‟ believe sugar molecules break into elements or ions as it dissolves into
water (Haidar & Abraham 1991). Ebenezer (1996) found students willing to explain the
dissolving process as sugar molecules go into air pockets in the solvent. In the study, it is
not revealed whether students who express this view also believe air, not empty space, is
found between particles. Another set of students explained that for two substances to
mix, a catalyst is needed (Ebenezer, 1996). An additional non-scientific conception is a
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substance ceases to exist when it dissolves (Lee et al., 1990, 1993). Students have
formed non-scientific understandings of relationships between dissolving and phase
changes as well as dissolving and chemical reactions. These non-scientific relationships
between dissolving and phase changes are formed within a course sequence addressing
both concepts. These non-scientific conceptions suggest the question: Do non-scientific
conceptions develop when related conceptions are taught in separate courses?
Macroscopic and microscopic (nanoscopic) properties of matter are a recurring
problem in chemistry and physical science (Ben-Zvi, Eylon, & Silberstein, 1986; Driver,
1985; Ebenezer, 1996; Kalkanis et al., 2003; Kikas, 2004; Nicoll, 2001; Williamson &
Abraham, 1995). The problem includes grafting macroscopic properties upon atoms and
molecules (Ben-Zvi et al., 1986; Krnel et al., 1998; Lee et al., 1990, 1993; Mulford &
Robinson, 2002; Nakhleh, 1992; Williamson & Abraham, 1995), and creating new types
of matter at the microscopic level that contain bulk or macroscopic properties of the
substance (Haidar & Abraham, 1991; Krnel et al., 1998). A macroscopic property
commonly assigned to atoms and molecules is color (Ben-Zvi et al., 1986; Sanmarti et
al., 1995; Williamson & Abraham, 1995). Carbon atoms are black, while chlorine atoms
are green. At the microscopic and nanoscopic levels, individual atoms and molecules do
not have color. For a substance to have color, large collections of atoms or molecules are
needed for light to be absorbed and reflected off the surface. Reports of additional
properties incorrectly attributed to individual particles include temperature, conduction,
state of matter, softness, opacity, and odor (de Vos & Verdonk, 1987).
Macroscopic and microscopic representations of matter are confusing to students,
because instructors often transition between the two levels seamlessly (Carr, 1984).
Students may not develop distinctions between macroscopic and microscopic properties.
Instead students may believe all properties of a material are present in one atom or one
molecule. Students also may believe the properties of an atom remain a part of the atom
even when it forms bonds in compounds (de Vos & Verdonk, 1987).
In several studies, researchers note students often give atoms and molecules
human traits (BouJaoude, 1992; Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Nicoll, 2001; Nussbaum,
1985; Taber, 1998a). Projecting animal behavior and emotion upon inanimate objects is
called animism (Nussbaum, 1985). Some characteristics students give atoms are that
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they eat (BouJaoude, 1992), live (Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Harrison & Treagust, 1996;
Lee et al., 1990), grow (Harrison & Treagust, 1996), and own (Taber, 1998a). Examples
of emotions students project upon atoms and particles include greed, satisfaction, and
desire (Taber, 1998a). Projecting animal behavior or emotion upon non-living materials
may cause difficulties when students classify objects as living or non-living. The ability
to make distinctions between living and non-living objects is important for building
bridges between biological and chemical functions. Students‟ knowledge of atomic and
cellular relationships and students‟ ability to classify living and non-living have not been
studied together in relationship to animism.
Lack of understanding in definitions of terms used in physical science may
periodically lead to the development of non-scientific conceptions. For example some
students confuse a scientific meaning with a common meaning of the same term
(Ebenezer, 1996; Garnett & Treagust, 1992; Kikas, 2004; Papageorgiou & Sakka, 2000).
Terms such as work, heat, friction, and nuclear have meaning beyond the scientific
understanding; students may have acquired a common meaning of the word prior to being
introduced to the scientific definition (Garnett & Treagust, 1992; Maskill, Cachapuz, &
Koulaidis, 1997). When students have conflicting definitions, or understandings, they
may develop contexts for meanings that split the term meaning between school use and
daily use (Haidar & Abraham, 1991). When a split occurs, it may also result in lack of
application of scientific concepts outside of school (Haidar & Abraham, 1991). When
students have multiple understandings of a term, they may attempt to combine the
definitions, creating confusion as they attempt to answer questions (Ebenezer, 1996). A
common example is the word, work, from physics. Work commonly refers to
employment and the completion of a task. In physics work means a force has resulted in
a change of position.
Another way students confuse terms is to use one scientific term, such as atom,
for several different terms. Specifically, research reports interchangeable use of the terms
atom, molecule, ion, and cell (Caballer & Gimenez, 1993; De Posada, 1997; Driver et al.,
1994; Mitchell & Gunstone, 1984; Nicoll, 2001). In one study a student used atomic to
mean very small without reference to atoms or molecules (De Posada, 1997). Research
on other chemistry concepts reveal students use the terms solute and solvent
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interchangeably (Abraham et al., 1994), confuse ionic and covalent (Hong Kwen Boo,
1998), and interchange compound and element (Hong Kwen Boo, 1998). Investigations
using written tests (Caballer & Gimenez, 1993) and individual interviews (Johnson,
1998) have revealed confusion in the language students use related to science.
Indiscriminate use of terminology makes it difficult to evaluate student conceptual
understanding.
Some researchers have inferred students use scientific language to mask a lack of
conceptual understanding (diSessa et al., 2004; Haidar & Abraham, 1991; Lee et al.,
1993; Westbrook, 1987). Perhaps in these cases the students learned just enough to
attempt to sound knowledgeable to a teacher. Perhaps some students have learned that
spouting the language is enough to pass. However, as the learning objectives become
more complex and rely upon prior scientific knowledge, these students are likely to
experience greater difficulty developing an understanding of relationships between
concepts (Harrison & Treagust, 1996). These students will also be more open to
developing inappropriate relationships when similar terminology is used but with
different meanings or context.
Non-scientific Atom Concepts
According to the AAAS and NRC, students should be introduced to atomic
structure in the ninth grade. Prior instruction in the particulate nature of matter is
intended to lay a foundation upon which students begin to explore atomic structure. As
outlined in the prior section, students develop many non-scientific particulate
conceptions, and to some extent the non-scientific conceptions are maintained across
multiple grades.
The fundamental aspects of atomic structure, generally taught to eighth grade and
ninth grade students include sub-particle location, sub-particle charge, numbers of subparticles, and relative sub-particle size. In each case, students develop
misunderstandings. Reported student mental models of the overall structure of an atom
vary and some mental models appear to be influenced from prior instruction in cellular
biology (Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Harrison & Treagust, 1996; Krnel et al., 1998; Nicoll,
2001; Sanmarti et al., 1995; Sewell, 2002). Griffiths and Preston (1992) reported several
non-scientific models of atoms from twelfth-grade students. The simplest student model
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the study reports is: atoms are flat and constant in size. Note that several atomic models
used in chemistry textbooks appear flat. A more complex student model of an atom
reported is a sphere with all of its component parts residing within the sphere.
Students have suggested atoms are spheres with a skin that encloses the nucleus
and the electrons (Krnel et al., 1998; Sanmarti et al., 1995). The term, skin, may suggest
students are attempting to develop links between biological instruction and physical
science instruction. In another study, students suggested the particle skin was composed
of electron shells (Harrison & Treagust, 1996), where the electron shells acted as
protection for the atom. The Harrison and Treagust study included students in eighth to
tenth grade when physical science and biology are commonly taught. The concept of
particle skin as protection perhaps could be linked to cell membrane instruction. In fact
students in a tenth-grade mainstream science class were found to have transposed the
structure of atoms placing protons on the outside (Sewell, 2002). Nicoll (2001) found
college students with the belief that the electrons of an atom determine atom size.
A German study of students in grades twelve and thirteen revealed a framework
in which some atoms were viewed as being standard and other atoms non-standard
(Schmidt et al., 2003). For these students a standard atom contains equal numbers of
protons and neutrons. A non-standard atom has more neutrons than protons. When an
atom contains equal numbers of protons and neutrons, students believed an atom was
stable, while an atom containing unequal numbers of protons and neutrons was viewed as
unstable. Unstable atoms were classified by the students as being isotopes and isotopes
in this framework were considered to be radioactive because they are unstable. The
scientifically accepted definition of an isotope is any atom with the same number of
protons (Turner, 1995). Researchers suggest a student‟s concept of standard versus nonstandard atoms is related to instruction focusing upon the first twelve elements of the
periodic table (Schmidt et al., 2003). Generally, the first twelve elements have equal
numbers of protons and neutrons. When students study nuclear decay, the elements are
usually large nuclei with more neutrons than protons. Students developed an unintended
relationship between atomic structure and atomic stability.
Research studies also have revealed several non-scientific concepts about
electrons (Kalkanis et al., 2003; Lawrenz, 1986; Nicoll, 2001). Nicoll (2001) reports
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college students assign a positive charge to electrons. In another study of elementary
teachers, 44% believed gaining an electron imparts a positive charge (Lawrenz, 1986).
This relatively small conceptual error may lead to student difficulties for prediction of ion
charge when electrons are lost or gained, confusion when biology teachers discuss
electron movement in photosynthesis, and faulty comprehension of electrical
conductivity.
Nicoll (2001) reports some undergraduate chemistry majors believe electrons
attract one another. A concept of electron attraction can be expected to increase
difficulty conceptualizing electron motion in electrochemical cells and in interpreting
historical experiments using cathode-ray tubes. In the same study two different nonscientific views of electron motion were found to exist in the sample. In one model of
electron motion electrons were thought to move in a figure eight. This model may have
resulted from integrating quantum orbital shapes (specifically the p orbital) into students‟
existing Bohr concept of electron orbits. The second non-scientific idea for electron
motion is that electrons are stationary. Note that many commonly used models involving
drawings depict electrons as stationary points. In a study of pre-service teachers‟
understanding of atoms, Kalkanis (2003) found that many students shared the belief that
electron motion determines the velocity of the atom. Kalkanis‟ study population is Greek
pre-service teachers in all teaching disciplines and all subject areas.
Analyzing responses to a written prompt on the internal structure of metals, De
Posada (1997) reported students‟ drawings of electrons that were equal in size to an atom
or ion. Electrons were thought of as points or bodies in space. Griffiths and Tregust
(1992) reported a lasting effect of the Bohr model that electrons move in fixed orbits.
The concept of electrons in fixed orbits is similar to the report by Nicoll (2001) in which
students believe the electrons orbit in a figure eight. In another study Schmidt found
students who assigned a negative charge to a neutron (2003). In this study students
believed the overall charge of the nucleus was zero, and neutrons were present to
neutralize the positively charged protons.
Clearly atomic structure is difficult to conceptualize. Atoms are too small to be
directly observed; therefore inferential data have been gathered to construct models.
Instruction in atomic structure often utilizes multiple models without clearly expressing
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the limits of the model. Resulting student concepts, both scientific and non-scientific,
influence subsequent learning.
Non-scientific Cellular Structure and Function Concepts
Fewer biological studies investigate students‟ non-scientific conceptions. A few
areas studied include: genetics (Arditzoglou & Crawley, 1990; Flores et al., 2003;
Kindfield, 1991; Lewis et al., 2000; Lewis & Wood-Robinson, 2000; Westbrook, 1987),
respiration (Arditzoglou & Crawley, 1990; Caballer & Gimenez, 1993; Songer &
Mintzes, 1994; Yip, 1998), classification (Palmer, 1999; Tamir, Gal-Choppin, &
Nussinovitz, 1981), ecology (Palmer, 1999), and cell structure (Caballer & Gimenez,
1993; Dreyfus & Jungwirth, 1988, 1989; Flores et al., 2003; Lewis et al., 2000; Lewis &
Wood-Robinson, 2000; Sewell, 2002; Storey, 1990). A generalized finding of biological
terminology confusion has been reported in several studies (Abimbola & Baba, 1996; C.
R. Brown, 1990; Dreyfus & Jungwirth, 1989; Flores et al., 2003; Marek, 1986; Nazario,
Burrowes, & Rodrigues, 2002; Sewell, 2002; Westbrook, 1987).
Fewer studies concentrate upon students‟ conceptions of cell structure. Even so,
some biological researchers suggest a fundamental knowledge gap of cell structure leads
to increased student difficulty understanding complex cell functions (Lewis & WoodRobinson, 2000). Dreyfus and Jungwirth (1988) investigated tenth-grade students
understanding of living cells one year after a biology course. Students in the study
believed cells contain structures mimicking organ structures found in large organisms; for
example a cell may contain a digestive track or mini-lungs. Some students thought cells
are found inside cells (Dreyfus & Jungwirth, 1988; Sewell, 2002). These non-scientific
concepts may be related to students‟ difficulty with macroscopic and microscopic
representations of matter. In class instruction macroscopic and microscopic
representations are often used seamlessly and students memorize material instead of
gaining conceptual understanding (Caballer & Gimenez, 1993; Dreyfus & Jungwirth,
1989).
Flores, Tovar, and Gallegos (2003) investigated student understandings of cells in
1200 Mexican students. In the study 40.3% of the students suggest the shape and size of
an organ is echoed in the cell structure and shape. This shaped concept suggests kidneyshaped cells make-up the kidney organ. Thirty percent believe cell size changes with the
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overall growth of the organism. That is, cells grow larger as the organism grows larger.
Twenty-three percent of the sample agree that a heart cell in an adult is larger than a heart
cell in a child.
When students are asked about cell specialization, or cell differentiation, they
suggest macroscopic factors such as organ function to explain specialization or
differentiation (Flores et al., 2003). Other students thought a specialized cell contains
only a fraction of the genetic code for the organism (Dreyfus & Jungwirth, 1988; Lewis
et al., 2000). Students appear to create conceptual frameworks using genetic information
and cell specialization within organisms using non-scientific reasoning to simplify the
material. These simplifications lead to difficulty when attempting to understand
reproduction processes and fetal development.
Functional aspects of cells are difficult for students. One difficulty relates to
genetic heredity and the existence of DNA. Ardizoglou and Crawley (1990) report sixty
percent of pre-service teachers believe animals develop traits in response to
environmental stimuli. In a study of tenth grade students one year after cell instruction,
students believed hereditary information was transferred to new cells only during
reproduction events that resulted in a new organism (Dreyfus & Jungwirth, 1988). This
conceptual understanding was extended to multicellular organisms. Other students do not
limit the transferring of genetic information to reproduction, but they limit the location of
reproduction to the nucleus of the cell (Flores et al., 2003). Caballer and Gimenez report
32% of 13-14 year-old students in their sample were not aware that a cell reproduces.
This finding may have implications for how students respond to questions about cell
division.
In multiple studies, students suggest not every cell possess a complete set of the
organism‟s genetic code after participating in mitosis (Flores et al., 2003; Lewis et al.,
2000; Lewis & Wood-Robinson, 2000). In one study it was suggested that the DNA
structure splits in half giving one side of the DNA to each of the new cells during cell
division (Kindfield, 1991). When students were given the opportunity to select from a
list of items which objects contain genetic material (all listed items contained genetic
information), the percentage for each item were less than 100 percent (Lewis & WoodRobinson, 2000). Most students believed mammals and insects contain genetic
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information at 91.6% and 88.6% respectively. For plants, only 69.1% believed trees
posses genetic information and only 57.7% believed ferns contained genetic information.
Therefore traditional examples and historical experiments in genetics utilizing plants may
lead to confusion of, compartmentalizing of, or disregarding of the example.
Cell division, the process by which multicellular organisms develop and grow, is
another area in which students simplify the process by omitting the two growth periods.
Students are reported to believe cells divide to create more cells but do not include any
subsequent growth of cells (Riemeier & Gropengieber, 2008). The cell division process
students describe involves only division without cell growth periods. The process
described is much closer to atomic fission where the atoms become more numerous but
are increasingly smaller with each fission event. The Riemeier and Gropengieber (2008)
study suggests students are not cognitively aware of the importance of cellular growth in
cell division processes and suggest the name, cell division, places emphasis upon the
division portion.
Studies of respiration, another cellular function and one used to distinguish
between living and non-living, show students are not well aware of respiration at the
cellular level (Arditzoglou & Crawley, 1990; Caballer & Gimenez, 1993). Arditzoglou
and Crawley (1990) found only 37% of pre-service elementary science teachers
considered respiration at the cellular level involving the exchange of gases. Many of
these same teachers believed respiration was the breathing in of oxygen and the exhaling
of carbon dioxide. From the study, it is not possible to determine if these pre-service
teachers believe we inhale pure oxygen and exhale only carbon dioxide. Yip‟s (1998)
study of biology teachers found some teachers believed no oxygen is present in exhaled
air, and as an organism exhales all air exits the lungs. Songer and Mintzer (1994) report
students suggest several roles for oxygen other than respiration including oxygen as a
muscle-relaxer.
Classification studies tend to focus upon students‟ ability to classify materials as
living or non-living. Palmer investigated students‟ classification of materials as living
with 11-12-year-old students and 15-16-year-old students. The students were given a list
of sixteen items and asked to circle all items they thought were alive. The list included
only living items. More younger students than older students elected not to circle all the
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items. One reason given for the items students did not circle was the organism has a
negative effect upon other things. A negative effect may include birds that would
defecate on your head without acknowledgment of the ecological role of birds. For other
students if the organism did not do anything “significant,” it was not alive. Three other
reasons were the organism was not considered part of nature, the organism was not
needed by people, and the organism does not have a predator. Each of these reasons for
not considering an organism alive does not correspond to the scientific understanding of
living. This type of reasoning may impact older students‟ ability to classify living and
non-living items, when the list is a mixture of living and non-living.
In a second study in classification of living and non-living, students were more
likely to classify using movement as an indicator for a living organism (Tamir et al.,
1981). Students experienced greater difficulty classifying plants than animals; this
difficulty is possibly related to a lack of motion associated with plant life. Students in the
study gave inanimate objects human characteristics, such as feelings. Nineteen percent of
the students in the study were willing to accept that living organisms can emerge from
non-living materials or nothing. The concept of life emerging from non-living materials
directly conflicts with the scientific concept that life begets new life.
When students were asked to classify organisms into animal or non-animal and
vertebrate or non-vertebrate, younger students were more likely to classify mammals as
animals (Trowbridge & Mintzes, 1985). When students in fifth and eighth grade were
asked about the attributes they used to classify, they generally used body parts and other
visual characteristics. College students used more scientific attributes such as respiration
and reproduction to classify animals. Generally, students were better at classifying
familiar rather than unfamiliar organisms. In these studies, students did not provide
complete scientifically acceptable answers though some students did provide answers that
did not contain misconceptions.
As in particulate and atomic studies, students in biology have problems with
terminology (Caballer & Gimenez, 1993; Dreyfus & Jungwirth, 1989; Flores et al., 2003;
Marek, 1986; Nazario et al., 2002; Westbrook, 1987); often confusing terminology that
has acquired common, mainstream meaning (Dreyfus & Jungwirth, 1989). In addition,
terminology that is repeated in other disciplines (Caballer & Gimenez, 1993; Harrison &
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Treagust, 1996), or has similarity is spelling or pronunciation provides difficulty (Brown,
1990; Flores et al., 2003). Nucleus is one term confused by students. Harrison and
Treagust (1996) report students explaining the nucleus of the atom controls atom
behavior. Some textbooks perpetuate the use of vocabulary known to promote nonscientific conceptions (Abimbola & Baba, 1996).
Non-scientific Atoms and Cells Concepts
While few studies have concentrated upon the relationships students create
between atoms and cells, several studies of particles, atoms, and cells mention findings
implicating underlying student confusion (Driver et al., 1994; Harrison & Treagust, 1996;
Sewell, 2002). Sewell (2002) conducted a study in Australia using volunteer teachers
from secondary schools to investigate students‟ concepts of relationships between atoms
and cells. A total of 6 classes were used with 153 students in years 10 and 11. Students
gave four responses: 1) no relationship, 2) cells make up the living/atoms makes up nonliving, 3) cells make up the living/atoms make up elements and atoms, and 4) cells and
atoms revolve around one another (Sewell, 2002). None of these previously mentioned
student constructed relationships correspond with the scientific view.
An area in which students have problems is the composition of atoms, molecules,
and cells (Driver et al., 1994; Sewell, 2002). Sewell (2002) explored Australian students‟
understanding of relationships between atoms and cells and discovered students believed
atoms are composed of cells (12 students), and cells are found inside atoms (9 students).
Due to scale, it is not possible for cells to be found inside an atom. A cell is composed of
atoms bonded together forming molecules that create cell structures.
Driver (1994) describes a Scottish study in which students drew molecules when
asked to draw a cell. Harrison and Treagust (1996) report one student drawing a cell
when instructed to draw an atom. Students appear to have developed one concept of the
“basic building block” and have selected either cells or molecules as building material.
Study students did not have the concept that the basic building block of life is different
from the basic building block for matter.
Students have explained that proteins, carbohydrates, and water are composed of
cells (Driver et al., 1994). All of these compounds may be found inside a cell, but they
are built from atoms. Four Australian students from the same classroom suggested cells
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are composed of a nucleus, protons, electrons, and neutrons (Sewell, 2002). While both
atoms and cells do contain a nucleus, the term does not apply to the same structure or
function. In an atom, the nucleus is centrally located, with a positive charge, and it
contains all the protons and neutrons. A cell nucleus protects the DNA upon which all of
the genetic information for the organism is coded.
In one study, ten different students suggested atoms are alive, grow, and divide
(Harrison & Treagust, 1996). Two properties are characteristics of cells, not properties
of atoms. Atoms may split (fission) and atoms may combine (fusion), but atoms do not
grow. Growth is a trait specific to living organisms.
Sewell (2002) discovered 3 of 15 students from a senior science class who
defined atoms as many cells joined together. This scenario is less possible than cells
inside of cells. This relationship suggests these students may confuse atoms, cells, and
molecules. Still other students believed cells are home to atoms (study does not include
details about the exact numbers with this conception). These students may limit the
existence of atoms to living beings. If students limit atoms to being in cells, then of what
is non-living matter composed? Another possibility is that these students believe all
matter is constructed with cells. Finally, their use of the term home to explain the
relationship between cells and atoms suggests these students assign an animalistic belief
to atoms (Nicoll, 2001; Nussbaum, 1985).
Interdisciplinary Studies in Science Education
Science has traditionally divided itself into several different disciplines. High
school science departments commonly include biology, chemistry, earth and space, and
physics. The categories are man-made divisions of science. Classification assists in
defining and limiting a discipline, but each branch of science is dependent upon the
others. Biology focuses on studies of life, and the physical sciences focus on studies of
energy and matter. Few researchers have studied how students develop connections
between the disciplines. Those few studies suggest students are not making connections
between disciplines or students are developing non-scientific connections (Sewell, 2002;
Taber, 1998b).
Sewell investigated student connections between biology and chemistry (2002)
and Taber investigated chemistry and physics (1998b). Sewell found the majority of
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students making several non-scientific connections between atoms and cells as mentioned
in the previous section. Taber (1998b) investigated students‟ understanding of the
quantum model of the atom. Taber discovered students using a conservation of force
argument for radius changes when electrons are added or removed from an atom.
Students found that the concept of force conservation was fruitful for making predictions
of phenomena, but when asked for explanations of the model, they were penalized
because the reasoning was non-scientific. The paucity of studies crossing scientific
disciplines leaves a large gap in the literature. The present study is designed to help
address that need by investigating student conceptions address grade levels of atoms and
cells.
Contributions to Science Education Literature
The study was designed to address six questions. These six questions follow:
1. What are high school students‟ conceptions of atomic structure?
2. How are these conceptions consistent with the scientifically accepted model of
atomic structure?
3. What are high school students‟ conceptions of cell structure?
4. How are these conceptions consistent with the scientifically accepted model of
the cell?
5. What are students‟ conceptions of the relationship(s) between atoms and
cells?
6. How are students‟ conceptions of relationship(s) between atoms and cells
consistent with scientifically accepted relationship(s) between atoms and
cells?
Addressing these six questions, the study was able to provide information to address
several gaps in the literature. One area is the limited number of studies of K-12 students‟
non-scientific conceptions in the United States. The study provides knowledge of a
cross-section of high school students‟ conceptions of atomic and cellular structure
including students not currently enrolled in a physical or biological science course.
For atomic structure, studies of student drawings of atomic structure have been
conducted in Australia, and Spain (De Posada, 1997; Harrison & Treagust, 1996;
Harrison & Treagust, 2001), but no study includes US students‟ drawings of atomic
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structure. Past studies have relied upon existing historical models of the atom while
present study uses emerging categories. For cellular structure, no study reviewed
included examples of student cell drawings. Multiple examples of cell drawings, as well
as an item analysis of cell components, are included in the present study.
Studies of cellular structure have been based upon questionnaires mailed to
Mexican science teachers (Flores et al., 2003). In contrast, the current study had students
draw cells both on a paper-and-pencil test and in a follow-up interview. While
questionnaires are useful for the collection of data for very large populations, the
environment in which students answered the questions is unknown. The Flores study
(2003) did not describe a process for establishing reliability or validity of the questions.
In the present study, the principal investigator was present in the room for all test
administrations and uses a test, retest strategy to determine reliability. Additionally, the
Flores et al (2003) and the Verhoeff, Waarlo, and Boersma (2008) studies are the only
studies found that included information about student knowledge of specific organelles
inside a cell. The research presented here included analysis of student knowledge of the
interior and exterior structures of cells.
The current study analyzed how students differentiate between atoms and cells.
Differentiation includes the ability to distinguish between living and non-living (AAAS,
1990). The conceptions of living and non-living have been studied previously (Palmer,
1999; Tamir et al., 1981; Trowbridge & Mintzes, 1985), yet not within four consecutive
school years at the high school level. Living and non-living studies rarely used lists of
living and non-living materials and forms of energy. Additionally, students‟ knowledge
of living and non-living entities in relationship to the presence or absence of cells is not
contained in the literature. The present study explored students‟ understanding of living
and non-living entities, including students‟ reasoning or requirements for materials to be
considered alive. Students also explained their reasoning for indentifying specific entities
which contain cells.
Very few studies have looked at multiple scientific disciplines (De Posada, 1997;
Sewell, 2002; Taber, 1998b). Those studies that have are conducted outside of the
United States. The Sewell study (2002) in particular used a sample of students generated
by convenience and did not elicit detailed student knowledge of atomic or cellular
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structure. The study was targeted at investigating relationships between atoms and cells.
The study population in the Sewell (2002) study included middle school and early high
school students. All students, in Sewell‟s study, were currently enrolled in a science
course, therefore excluding students electing not to enroll in a science course.
Additionally, the study clearly indicated additional classes, beyond those taught by the
author, were obtained by asking teaching colleagues to administer the survey to their
science courses and the sample was not intended to represent a cross section of the
school.
In both atomic and cellular studies students appear to have difficulty with
terminology (Flores et al., 2003; Harrison & Treagust, 1996; Nazario et al., 2002;
Schmidt, 1997; Westbrook, 1987; Yip, 1998). The present study is designed for students
to use their own language as they explain. The use of student expression of their
reasoning allows the researcher to look for the misuse of scientific language or the
misapplication of scientific language in both atomic and cellular structure. Misuse of
scientific language means using an incorrect term or using a word that sounds similar to
what is intended for example using rhinoplasty for ribosomes. Misapplication of
scientific language would be to use protons and neutrons for the materials found inside
the nucleus of a cell. Terminology use was compared with the scientifically accepted
terminology for atoms and cells. Targeted terminology for the study was the nucleus,
since both structures include a nucleus, although both structures have different structures
and functions. Additional terminology was added after data collection revealed problems
with other words.
Summary
National science education standards provide a clear expectation for high school
graduates to understand that atoms are the basic building materials for all matter whether
living or non-living (AAAS, 1990; AAAS, 1993; NRC, 1996). Further, students should
understand that atoms are used to build the structures of the cell. High school graduates
should have learned the basic structures and functions of a living plant and animal cell.
Students also should recognize atoms compose all of the components comprising the cell,
and that atoms form molecules that lead to proteins which form the structures of the cells.
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Research demonstrates students develop concepts prior to formal instruction
(Bransford et al., 2000). Non-scientific conceptual understandings can act as barriers to
learning scientific conceptions (Smith et al., 1993; von Glasersfeld, 1981). A
fundamental conceptualization that must be acquired by students before they learn about
atoms and cells is that matter is not continuous. Particulate nature of matter is very
difficult for students to accept and then apply to related scientific phenomena (Doran,
1972; Gilbert & Watts, 1983; Gomez et al., 2006; Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Johnson,
1998; Krnel et al., 1998; Mitchell & Gunstone, 1984; Nakhleh, 1992, 1994; Nakhleh &
Samarapungavan, 1999; Novick & Nussbaum, 1981; Valaanides, 2000; Williamson &
Abraham, 1995). Many researchers have documented the various conceptual difficulties
students experience as they move closer to scientific understanding (Gilbert & Watts,
1983; Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Lee et al., 1990). Students appear to create relationships
between unrelated phenomena (Ben-Zvi et al., 1986; Driver, 1985; Ebenezer, 1996;
Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Haidar & Abraham, 1991). The majority of these reported
relationships are developed within a science course and not between discipline specific
courses.
In high school, content is formally divided into biology and physical science.
Further, physical science is separated into astronomy, chemistry, earth science, and
physics. When courses are divided into specific scientific disciplines, are students able to
create relationships across the scientific domains? If students create relationships
between the disciplines, what are the relationships and how do these relationships
compare to the scientifically accepted relationships? Limited, to non-existent, research in
science interdisciplinary conceptual understanding suggests many students are not able to
make connections. Those students who do develop connections, often fail to develop
scientifically valid relationships (Sewell, 2002; Taber, 1998b).
This chapter has focused upon the existing relevant literature. In the following
chapter, study methodology is elaborated. Chapter four contains the results and chapter
five discusses conclusions and implications.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to describe high school students‟ conceptions of
atoms and cells. In addition, the study intended to describe the relationship or
relationships high school students make between atoms and cells.
Setting
One private high school in the southeastern region of the United States
participated in this exploratory study. The use of a private school has advantages and
disadvantages that may affect study results and implications. Students in a private school
do not necessarily represent the population distribution found within the public schools.
Some students participating in this study come from surrounding counties, but all
students are residents of one state. The ethnic/racial distribution for the school is unlikely
to match the state ethnic/racial distribution and the school may include religious studies
as a graduation requirement. The private school used for this study has an admissions
test. Public schools are legally bound to accept resident students regardless of academic
achievement though they may be excluded due to extreme behavior problems. A larger
portion of the students in the study school intended to attend college (99%) than
commonly found in public schools in the southeastern region. Therefore, study results
may not represent the general high school population which includes a larger percentage
of students concluding formal study with a high school diploma and more students
pursuing military careers.
The advantages for using a private school are numerous including the lack of
extensive state and/or national testing in the spring semester. Mandatory public school
spring semester testing occupies multiple weeks. Students are less willing to take yet
another test, and during testing, outside personnel are not allowed in the school. In this
private high school positive, strong relationships exist among administrators, teachers and
parents. The school does not host multiple research projects; therefore, students are not
overly studied. The extracurricular activities available to students are similar to those
available to public school students in the region. Academic accreditation has been
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received from the state. It is not a boarding school. The existing facilities provide
secure, monitored locations for private student interviews.
At the time of the study, the high school had approximately 900 students in grades
9-12. The total school population was split evenly by gender, but gender was not evenly
represented by grade. The majority of the students were Caucasian, with Asian and
African-American students the next most common racial identities. A small number of
students indicated mixed racial identity. Students classified as sophomores have
completed at least 6 credit hours, juniors 12 and seniors 18 (school handbook, 2007).
The school day consisted of eight, 45-minute periods with one full period for lunch
(school handbook, 2007).
All students are expected to take four consecutive courses in English. English
classes in the first two years are divided into regular and honors sections. Honors
sections are based upon achieving an 85% average or higher in a previous English course
and positive teacher recommendations (school graduation requirements, online, 2007).
Entering freshmen must have met a minimum entrance exam score and received a
positive recommendation from the counselor for taking Honors Freshman English.
Advanced Placement (AP) English was offered to seniors only.
Three science credits were required for graduation (school graduation
requirements, online, 2007). Two different levels of science were available, regular and
honors. The suggested curriculum sequence was biology, physical science and
chemistry. The Physical Science course was an introduction to earth science, chemistry
and physics. Students enrolled in Honors Biology were required to take chemistry and a
third honors or advanced placement course. Students were encouraged but not required
to take a fourth year of science. Science electives offered included, but are not limited to:
Anatomy and Physiology, Physics, Astronomy, Environmental Science, and Marine
Geology. The school required a minimum enrollment of six students before offering an
elective course.
Nine faculty members taught all science courses. Five of the faculty listed
completion of master‟s degrees. Several teachers indicated completion of course work
beyond a master‟s degree. One instructor earned a master‟s in the science discipline.
Several teachers did not indicate an area of concentration for master‟s degrees.
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Participants
This study was conducted in one private high school in the Southeastern region.
Eight, English classes participated in the study with one regular and one honors English
course for each grade. The intact classes were volunteered for the study by the principal.
The study was conducted in the spring semester of the school year. The first data
collection occurred two weeks prior to spring break and the second data collection
occurred one week later, the Thursday and Friday before spring break.
A total of 180 students were asked to participate, and 120 students provided
signed parental consent forms, signed student assent forms and completed the paper-andpencil test. Over all 50% were female and 50% were male. Twenty-eight were freshman
(13 males, 15 females). Twenty-nine were sophomores (9 males, 20 females). Thirtyeight were juniors (21 males, 17 female) and twenty-five were seniors (17 males, 8
females). See Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 for complete demographics for grade, gender and
ethnicity.

Table 3.1
Grade and gender distribution of participating students by frequency and percentage
Grade
Gender

9

10

11

12

Total

Female

15 (53.6%)

20 (69.0%)

17 (44.7%)

8 (32.0%)

60 (50.0%)

Male

13 (46.4%)

9 (31.0%)

21 (55.3%)

17 (68.0%)

60 (50.0%)

Totals and %

28 (23.3%)

29 (24.1%)

38 (31.7%)

25 (20.8%)

120 (100%)

Note. Percentages in parenthesis
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Table 3.2
Frequency distribution of sample by race, gender, and grade
Race
Grade

Gender

Caucasian

African-

Asian

Othera

Total

American
9

10

11

12

M

12

0

0

1

13

F

14

0

0

1

15

M

16

0

1

2

19

F

20

0

0

0

20

M

18

1

1

1

21

F

16

1

0

0

17

M

13

1

1

2

17

F

4

1

1

2

8

103

4

4

9

Total

Note: Other includes the following two students who marked other on the
demographics page, one student who indicated American Indian/White, one
student who indicated African-American/White, one student indicated
Asian/White, one student who indicated Hispanic, and three students who
indicated Hispanic/White.
Permission to Conduct Study
Permission to conduct the study was granted by the high school‟s administration.
The Institutional Review Board at the University of Kentucky approved the study and the
appropriate assent and consent forms. Parents of students in eight English classes
received mailings consisting of a letter from the principal, a consent form, and a postagepaid envelope (see Appendix C for complete copies). The first mailing was sent one
week before the principal investigator visited the English classes. Copies of the signed
consent forms were provide to parents.
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A week later, the principal investigator visited each class to explain purpose,
procedure and assent forms to the students. Questions raised by the students were also
addressed. Students with parental consents already returned, were given copies of the
signed form. Students, eighteen and over, received consent forms to sign. According to
the regulations adopted by the University of Kentucky, students eighteen years and older
are adults with the power to grant consent to participate in research studies. Signed
student assent/consent forms were collected. Students with parents that had not returned
the form were given blank copies to take home. The next day the principal investigator
returned to the classes to collect signed parent consent forms. After testing, a third
consent form was sent home to parents. Parents of students who had signed the assent
form and taken the test were mailed new consent packets. After one month, all student
tests with missing parental consent forms were destroyed using approved, confidentiality
measures.
Instruments
Two instruments were designed by the principal investigator for this study: a
traditional paper-and-pencil test and a semi-structured interview protocol.
Development of paper-and-pencil test. The paper and pencil test of students‟
understanding of atoms and cells was developed first. It is consists of four sections: atom
questions, cell questions, combined questions, and demographics. The atom and cell
questions were designed using parallel construction; therefore, both sections begin with a
drawing task, proceed to a circle/explain task and end with an open-ended, short-answer
question. Similarity in wording was essential to maintain parallel construction.
The first task, to draw, was modeled after Harrison and Treagust (1996; Kraus,
2005). It is important to discover a student‟s mental model of a concept. While it is
impossible to obtain a complete mental model, it is important to select a task that will
reveal a close representation of the student‟s mental model. Additionally, the item format
needs to match the intended outcome and fit the data collection time frame provided by
the school. Balancing these three constraints, a drawing task was selected. Since
drawings have limitations, a follow-up question was added to elicit aspects of the model a
drawing fails to show (Gobert & Buckley, 2000; Harrison & Treagust, 1996). For
example, drawings are generally two dimensional and static. The follow-up question
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allows students to state the drawing should be in three dimensions and in motion. In
addition, it is recognized that any method that intends to identify a student‟s mental
model will only be an interpretation of the mental model since a mental model exists in
the brain of the student and most likely contains aspects that are not easily translated to a
two-dimensional drawing (Gobert & Buckley, 2000).
The second question probed students‟ understanding of where atoms and cells are
used to construct macroscopic objects. These circle and explain tasks are similar to card
sorting tasks used by several researchers (Jones et al., 2000; Stavridou & Solomonidou,
1989; Tamir et al., 1981; Trowbridge & Mintzes, 1985). The advantages of the circle and
explain versus the card sorting tasks were the increased number of students who
participate and the decreased administration time. Moving the question from an
interactive interview with card sorting to a paper-and-pencil test item eliminates probing
of a student‟s answers that provides insight into the student‟s thinking. A follow-up
question, in which students‟ explain their reasoning for circling objects, attempts to elicit
student thinking and address the question format limitation. The follow-up question is
only as successful as a student‟s willingness to put forth a good faith effort.
The final question in each section is intended to reveal students‟ understanding of
cell division and nuclear fission. This question used the term, divide, for both sections in
order to reduce cuing students to the different outcomes by alternating between split and
divide. The intent of the question is to determine if students are able to distinguish
between cell division and nuclear fission.
The third section of the test probes student understanding of the relationship
between atoms and cells. Questions were heavily influenced by Sewell‟s study of student
understanding of the relationships between atoms and cells in Australia (Sewell, 2002).
The first question asked students to cite similarities, cite differences and explain the
relationship between atoms and cells. The second question returns to the circle/explain
format. Students circled what is alive and explained their reasoning. The final two
questions were multiple-choice questions using plausible distractors reported in research
literature. This method has been used by several other researchers discovering student‟s
non-scientific conceptions (BouJaoude, 1992; Omoifo & Irogbele, 2007; Saul & Kikas,
2003; Schmidt, 1997; Schmidt et al., 2003).
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The final section includes student demographics. Demographics reported include
science courses taken, grade received, gender, grade level, years in school, post high
school plans, and race. Demographics were placed at the end of the test to increase the
number of students completing the content questions. Additionally, by placing the
demographics at the end of the test, the participant immediately began with questions
pertaining to the topics instead of becoming engrossed in minutia of demographics. This
arrangement increases the face validity of the instrument (Nardi, 2003) or participant
buy-in by placing questions about the topic studied first and questions appearing less
relevant at the end. All demographics were self-reported by students which was another
limitation inherent to the study.
Validity. Content validity of the instrument was ascertained through a series of
reviews from a panel of science education researchers and educators. The first review
included four science educators, one physics educator, and four doctoral students. The
instrument was distributed to the group. Question intent and target audience for the
instrument were explained. Several comments were made regarding the construction of
the content questions. The instrument was revised based upon these comments. The
second review of the instrument involved three science educators, one chemistry
professor, one physics professor, one doctoral student, and one master‟s student.
Suggestions for clarification were made and additional, minor revisions made. A
doctoral student outside of science education provided feedback about the perceived
relevance of the questions to the intended topic.
Development of interview. The interview protocol was developed after the paper
test. Interview questions were related to the paper test with additional questions about
the nucleus of atoms and cells. This nucleus concept was not included on the paper-andpencil test. The order in which students read and answered test questions could not easily
be controlled, and monitoring when students change an answer relative to questions they
had read was difficult with paper-and-pencil tests. A decision was made to not include
nucleus questions because they could clue students to missing information in their
drawings. Interviews could be monitored for the influence of questions to previous
student answers. The interviews were conducted one-on-one, increasing the potential for
determining the effect of questions upon students‟ drawings and previous answers.
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The general structure of the interview was reversed compared to the paper-andpencil test. The demographics section was placed first, following by atom questions and
cell questions. Demographics questions were limited to year in school, current science
course(s), and completed science courses. The gender of the student was judged by the
interviewer. Demographic questions were placed before the science content questions to
allow time for the interviewer and the interviewee to become comfortable with each
other.
The first four content questions in the interviews were interpreted from the paper
test. The students were asked to draw an atom and a cell. For each drawing, the
interviewer might prompt the student to label the drawing, if needed. On the paper-andpencil test, the question instructed students to label the drawing. The atom students were
asked to draw was switched from lithium on the paper-and-pencil test to helium for the
interview. This did change the drawing from two occupied orbitals to one occupied
orbital. The change was made to prompt students to think about the atomic structure of
helium and not recall their answer from the prior week‟s paper test. Both atoms are
relatively small. A periodic table was provided for students to use and the interviewer
pointed to the location of the element on the periodic table. The cell question remained
the same, a drawing of a typical plant cell.
The next question on the interview protocol was about the nucleus. For reasons
stated earlier, it was not included in the paper version. The question was deemed
important to include since atoms and cells label a nucleus region, but the structures and
functions are different.
The next interview question was an open-ended version of a multiple-choice
question found in the combined questions on the paper test. Since this was an interview,
it was thought best to leave the question open-ended, allowing the interviewer to probe
for reasoning. Student reasoning was absent from the paper test due to the multiplechoice style question without a follow-up explanation question.
Two questions in the interview protocol were interpretations of the combined
paper-and-pencil tasks of circle/explain what is alive. In the interview, the individual
explained whether he/she thought atoms or cells were alive and then asked to give a
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reason. Further probing resulted in some students providing examples of living and nonliving materials.
The last interview question was copied from the paper test. Students were asked
again, what is the relationship between atoms and cells? The answers given were
compared to previous answers given by the students on the paper test for reliability.
Validity. The interview protocol was reviewed by three science educators, one
science instructional supervisor, two chemistry professors, one physics professor, one
doctoral student, and one master‟s student. Suggestions were made about the wording of
some questions and the removal of words that might bias responses of the participant.
For example, the word “believe” was removed because it had religious connotations. A
high school student participated in a practice interview. The student was able to answer
all of the questions and made no suggestions to change the questions at the end of the
interview. Furthermore, the student did not request clarification of questions during the
interview.
Reliability. This study utilized the concept of test-retest (Babbie, 2002; Linn &
Gronlund, 1995; Nardi, 2003). Students were tested twice over some of the same
concepts. Similarity of student responses was compared. The more consistent the
answers, the more reliable the instrument becomes. This method of paper testing and
then interviewing a small portion of the sample has been used by several researchers to
reveal student conceptions (Barker & Millar, 1999; J.-Y. Chang, 1999; De Posada, 1997;
Dreyfus & Jungwirth, 1988; Pinarbasi & Canpolat, 2003; Schmidt et al., 2003).
Data Collection
Tests. Eight intact English classes took the test in English classrooms. One class
was tested during each of the eight class periods. A class period lasted forty-five
minutes. First, all students were asked to turn in signed assent and/or consent forms.
Additional forms were provided for students requesting copies. The structure of the test
was reviewed and students were instructed to answer all questions as best they could. For
questions they were unable to answer, they were asked to write, “I do not know.” This
written phrase was used to distinguish between students who did not read the question
and those that did read the question. Once all tests were distributed, classroom teachers
identified students who missed the pervious class when student assent/consent was given.
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Individual explanations about assent/consent and study intent were provided to the
students. The students were given the opportunity to sign an assent or a consent form.
Two versions of the test were distributed. Version A started with atom questions
and Version C started with cell questions. Since the instrument was recently constructed,
it was unknown if the section order would influence student answers; therefore two
versions were distributed. The tests were in stacks that alternated ACAC.
As students answered questions, the principal investigator circulated around the
room, answered questions and monitored student progress. One student that began the
test became ill. This student was unable to complete the test and was not included in the
analysis. Three students asked questions to clarify the wording. Two students who were
English language learners asked about the word “composed.” A third student asked for
clarification about the follow-up question “describe how your model may not accurately
represent a plant cell.” Most students completed the test within twenty minutes. Students
finishing early were directed to read books, work on homework, or participate in ongoing projects in English. No student took the full forty-five minutes to complete the
test. As students completed the test, the principal investigator collected the tests.
Tests were returned to the University at the end of the day and stored in a secured
office. The following day tests were matched with consent/assent forms. Tests with
consent and assent forms were assigned a number and the name of the student was
removed by tearing off a portion of the cover sheet. Cover sheets were collected and
stored with assent/consent forms. A list of student names and numbers was created to
match paper and pencil tests with student interviews. The list was destroyed after
interviews were matched.
Interviews. Students were interviewed seven to eight days after the paper-andpencil test. Students with signed parental consent and student assent turned in before the
interviews were eligible to participate. For each class, the removed cover sheets were
folded and placed in a box. The box was shaken and each paper was removed from the
box one at a time. The first paper out was the first student to be interviewed and the
second paper was the intended second interview. Since students would be given an
opportunity to not participate in the interview, may not be present at school, or may not
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be released from their class for an interview, all student names were drawn from the box.
Interview samples were stratified by class, but randomly selected from within one class.
Students to be interviewed were called to the main office one at a time by an
administrator or administrative assistant. When each student arrived in the front office,
she/he was greeted by the principal investigator and led to a private conference room.
The principal investigator introduced herself to the student and explained why and how
they were selected for an interview. If a student did not want to participate in the
interview, he/she returned to their class. Notes were provided for students to return to
class by the front office with times written on the notes. Students declining participation
in the interview included four freshmen and one senior.
Students agreeing to participate were shown the recording device and orally
recorded his/her assent on tape. Each student was recorded on a separate tape which was
given a number based upon the interview order. Interviews lasted between ten to twenty
minutes. Most students missed part of one class, but some missed portions of two
classes. No student was called to the front office during English class. Students with
morning English classes were interviewed in the afternoon and students with afternoon
English classes were interviewed in the morning. Students who had English during the
two lunch periods were interviewed during the morning or afternoon. No students were
interviewed during the two lunch periods.
At the end of the school day, all recorded tapes were returned to a secured and
locked office. The tapes were given a second number based upon the student number
from the paper-and-pencil test. All tapes were transcribed by the principal investigator in
interview order. The length of the interview was recorded during transcription. After
transcription, all tapes were destroyed in an effort to protect the identities of the students.
No science teachers in the building were in the front office during the interviews and no
teachers heard any part of student interviews.
The interviews were conducted in a conference room in the main office. The
conference room has a window that a staff member could look through at any time and
the door to the conference room has a window and is across from the principal‟s office.
At any time, either of these individuals could supervise interview conduct, but they were
not able to listen to the conversation with the door closed. To help keep students more
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relaxed, the interviewer positioned herself across from the staff‟s window with the
student‟s back toward the window.
Rubric Development
To score the open-ended items on the paper-and-pencil test, a rubric was
developed based upon the NSES (NRC, 1996) and the Benchmarks for Science Literacy
(AAAS, 1993). Ideal answers were developed from what is expected a student should
know upon graduation from high school. Once ideal answers were created, the length of
the ideal answer was compared to the space provided on the paper-and-pencil test. When
the answer space on the test appeared inadequate for the length of an ideal response, key
aspects of the answer were identified and extra information was italicized.
Next, a rating scale and rubrics were developed based upon previous researchers
and national science standards. The rating scale format used was first developed by
Ginns and Watters (1995). The scale is an ordinal scale (Agresti & Finlay, 1999; Babbie,
2002; Linn & Gronlund, 1995; Nardi, 2003). The scale runs from 0 to 5. An ordinal
scale implies there is a logical order or hierarchy for the categories, but the distance
between the levels is not consistent or is not measurable. The highest level, 5, indicates
the student has answered the question completely and without any errors. A 4 indicates
the student has answered the question partially, but there are no errors in the answer. A 3
indicates a student has answered the question, but parts of the answer provided were not
in agreement with the scientific explanation and other portions were correct scientifically.
A 2 indicates a student has given a non-scientific answer for the question. A 1 indicates
the answer given did not pertain to the question asked and a zero indicated no answer was
given, the answer was unreadable or “I don‟t know” was written. Refer to Appendix D
for a general outline of rubric and specific rubrics for open-ended questions.
To develop examples for each of the levels, prior research in student
misconceptions, alternative conceptions and naïve conceptions was used (Caballer &
Gimenez, 1993; Flores et al., 2003; Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Harrison & Treagust,
1996; Sewell, 2002). While many of the examples included on the scoring guides were
not represented in the test results, they remained on the scoring guides as examples.
Since this was an exploratory descriptive study, previously unreported student responses
were expected. The examples for a level three response were the most difficult to define
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because a portion of the answer needed to be correct and another portion needed to be
incorrect. It became difficult to develop clear examples because it was possible to make
an example incorrect simply by incorrect word choices or word order. Few examples of
level three responses were found in the literature to assist in development of examples,
since most research focused upon the two extremes of correct or incorrect answers. This
limited the number of level three examples found in rubrics.
Scoring
Open-ended questions. To score the eight open-end items on the paper and pencil
tests, two experienced science teachers assisted the principal investigator. One was a
high school chemistry teacher with a background in both biology and chemistry. The
teacher has a master‟s degree in science instruction and has been teaching for over six
years. The second teacher is an instructional supervisor for math and science K-12 in a
school system. This individual has a background in chemistry and biology with a
master‟s degree in biology and over twenty years of science teaching experience.
For the initial training of the scorers, the general scoring guide was presented and
explained. Emphasis was placed upon the fact that scoring the items was not being done
on a continuous scale, but instead assigning the answers in one of six piles. It was
explained that there will not be a best and a worst answer given for each item and the
levels 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0 include a range of answers that represented complete,
incomplete, incorrect and partially correct, completely incorrect answers, and omitted or
inappropriate responses.
The paper-and-pencil test and the scoring rubrics were next presented. For each
question, the question wording was reviewed and the scoring rubric for the item
reviewed. Questions were addressed about the examples, and some amendments were
made to the rubrics for clarity or completeness. Next, ten tests were pulled from the 120
completed tests. Staying with the same question, the responses were reviewed and
scored. Each individual was encouraged to mark correct and incorrect portions of the
student‟s answer. After scoring the item, each individual shared his/her scores the tests
and provided reasons for each score. If an item on the first three tests was scored the
same, then the next three tests were scored and compared. If an item was given different
scores, a more detailed reasoning session occurred in which the student answer was
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critically compared to the scientifically accepted answer. Discuss among the scorers
continued until consensus was reached. Only after consensus was reached was the test
item considered properly scored. Eventually all ten tests were scored for a given item. If
at the end of scoring an item for ten tests, 100% agreement had not been achieved or any
of the individuals expressed concern about the scoring, additional tests were scored as a
group for that item. The maximum number of tests scored as a group for any item was
fifteen. When all were comfortable with the rubric and application of the rubric for an
item, the group moved on to the next test item and the process began again. All eight
open-ended rubrics were reviewed and utilized during the same session.
The principal investigator scored all 120 tests, and each of the other two judges
scores scored 60 each. As displayed in Table 3.3, after the first round of scoring,
agreement between the classroom teacher and the principal investigator was 83% for all
items. The range of agreement by item varied from a low of 71% to a high of 98%. The
agreement between the instructional supervisor and the principal investigator was 92%.
The items ranged from a low of 82% to a high of 100%.

Table 3.3
Inter-rater reliability by rater pairs and item in percentage
Raters

Atoms

Cells

Combined

Overall

2

3

2

3

1a

1b

1c

2

1-2

83%

71%

98%

88%

82%

75%

95%

73%

83%

1-3

92%

85%

82%

100%

95%

93%

90%

97%

92%

Note: numbers in rater column refer to the three different individuals scoring responses.
Additional analyses of the raters‟ agreement indicated that 960 open-ended items
were scored twice. The principal investigator scored 960 items, and each of the teachers
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graded 480. Item scores were analyzed for the number of differences between the scores
given. Ninety-one (10%) items had a difference in score of one level. Twenty-five (3%)
differed by two levels. One item (0.1%) had a score difference of three levels and three
(0.3%) items were not scored in the first round as shown in Table 3.4
Table 3.4
Analysis of score differences for all test questions scored
Difference between scores

Number of Items

% of Scored Items

1

91

10%

2

25

3%

3

1

0.1%

n/a*

3

0.3%

Note. *n/a: when one individual did not score an item.
After all tests were scored in the first round, rater pairs met together to discuss
differences between item scores. All items receiving different scores were reviewed.
The review progressed test item by test item. For each question, the scientific reason and
the different levels of response were reviewed. Each rater had the test they scored and
were asked to defend their score. The rating scale, ordinal, does not allow for
intermediate categories. Therefore, any student‟s response to a specific item that could
not be agreed upon was omitted from the final analysis. Ordinal scales allow for the
logical ordering of categories but do not indicate that intervals between categories are
equal or even quantifiable (Agresti & Finlay, 1999; Babbie, 2002; Linn & Gronlund,
1995; Nardi, 2003). After two rounds, 100% agreement was reached for all eight openended questions; therefore no student responses were omitted due to discrepant rubric
scores.
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Drawings.

Each drawing was analyzed for the presence or absence of a

characteristic. The original list of characteristics, that was used to create categories, was
developed first using the national standard expectations for student comprehension of
atomic and cellular structure (AAAS, 1993; NRC, 1996). Examples include the presence
of electrons, protons and neutrons for an atom and the presence of organelles, nucleus
and cell wall for a plant cell. Next, misconception literature suggested additional
categories to include. Many columns of data were developed and the statements were
grouped into categories. Some example categories include: electron cloud for atoms, and
cytoplasm region for plant cells. As the analysis was conducted, additional categories
were added. These categories arose from the student drawings. For example, the
category chlorophyll was added as an organelle category when a student labeled
chlorophyll. When a new category was revealed, the previous drawings were reviewed
for the presence or absence of the new category. Since some of the categories were
created from prior research, it was possible no student would be included in the category.
Categories with positive and negative aspects were included. For some
categories, it was not possible for students to have a mark in both. These categories were
used as check points, because responses from students should not have equaled two in
these cases, but it was possible to achieve a score of zero. Drawings revaluated as zero
did not include a drawing or had drawn something inappropriate.
Data Analysis
Reliability. To determine the amount of student consistency between paper-andpencil drawings and the interview drawings, the amount of similarity between the sets of
drawings was compared using the final categories created during the analysis of the
paper-and-pencil drawings. Each drawing was viewed and tally marks from the two
analyses were compared. The number of tallies that were different were recorded and
then subtracted from the maximum number of categories. The number of categories was
counted and the two numbers divided to give a percentage agreed score. The closer the
two numbers, the more reliable the instrument and the more consistent a student was. In
addition, each student drawing was classified by model type. When the same model was
drawn both times, the reliability increased. Overall changes between drawings were also
recorded. A major limitation for this research study was students had over a week
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between assessments. This allowed students time to consult texts or teachers for correct
answers. While some students self-disclosed the information in their interview, several
made no mention of intentional investigation. The lowest percent agreement across rated
categories for the atom drawing was 80.8% and the highest was 100%. The highest
number of individual differences by score for atoms was 18 and the lowest was 0. For
the cell drawing, the highest difference by percentage was 82.1% and the lowest was 0%.
The largest number of differences was 14 and the lowest 0. After conducting the
numerical analysis, a qualitative difference was recorded between the paper-and-pencil
drawing and the interview drawing for the atom and the cell. A full analysis of the items
is located in the Appendix F for atom drawings and Appendix G for cell drawings.
A reasonable similarity between the two drawings was determined to be 80%.
All but one interviewee drew an atom and/or a cell. That individual had drawn cartoons
of non-scientific objects instead of an atom or a cell for the paper-and-pencil test. In the
interview the student drew an atom or cell. This highlights a limitation of paper-andpencil tests: students not putting forth a good faith effort which may be addressed with
follow-up interviews.
Drawings. Analysis of the drawings begins with a frequency count of the number
of students including or omitting a characteristic in the drawing. If no student had a
characteristic in their drawing, the characteristic was dropped from further analysis.
Responses were combined into more complex categories such as has protons, neutrons,
and electrons correctly drawn from simpler categories of are protons drawn, and
indicating the number of protons. The basic data analysis categorized student responses
one characteristic at a time.
In addition, student responses were analyzed by grade level and science courses
taken. When the frequencies of responses in categories met the minimum requirements
for a Chi-square analysis, this data analysis was utilized. A chi-square test is used to
measure the association between two variables (Agresti & Finlay, 1999). To determine if
a Chi-square test is appropriate, one must make sure two categorical variables are
compared, the sample is somewhat random and a minimum frequency of five was
reached for all of the cells. The assumed null hypothesis is that the categorical variables
are independent of each other.
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Finally, classes of models were created based upon a collection of drawing
characteristics. Models were not compared to existing scientific models because it was
expected few if any would fit with the accepted scientific models.
Open-ended questions. The analysis of the open-ended questions includes the
categorization of student responses from the rubric scores. Then, these responses were
further broken down by science courses taken and grade level. In addition, student
responses were coded according to similarity of response. This means that all students
who answered with the same or very similar responses were classified together. The
responses were broken into parts as some students provided multiple reasons. These
results were categorized again by courses taken and grade level. When appropriate, a
Chi-square test was run to determine if the variables were related or if the pattern
observed was a result of expected variations. Student response categories representing
ten percent of the sample were discussed in detail.
Science courses were determined by the courses reported by the students from the
current year and the previous years. Students in science courses had completed study of
cell structure and function and atomic structure. All students listed as biology only, had
no science courses completed. Students listed in the biology and chemistry category have
all completed a biology course and are at the end of a year-long chemistry course.
Students listed in the biology and physical science course have completed biology and
are at the end of a year-long physical science course. The students in the category having
biology, physical science, and chemistry have all completed biology. All seniors have
completed physical science and chemistry (this represents 24 of the 53 students in the
category). Juniors in the three science courses category were all in the second semester
of chemistry.
An overall picture of how students performed and study implications and finds
follows the results of the data analysis.
Summary
Exploratory descriptive data were collected across grade levels in one private
secondary school using a paper-and-pencil test and follow-up interviews. Data were
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collected from both instruments and analyzed categorically. Data analysis and results
follow in chapter 4.

Copyright © Elizabeth Anne Edwards Roland 2009
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS
This chapter contains a review of the purpose of the study and its methodology.
The results of the study are presented. Results are organized by atoms, cells, and
relationships between atoms and cells.
Purpose
The purpose of the study was to uncover high school students‟ conceptions of
atoms and cells and the relationship(s) made between atoms and cells by students. Six
questions guided this study. What are high school students‟ conceptions of atomic
structure? How are these conceptions consistent with the scientifically accepted model of
atomic structure? What are high school students‟ conceptions of cell structure? How are
these conceptions consistent with scientifically accepted model of cell structure? What
are students‟ conceptions of the relationship(s) between atoms and cells? How are
students‟ understandings regarding relationships between atoms and cells consistent with
scientifically accepted relationship(s) between atoms and cells?
The study was built upon constructivist cognitive psychology in which students‟
construct meaning of new experiences based upon prior knowledge (Smith et al., 1993).
The study was exploratory and was intended to capture the status of student thinking.
Data Collection
Collection of the data reported occurred within a two-week time frame and
included two recently constructed instruments (see Appendix A and Appendix B). The
first instrument was administered to 8 different intact English classes in grades 9, 10, 11,
and 12. All students in these classes were given the opportunity to take the test. Of 180
eligible students, 120 students completed the paper tests and turned in the required assent
and consent forms. The response rate was 67%. Seven to eight days later, two students
were selected from each English class for a follow-up interview. The interview questions
were primarily based upon selected questions from the paper-and-pencil test. Only one
concept not included on the paper-and-pencil test was probed in the interview. This
concept was the existence and function of the nucleus. Sixteen students participated in
the interviews.
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Sample
Students participating in the study were from grades 9, 10, 11, and 12. The
gender distribution of the study was split fifty-fifty for the entire sample and was
consistent with reported demographics of the school. The gender distribution by grade
level was not evenly split, and the number of students per grade level was also not evenly
divided. Gender breakdown by grade level is in parenthesis with F representing female
and M representing male. Twenty-eight freshman (15F, 13M), 29 sophomores (20F,
9M), 39 juniors (17F, 21M) and 25 (8F, 17M) participated in the study. In the sample,
118 indicated college as their intended destination after high school. Two of the 118
college-bound students indicated multiple post-high school destinations. One student
indicated both military participation and college attendance, while another student
planned to pursue college or trade school. Of the two students not indicating college as a
post-high school destination, one selected other plans (9th grade) and the second was
unclear about goals (10th grade).
The sample for the study varied in amount of science courses completed and
course-taking pattern. The majority of freshmen was currently enrolled in a biology
course. One freshman, who self-disclosed a high school transfer, was enrolled in a
physical science course. Eighteen freshmen were enrolled in Biology I and nine were
enrolled in Honors Biology I.

All sophomores reported completing Biology I. One

student indicated taking both Biology I and Honors Biology I. Twenty-three sophomores
completed Biology I and seven completed Honors Biology I. Two juniors reported not
taking a Biology I course. Twenty-seven juniors completed Biology I and 10 completed
Honors Biology I. Twenty-four of twenty-five seniors reported completing a Biology I
course. Twenty-one seniors took Biology I and 3 took Honors Biology I. See Appendix
E for complete list of science courses by grade level.
Overall, 117 of 120 students reported enrollment in a biology course: 89 in
Biology I and 29 in Honors Biology I. As stated earlier, one student indicated enrolling
in both Biology courses. This student indicates passing grades for both courses but
received an A in one section and a B in the other. It may indicate the student changed
courses in the middle of the year or transferred schools. The student did not provide
additional details. One senior indicated enrollment in AP Biology.
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Two levels of physical science were offered, a general course and an honors
version. One freshman enrolled in Physical Science and none in Honors Physical
Science. Eighteen sophomores enrolled in Physical Science and five in Honors Physical
Science. Thirty juniors enrolled in a physical science course: 23 in Physical Science and
7 in Honors Physical Science. Twenty-three seniors enrolled in a physical science
course; all took Physical Science. Seventy-seven students overall enrolled in physical
science. Sixty-five were enrolled in Physical Science and 12 in Honors Physical Science.
Chemistry was offered as Chemistry I, Honors Chemistry I and AP Chemistry.
Five sophomores indicated enrollment in Honors Chemistry I. Thirty-eight juniors
enrolled in chemistry: 25 in Chemistry I and 13 in Honors Chemistry I. Additionally five
juniors enrolled in AP Chemistry. All 25 seniors indicated enrollment in chemistry.
Twenty-four enrolled in Chemistry I and one enrolled in Honors Chemistry I. One senior
had enrolled in AP Chemistry. A total of 68 students had enrolled in introductory
chemistry: 45 in Chemistry I and 19 in Honors Chemistry I. Six students took AP
Chemistry in addition to an introductory chemistry course.
Atoms
For the atoms section, data analysis focused upon the three atom questions on the
paper-and-pencil test as well as the related atom drawings from interviews. Atom
drawings were classified by emerging models and then analyzed by individual
characteristics. The results follow.
Drawings
Overall Models
Of the 120 students submitting a paper-and-pencil test, 15 students left the
question blank on the test and four drawings were not appropriate. An example of an
inappropriate drawing was a cartoon of a race car. These 19 omitted papers represent
15.8% of the sample. From the remaining 101 drawings, 15 different models were
identified and are described in Table 4.1. Models ranged from a plum-pudding model to
a 2-D quantum mechanical model. Only the top four models will be discussed in detail.
Additional information about individual models and examples can be found in Appendix
J.
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Table 4.1
Atom model classifications and frequency of occurrence in sample and code
Key Characteristics of Model
1. “Li” is not in the center; electrons are distributed over orbitals

Frequency

%

26

21.7

15

12.5

13

10.8

11

9.2

9

7.5

6

5

(concentric circles); the concentric circles have electrons on them
and are for the electrons to follow; follows the rules of electron
occupation per energy level; the electrons are spread out on the
rings; electrons are not paired together
2. Electrons have lines to travel; no “Li” written in the center; all
electrons are equal distance from the center
3. “Li” is not written in center, electrons do not have lines to travel
upon; electrons are placed on the outside of the drawing
4. “Li” in center of rings; concentric rings with dots on them; all
dots are located on the concentric rings; dots may be paired or
spread evenly around rings
5. “Li” is not in center; electrons distributed over orbitals
(concentric circles); electrons on concentric circles and are for
electrons to follow; follows rules of electron occupation by energy
level; the electrons are paired together on the concentric circles
6. “Li” is written in center with three dots around the outside;
similar to a Lewis structure (except it should have only one
electron)
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Table 4.1 Continued
Atom model classifications and frequency of occurrence in sample and code
Key Characteristics of Models

Frequency

%

5

4.2

4

3.3

3

2.5

3

2.5

11. Atoms with cell structures: cell wall or amoeba shape

2

1.7

12. Drawing includes 1s, 2s, and 2p orbitals; has spheres and

1

0.8

1

0.8

14. Three circles labeled lithium atoms

1

0.8

15. Lithium symbol with a plus three; looks like a plus three

1

0.8

19

15.8

7. Electrons have lines to travel; no “Li” in center, each electron
has its own circle to travel upon and all lines are a different
distance from the center
8. Circle with stuff inside; does not clearly indicate the locations of
the subatomic particles; similar to a plum pudding model
9. Concentric rings with dots or open circles on the lines; no rule
to govern the number of electrons placed on a concentric circle
10. Circle with empty center; three lines come off the circle and
end in dots

dumbbells to depict shape difference
13. Ring with positive and negative signs inside circles going
around the outside; similar to a necklace

lithium ion
Blank or Inappropriate Response
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Seven models, drawn with greater frequency, have characteristics resembling a
Bohr model or a bulls-eye model of an atom. All these models include concentric circles
upon which electrons are placed. A total of 67 drawings (55.8%) fit within the most
generous description of a Bohr model.
The most popular model was a Bohr or bulls-eye model. In this popular model,
the “Li” symbol was not found in the center and commonly neutrons and protons (though
not always labeled as such) occupy the center, nucleus region. Electrons were located on
concentric circles moving outward from the center. These electrons were not paired but
dispersed evenly along the concentric rings. Twenty-six students (21.7%) drew this
model on the paper-and-pencil test. The break down by grade level was 4 (14.3%) ninth
graders, 8 (27.6%) tenth graders, 10 (26.3%) eleventh graders, and 4 (16.0%) twelfth
graders. This model was the most common for all grade levels except ninth grade. The
distribution by science courses completed was 4 (14.3%) biology only, 3 (13.0%) biology
and physical science, 5 (33.3%) biology and chemistry, and 10 (18.9%) biology, physical
science and chemistry. This model was the most popular for two groups, the biology and
chemistry group and the biology, physical science, and chemistry group.
Another Bohr-like model was drawn by 15 students (12.5%). In this second most
popular model, the center region did not contain the element symbol “Li.” It usually
contained dots which may or may not be labeled. Electrons are on lines outside the
center, but they are all on the same line, equal distance from the center. The model was
drawn by 5 (17.9%) freshman, 3 (10.3%) sophomores, 4 (10.5%) juniors, and 3 (12.0%)
seniors. Model two was the most commonly drawn model for freshmen. By courses
taken in science, 5 (17.9%) biology only, 2 (8.7%) biology and physical science, 1 (6.7%)
biology and chemistry, and 7 (13.2%) biology, physical science, and chemistry. Model
two was the most commonly drawn for students taking only a biology course.
The third model did not resemble a Bohr model. In this model, the concentric
circles for electrons were dropped. The electrons were placed on the outside of the
nucleus and were labeled in an electron cloud. Thirteen students (10.8%) drew this
transitionary model: 2 (7.1%) freshmen, 4 (13.8%) sophomores, 5 (13.2%) juniors, and 2
(8.0%) seniors. By science courses, distribution was 2 (7.1%) biology only, 3 (13.0%)
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biology and physical science, 4 (26.7%) biology and chemistry, and 4 (7.5%) biology,
physical science, and chemistry.
The final model to be discussed in detail was drawn by 11 students representing
9.2% of the overall sample and 10.9% of the participating sample. The general
characteristics of this model were a bulls-eye appearance with the symbol “Li” found in
the center. The electrons were located on concentric circles, and followed an orbital
occupation rule of two electrons followed by eight electrons. Electrons were either
paired or evenly distributed on concentric circles. Eight students paired electrons. The
paired electron model was drawn by 1 (3.6%) freshman, 3 (10.3%) sophomores, 1 (2.6%)
junior, and 3 (12.0%) seniors. By science courses, the distribution was 1 (3.6%) biology
only, 3 (13.0%) biology and physical science, and 4 (7.5%) biology, physical science,
and chemistry.
The other three students drew this model without pairing electrons. Instead they
evenly distributed the electrons along a concentric circle before moving to the next
concentric circle. One student was a freshman (3.6%) and the other two were
sophomores (6.9%). By courses, 1 (100%) student with physical science only, 1 (4.3%)
student with biology and physical science, and 1 (6.7%) student with biology and
chemistry drew this model without pairing electrons.
Atom Interview Models
Of students interviewed, all drew models observed on the paper-and-pencil test,
and Table 4.2 outlines students‟ models from the two instruments and changes between
drawings. Nine stayed with the same model type. Two students drew a model in the
interview but on the paper test they did not draw a model of an atom or drew an
inappropriate object. Of the remaining five students, three of the drawings remained a
Bohr model. Small changes such as moving the electrons apart, moving electrons
together, or omitting “Li” in the center resulted in a model category change. One student
changed from a molecule type model to a model in which the electrons were not bound to
lines and placed subatomic particles in the drawing. The other student who changed the
overall structure of the atom went from electrons without lines to a Bohr model with
electrons traveling along concentric circles.
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Table 4.2
Student model category changes of atom from paper-and-pencil test (PP Model) to
interview (I Model)
Student

PP

I

Changes Made Between Instruments

102

1

1

No Changes

110

0

1

Includes a drawing

125

5

5

No change

127

3

1

Added lines for electrons to travel, Bohr like model

135

13

13

No Changes

139

1

5

Electrons paired

143

1

1

No Changes

152

4

1

“Li” is removed from the center

156

2

2

No changes

162

10

3

Includes subatomic particles, no longer looks like a molecule

174

0

0

No changes

177

5

5

No changes

181

7

1

Electrons are paired on same line

190

0

5

A model of the atom was drawn

192

3

3

No changes

194

6

6

No changes
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Model Limitations
The follow-up question on the paper-and-pencil test (PP) requested students to
comment upon the limitations of their model. This question yielded few responses
related to model limitations. The typical response (53/120) was unrelated to modeling
and focused upon personal lack of knowledge. For example, “Some of the parts are
missing” (student coded 215). Additionally, 33 students left this question blank. Thirtyfour students provided comments related specifically to model limitations. For example,
13 students mentioned the drawing was too large and atoms were much smaller. Eight
other students mentioned the electrons would be in motion. A total of eight different
limitations were noted by the 34 students and are noted in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3
Student responses to atom model limitations reported as frequencies and percentages
Comment

Frequency

% of Total

% of Modeling

Unrelated answer

53

44.2%

n/a

Atoms are smaller

13

10.8%

28.9%

Electrons move

8

6.7%

17.8%

More empty space

5

4.2%

11.1%

Electrons are smaller

5

4.2%

11.1%

Model should be 3-D

5

4.2%

11.1%

Lines are not present

4

3.3%

8.9%

Electrons should not

3

2.5%

6.7%

2

1.7%

4.4%

33

27.5%

n/a

be drawn
Nucleus is
smaller/more compact
Blank

Note. Some students made multiple statements; therefore the total was greater than 120.
The percentage of modeling was determined by dividing the number stating x by all the
modeling comments made.
In general, very few students were able to answer this question with answers
related to model limitations. This may indicate the question needs to be reworded or
many students were not aware of model limitations.
Individual Characteristics
Individual characteristics included in the data analysis were nucleus, electron
cloud, electrons, protons, and neutrons. When distributions allowed, a Chi-square
analysis was run. When the p-value was below 0.05 the distribution was considered
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significant. Significant means the distribution observed is unlikely to occur by chance
95% of the time. The first individual characteristic presented, the nucleus, follows.
Nucleus.
Items of interest regarding the nucleus of the atom follow:
1. was a nucleus included;
2. was a nucleus labeled; and
3. what was included inside the nucleus.
From Table 4.4, 90 students (75%) „included a center‟ for their atom drawing.
There was not a statistically significant difference by grade level [18 freshmen (64.3%),
26 sophomores (89.7%), 30 juniors (78.9%), and 16 seniors (64%)]. Only 35 (29%)
„labeled the center‟ of the atom nucleus. There was a significant difference by grade
level with a p-value below 0.005. Two freshmen (7.1%), 14 sophomores (48.3%), 16
juniors (42%), and 3 seniors (12.0%) „labeled the center‟ of the atom drawing nucleus.
Sophomores and juniors were more likely to label the center area. Overall and by grade
level, the number of students labeling the center area correctly was less than half.
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Table 4.4
Atom drawings for selected characteristics of the nucleus reported in frequency and
percentage by grade level
Grade Level
Location

9

10

11

12

Total

18(64.3%)

26(89.7%)

30(78.9%)

16(64.0%)

90(75.0%)

2(7.1%)

14(48.3%)

16(42.1%)

3(12.0%)

35(29.2%)**

Protons

14(50.0%)

20(69.0%)

20(52.6%)

8(32.0%)

62(51.7%)

Neutrons

13(46.4%)

20(69.0%)

19(50.0%)

7(28.0%)

59(49.2%)*

Protons and

13(46.4%)

20(69.0%)

19(50.0%)

7(28.0%)

59(49.2%)*

2(7.1%)

6(20.7%)

8(21.1%)

5(20.0%)

21(17.5%)$

Draws separate
center
Labels center
Nucleus
Items in Nucleus

neutrons
Element symbol

Note. *Chi-square p-value less than 0.05; **Chi-square p-value less than 0.01; $
indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions
The analysis of data for course taking pattern in Table 4.5 revealed significant
differences for drawing a „separate center or nucleus‟ (p-value below 0.05) and for
„labeling a nucleus‟ (p-value less than 0.01). Students taking biology were least likely to
„label the nucleus‟ (only two students or 7.8%) or draw a „separate center‟ (17 students or
39.3%). Students taking both biology and chemistry had the greatest frequency with 8 of
15 „labeling the nucleus‟ and 14 of 15 including it in drawings.
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Table 4.5
Atom drawings for selected characteristics of the nucleus reported in frequency and
percentage by courses
Course(s)
Location

Bio

Bio/PS

Bio/Che

Bio/PS/Che

Total

17(39.3%)

21(91.3%)

14(93.3%)

37(69.8%)

89(74.8%)*

2(7.1%)

11(47.8%)

8(53.3%)

13(24.5%)

34(28.6%)**

Protons

13(46.4%)

15(65.2%)

14(93.3%)

19(35.9%)

61(51.3%)**

Neutrons

13(46.4%)

15(65.2%)

14(93.3%)

17(32.1%)

59(49.6%)**

Protons and

13(46.4%)

15(65.2%)

14(93.3%)

17(32.1%)

59(49.6%)**

1(3.6)

5(21.7)

2(13.3)

12(22.6%)

20(16.8%)$

Draws separate
center
Labels center
nucleus
Items in nucleus

neutrons
Element symbol

Note. *Chi-square p-value less than 0.05; **Chi-square p-value less than 0.01;$
distribution violated Chi-square assumptions.
When looking inside the center area or nucleus, students included protons and/or
neutrons, left the area blank, or placed the element symbol. From Table 4.4, 62 students
placed protons in the center. By grade level, the distribution was 14 freshmen (50.0%),
20 sophomores (69.0%), 20 juniors (52.6%) and 8 seniors (32%). Grade level
distribution for „including protons‟ was not significantly different from expected values.
Fifty-nine students included neutrons in the center. There was a significant difference
with a p-value below 0.05 by grade level with a distribution of 13 freshmen (46.4%), 20
sophomores (69.0%), 19 juniors, (48.7%), and 7 seniors (28%). The inclusion of „both
protons and neutrons‟ in the center area of the atom was found in 59 student drawings.
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There was a significant difference (p-value less than 0.05), and the same distribution was
uncovered. Thirteen freshmen (46.4%), 20 sophomores (69.0%), 19 juniors (48.7%), and
7 seniors (28%) „included both‟ in the center. The number of students including the
element symbol in the center could not be evaluated for significance by grade level; a
total of 21 students drew Li in the center. This group included 2 freshmen (7.1%), 6
sophomores (20.7%), 8 juniors (21.1%), and 5 seniors (20.0%). No students included
only neutrons.
When looking inside the center/nucleus there was a significant difference by
courses taken for including protons, neutrons, and protons and neutrons in the center (see
Table 4.5). All of these had p-values less than 0.01. Overall, 61 students (51.3%)
included „protons in the center.‟ Students with all three courses taken (biology, physical
science, and chemistry) were the least likely to „draw and label protons‟ in the nucleus
with 19 (or 35.9%). Biology only students were more likely to include protons with 13 or
46.4%. Students taking biology and chemistry had 14 of 15 (93.3%) students include
protons in the center of drawing. For neutrons, all the course combinations stayed with
the same frequency count except the biology, physical science, and chemistry group.
Only 17 or 32.1% included neutrons. For the use of the element symbol, the distribution
by courses was not significant and it violates the distribution requirements for a Chisquare analysis. Looking at the frequency only, 1 biology, 5 biology and physical
science (Bio/PS), 2 biology and chemistry (Bio/Che), and 12 biology, physical science,
and chemistry (Bio/PS/Che) included the element symbol. There seems to be a trend that
students taking all three courses are more likely to include the element symbol. This is
an unexpected finding.
Electron cloud.
Items of interest regarding the electron cloud follow:
1. was an electron cloud included;
2. was an electron cloud labeled; and
3. what was included in the electron cloud.
The electron cloud is the other major division of an atom and specific aspects are
presented in Table 4.6 (by grade level) and Table 4.7 (by science courses). This section
of the atom was one of the least labeled. Only 18 students (15%) labeled it electron cloud
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and 10 students (8.3%) labeled it the electron shell. Two freshmen (7.1%), 5 sophomores
(17.2%), 7 juniors (17.9%), and 4 seniors (16%) labeled it electron cloud. Only 6
sophomores (20.7%) and 4 juniors (10.3%) labeled the area electron shell. These
numbers are too low to run a Chi-square analysis. Sixty-five students (54.2%) did not
label the area at all and this group included: 17 freshmen, 15 sophomores, 19 juniors, and
14 seniors. Remaining students used a variety of terms to identify the area or simply
stated it was the outside area of the atom. A Chi-square analysis was not calculated for
the distribution of grade level and not labeling the outside of the atom because the
distribution violated Chi-square assumptions.

Table 4.6
Atom drawings for selected characteristics of the electron cloud reported in frequency
and percentage by grade level
Grade Level
Titles

9

10

11

12

Total

2(7.1%)

5(17.2%)

7(18.4%)

4(16%)

18(15%)$

0

6(20.7%)

4(10.5%)

0

10(8.3%)$

17(60.7%)

15(51.7%)

19(50.0%)

14(56.0%)

65(54.2%)

Electrons

20(71.4%)

25(86.2%)

32(84.2%)

15(60.0%)

92(76.7%)

Lines for electrons

12(42.9%)

21(72.4%)

21(55.3%)

9(36%)

63(52.5%)*

Labeled area electron
cloud
Labeled area electron
shell
No label for area
Items Included

Note. * Chi-square p-value less than 0.05; $ distribution violated Chi-square
assumptions.
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Analysis of the electron cloud by course pattern in Table 4.7 revealed no
significant difference for „no label for area,‟ for „including electrons,‟ and for „lines for
electrons‟ to travel. For labeling the area, so few students displayed this skill that
statistical analysis resulted in violations to the basic distribution assumptions for Chisquare analysis. The frequencies for this section showed the largest percentage for
„labeling the area electron cloud‟ was five students (33.3%) taking biology and
chemistry. Biology only students were least likely with only two students labeling the
outside area anything. The trend for including electrons was that taking biology and
chemistry had the highest percentage (93.3%) and was followed closely by students
taking biology and physical science (87.0%). Of students who took three courses, 71.7%
included electrons and biology students included electrons in 67.9% of the drawings. For
lines for electrons to travel upon, biology and physical science students had the greatest
percentage at 73.9% and the biology only students had the lowest percentage at 39.3%.
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Table 4.7
Atom drawings for selected characteristics of the electron cloud reported in
frequency and percentage by courses
Course(s)
Titles
Labeled area electron
cloud
Labeled area electron

Bio

Bio/PS

Bio/Che

Bio/PS/Che

Total

2

4

5

7

18

(7.1%)

(17.4%)

(33.3%)

(13.2%)

(15.1%)$

0

5

3

2

10

(21.7%)

(20.0%)

(3.8%)

(8.4%)$

16

11

6

31

64

(57.1%)

(47.8%)

(40.0%)

(58.5%)

(53.8%)

19

20

14

38

91

(67.9%)

(87.0%)

(93.3%)

(71.7%)

(76.5%)

11

17

8

26

62

(39.3%)

(73.9%)

(53.3%)

(49.1%)

(52.1%)

shell
No label for area

Items Included
Electrons

Lines for electrons

Note. Percentages are based upon the number indicating over the total in the category; $
indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions.
Electrons were located in the electron cloud area (or outside the center) for 92
students (76.7%). Adjusting the percentage for students‟ drawing an atom, 91.1%
included electrons on the outside. After removing the number of students not drawing an
atom, only nine students (8.9%) did not include electrons on the outside of the atom.
Twenty freshmen (71.4%), 25 sophomores (86.2%), 32 juniors (82.1%), and 15 seniors
(60%) included electrons in the correct area. The inclusion of lines for electrons to travel
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upon was included in 63 drawings. There was a significant difference by grade with 12
freshmen (42.9%), 21 sophomores (72.4%), 21 juniors (55.3%), and 9 seniors (36.0%).
Electrons.
Items of interest regarding electrons follow:
1. were electrons included;
2. where are the electrons;
3. how many electrons are drawn; and
4. what charge was assigned.
Most drawings „included electrons‟ with 92 of 101 (91.1%) drawing and 92 of
120 papers (76.7%). By grade level the distribution from Table 4.8 was: 20 freshmen
(71.4%), 25 sophomores (86.2%), 32 juniors (84.2%), and 15 seniors (60%). The p-value
was not significant. Only 66 students (55.0%) „labeled electrons.‟ There was a
significant difference by grade level with a p-value less than 0.01; the distribution was 14
freshmen (50.0%), 23 sophomores (79.3%), 21 juniors (55.3%), and 8 seniors (32.0%).
Student drawings showed 76 students (63.3%) were able to determine and draw the
„correct number of electrons.‟ There was a significant difference between the grade
levels with a p-value less than 0.01; distribution by grade level was 13 freshman (46.4%),
23 sophomores (79.3%), 30 juniors (78.9%), and 10 seniors (40.0%). Only 12 students
had too many electrons in their drawings (5 freshmen, 2 sophomores, 1 junior, and 4
seniors). Two students did not include enough electrons (1 freshman and 1 junior).
When looking for an „indication of electron charge,‟ 16 students (13.3%) included the
charge and correctly identified it as being negative. Five freshman, 5 sophomores, 2
juniors, and 4 seniors correctly identified the electron charge. Eighty-five of the
drawings did not indicate any charge for an electron. Seventeen were freshmen, 22 were
sophomores, 32 were juniors, and 14 were seniors. Remaining students did not draw a
model of the atom.
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Table 4.8
Selected characteristics of electrons in atom drawings reported in frequencies and
percentage by grade level
Grade Level
Characteristic

9

10

11

12

Total

Electrons drawn

20

25

32

15

92

(71.4%)

(86.2%)

(84.2%)

(60.0%)

(76.7%)

14

23

21

8

66

(50.0%)

(79.3%)

(55.3%)

(32.0%)

(55.0%)**

13

23

30

10

76

(46.4%)

(79.3%)

(78.9%)

(40.0%)

(63.3%)**

5

2

1

4

12

(17.9%)

(6.9%)

(2.6%)

(16.0%)

(10.0%)$

1

0

1

0

2

Electrons labeled

Correct number of
electrons
Too many electrons

Too few electrons

(3.6%)
Indicate negative
change
No charge indicated

(1.7%)$

(2.6%)

5

5

2

4

16

(17.9%)

(17.2%)

(5.3%)

(16.0%)

(13.3%)

17

22

32

14

85

(60.7%)

(75.9%)

(84.2%)

(56.0%)

(70.8%)

Note. **p-value less than 0.01; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions.
Electrons were drawn by 76.5% of the students but only 54.6% of the sample
„labeled electrons.‟ From Table 4.9, students with biology only or Bio/PS/Che were less
likely to label electrons. A significant difference of distribution by courses was indicated
with a p-value less than 0.01. Students taking Bio/PS had the greatest percentage of
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including the „correct number of electrons‟ and biology only had the lowest number
students with the „correct number of electrons‟ with 12 students or 42.9%. Over 21% (6
of 25) of the biology only students who drew electrons had either „too many electrons‟ or
„two few electrons.‟

Table 4.9
Selected characteristics of electrons in atom drawings reported in frequencies and
percentage by science courses
Course(s)
Characteristic

Bio

Bio/PS

Bio/Che

Bio/PS/Che

Total

Electrons drawn

19(67.9%) 20(87.0%) 14(93.3%)

38(71.7%)

91(76.5%)

Electrons labeled

13(46.4%) 18(78.3%) 14(93.3%)

20(37.7%)

65(54.6%)**

Correct number of

12(42.9%) 19(82.6%) 11(73.3%)

33(62.3%)

75(63.0%)*

electrons
Too many electrons

5(17.9%)

1(4.4%)

2(13.3%)

4(7.6%)

12(10.1%)$

Too few electrons

1(3.6%)

0

1(6.7%)

0

2(1.7%)$

Indicate negative

5(17.9%)

1(4.4%)

6(40.0%)

4(7.6%)

16(13.5%)$

40(75.5%)

84(70.6%)

charge
No charge indicated

16(57.1%) 20(87.0%) 8(53.3%)

Note. *Chi-square p-value less than 0.05; **Chi-square p-value less than 0.01; $
indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions.
Protons.
Items of interest regarding protons follow:
1. were protons included;
2. where were the protons located;
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3. how many protons were included; and
4. what charge was assigned.
Students did not include protons in their drawings as often as electrons as shown
in Table 4.10 (by grade level) and Table 4.11 (by science courses). A total of 67 students
„included protons‟ and 66 „labeled protons.‟ There was a significant difference by grade
level for including and labeling protons with a p-value less than 0.05 as noted in Table
4.10. Seventeen freshmen, 21 sophomores, 21 juniors, and 8 seniors „drew protons.‟ For
„labeling protons,‟ only seven seniors labeled them. For all other grades the number of
students drawing and labeling protons remained the same. Fifty-one students in all
grades drew the „correct number of protons.‟ Twelve freshmen, 16 sophomores, 16
juniors, and 7 seniors drew three protons. Nine students had too many protons (3
freshmen, 3 sophomores, 2 juniors, and 1 senior). Seven other students had „too few
protons‟ (2 freshmen, 2 sophomores, and 3 juniors).
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Table 4.10
Selected characteristics of protons in atom drawings reported in frequencies and
percentage by grade level
Grade Level
Characteristics

9

10

11

12

Total

Protons drawn

17(60.7%)

21(72.4%)

21(55.3%)

8(32.0%)

67(55.8%)*

Protons labeled

17(60.7%)

21(72.4%)

21(55.3%)

7(28.0%)

66(55.0%)*

Correct number of

12(42.9%)

16(55.2%)

16(42.1%)

7(28.0%)

51(42.5%)

Too many protons

3(10.7%)

3(10.3%)

2(5.3%)

1(4.0%)

9(7.5%)$

Too few protons

2(7.1%)

2(6.9%)

3(7.9%)

0

7(5.8%)$

Positive charge

6(21.4%)

5(17.2%)

6(15.8%)

5(20.0%)

22(18.3%)

No charge indicated

16(57.1%)

21(72.4%)

28(73.7%)

12(48%)

77(64.2%)

protons

Note. *p-value less than 0.05; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions.
Protons were included in 20 or only 37.7% of drawings for Bio/PS/Che students,
while students taking Bio/Che included protons in 14 of 15 drawings. The distribution by
course pattern revealed a significant difference with a p-value of 0.001. Most students
who „drew‟ protons, „labeled‟ the protons. Bio/PS/Che was the only group to have a
lower count for labeling protons. One student included a plus sign but did not formally
label the item protons. Interestingly, fewer students included the „correct number of
protons‟ compared to the numbers for electrons. Biology only had 11 students (39.3%),
biology and physical science had 11 students (47.8%), biology and chemistry had 12
students (80.0%), and biology/physical science/chemistry had 16 (30.2%) draw the
„correct number of protons.‟ The p-value for the correct number of protons was 0.006.
Twenty-one or 17.7% of the total sample of 119 students indicated a „positive charge‟ for
protons.
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Table 4.11
Selected characteristics of protons in atom drawings reported in frequencies and
percentage by science courses
Course(s)
Characteristics

Bio

Bio/PS

Bio/Che

Bio/PS/Che

Total

Protons drawn

16(57.1%)

16(69.6%)

14(93.3%)

20(37.7%)

66(55.5%)**

Protons labeled

16(57.1%)

16(69.6%)

14(93.3%)

19(35.9%)

65(54.6%)**

Correct number of

11(39.3%)

11(47.8%)

12(80.0%)

16(30.2%)

50(42.0%)**

Too many protons

3(10.7%)

3(13.0%)

1(6.7%)

2(3.8%)

9(7.6%)$

Too few protons

2(7.1%)

2(8.7%)

1(6.7%)

2(3.8%)

7(5.9%)$

Positive charge

5(17.9%)

1(4.4%)

8(53.3%)

7(13.2%)

21(17.7%)$

No charge indicated

16(57.1%)

20(87.0%)

5(33.3%)

36(67.9%)

77(64.7%)

protons

Note. ** p-value below 0.01; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions.
Neutrons.
Items of interest regarding neutrons follow;
1. were neutrons included;
2. where were neutrons located;
3. how many neutrons were drawn; and
4. what charged was assigned.
Neutrons were the least included of the sub-atomic particles with only 57 students
„including‟ them as reported in Table 4.12 (by grade level) and Table 4.13 (by science
courses). The distribution by grade level was significant with a p-value less than 0.05.
By grade level in Table 4.12, 16 freshmen, 18 sophomores, 18 juniors, and 5 seniors
„included neutrons.‟ A nearly similar distribution was found for „labeling neutrons‟ with
a total of 57 students labeling them. Sixteen freshmen and 18 sophomores labeled
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neutrons. For the juniors, only 17 labeled them and for seniors six labeled neutrons. This
means that one senior included the label of neutron, but did not draw a neutron. Fortyfour of the students drew „acceptable numbers‟ of neutrons. The acceptable numbers of
neutrons were 3 or 4. There was not a significant difference by grade level, but 10
freshmen, 16 sophomores, 13 juniors, and 5 seniors had either of the two acceptable
numbers of neutrons. Two students drew too many neutrons; both were freshmen.
Eleven students drew too few neutrons. For „too few neutrons,‟ 4 freshman, 2
sophomores, and 5 juniors drew one or two neutrons. Finally for „neutral charge
indicated,‟ only 17 students indicated a neutral charge: 4 freshmen, 6 sophomores, 4
juniors, and 3 seniors. Charge was not indicated in 84 of 101 student drawings. The
grade distribution was 18 freshmen, 21 sophomores, 31 juniors, and 14 seniors.
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Table 4.12
Selected characteristics of neutrons in atom drawings reported in frequency and
percentage by grade level
Grade Level
Characteristics

9

Neutrons drawn

16(57.1%)

Neutrons labeled
Acceptable number of

10

11

12

Total

18(62.1%) 18(47.4%)

5(20.0%)

57(47.5%)*

16(57.1%)

18(62.1%) 17(44.7%)

6(24.0%)

57(47.5%)*

10(35.7%)

16(55.2%) 13(34.2%)

5(20.0%)

44(36.7%)

neutrons
Too many neutrons

2(7.1%)

0

0

0

2(1.7%)$

Too few neutrons

4(14.3%)

2(6.9%)

5(13.2%)

0

11(9.2%)$

Neutral charge

4(14.3%)

6(6.9%)

4(10.5%)

3(12.0%)

17(14.2%)$

21(72.4%) 31(81.6%)

14(56.0%)

84(70.0%)

indicated
No charge indicated

18(64.3%)

Note. *p-value less than 0.05; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions.
Neutrons were „included‟ in 13 of 15 drawings made by students taking biology
and chemistry while neutrons were included in just 15 of 53 drawings made by students
taking Bio/PS/Che from Table 4.13. The distribution had a Chi-square p-value below
0.01. In addition, students with biology and chemistry had a greater percentage of
students including an „acceptable number‟ of neutrons with 11 of 15. The other three
groups were below this ratio and the p-value was below 0.01. Overall, 17 of 119 students
had a „neutral charge indicated.‟
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Table 4.13
Selected characteristics of neutrons in atom drawings reported in frequency and
percentage by courses
Course(s)
Characteristics

Bio

Bio/PS

Bio/Che

Bio/PS/Che

Total

Neutrons drawn

16

13

13

15

57

(57.1%)

(56.5%)

(86.7%)

(28.3%)

(47.9%)**

16

13

13

15

57

(57.1%)

(56.5%)

(86.7%)

(28.3%)

(47.9%)**

10

11

11

12

44

(35.7%)

(47.8%)

(73.3%)

(22.6%)

(37.0%)**

2

0

0

0

2

Neutrons labeled

Acceptable number
of neutrons
Too many neutrons

(1.7%)$

(7.1%)
Too few neutrons

Neutral charge
indicated

No charge indicated

4

2

2

3

11

(14.3%)

(8.7%)

(13.3%)

(5.7%)

(9.2%)$

4

2

7

4

17

(14.3%)

(8.7%)

(46.7%)

(7.6%)

(14.3%)$

17

20

7

39

83

(60.7%)

(87.0%)

(46.7%)

(73.6%)

(69.8%)

Note. ** p-value less than 0.01; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions.

Composed of Atoms
In an effort to uncover student‟s conceptions of what items are composed of
atoms, a two-part question was included on the test. Overall circle patterns were
tabulated and then individual items were analyzed. A circle pattern is defined as the
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specific items circled by a student. The follow-up question was analyzed for emerging
categories, and then the entire question was analyzed using a rubric. When distributions
allowed, the sample was broken down by grade level and science courses.
The question requested students to identify which of the listed items contain
atoms resulted in 40 different patterns. Of the 40 patterns, only 8 patterns were repeated
by at least two students. The two most popular circle patterns were the correct pattern
(36 or 26.7%) and to circle all items on the list (32 or 26.7%). The number of students
with the „correct pattern‟ by grade was 2 freshmen (7.1%), 11 sophomores (37.9%), 16
juniors (42.1%), and 7 seniors (28.0%). For circling all items by courses, 2 biology
(7.1%), 7 Bio/PS (30.4%), 10 Bio/Che (66.7%) and 17 Bio/PS/Che (32.1%) students fit
the category. For students who „circled all items,‟ the majority of the students was
sophomores with 13 students (44.8%). When looking at the data by course pattern, the
greatest percentage of students circling everything was students taking biology and
physical science with 12 students (52.2%). No other pattern had 10% or more of the
sample.
With so many different patterns, it became important to look at each item
separately (see Table 4.14 and Table 4.15). No item was circled by all students. For
living or once living items, freshmen were the least likely to circle the item indicating
they are composed of atoms and all had p-values below 0.01. Chi-square analysis
indicated the distribution for heat and light by grade level were significantly different,
with freshmen being the most likely group to circle these items. Overall, 54 students
circled heat and 52 students circled light as indicated in Table 4.14. A related pattern for
course distribution was noted with significant differences indicated by Chi-square
analysis that students taking biology were least likely to circle the living items. Biology
students were also the most likely to circle heat and light. Again, the p-value from Chisquare analysis was below 0.01.
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Table 4.14
Students responses for item is composed of atoms by grade level reported in frequency and percentage
Items
Grade

Al Foil

Animal

Bacteria**

Banana**

Cloud

Diamond

Fingernail**

Hair**

Total

Cell**
22(78.6%)

13(46.4%)

13(46.4%)

12(42.9%)

24(85.7%)

21(75.0%)

12(42.9%)

14(50.0%)

28

10

27(93.1%)

27(93.1%)

27(93.1%)

27(93.1%)

25(86.2%)

27(93.1%)

27(93.1%)

27(93.1%)

29

11

35(92.1%)

28(73.7%)

29(76.3%)

29(76.3%)

32(84.2%)

35(92.1%)

27(71.1%)

28(73.7%)

38

12

21(84.0%)

19(76.0%)

19(76.0%)

21(84.0%)

21(84.0%)

21(84.0%)

19(76.0%)

19(76.0%)

25

Total

105(87.5%)

87(72.5%)

88(73.3%)

89(74.2%)

102(85.0%)

104(86.7%)

85(70.8%)

88(73.3%)

120

84

9

Note. ** p-value is below 0.0. Al is aluminum.
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Table 4.14 Continued
Students responses for item is composed of atoms by grade level reported in frequency and percentage
Items
Grade

Heart

Heat**

Light**

Mushroom**

Paper Clip

Plastic Cup

Tire

Tree Limb**

Total

Tissue**
11(37.9%)

21(72.4%)

19(67.9%)

11(39.2%)

20(69.0%)

20(69.0%)

20(69.0%)

12(42.9%)

28

10

27(93.1%)

14(48.3%)

14(48.3%)

27(93.1%)

26(89.7%)

26(89.7%)

26(89.7%)

27(93.1%)

29

11

31(81.6%)

9(23.7%)

9(23.7%)

27(71.1%)

35(92.1%)

35(92.1%)

35(92.1%)

28(73.7%)

38

12

20(80.0%)

11(44.0%)

11(44.0%)

19(76.0%)

20(80.0%)

20(80.0%)

21(84.0%)

20(80.0%)

25

Total

89(74.2%)

55(45.8%)

53(44.2%)

84(70.0%)

101(84.2%)

101(84.2%)

102(85.0%)

87(72.5%)

120

85

9

Note. ** indicates a p-value less than 0.01.
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Table 4.15
Students responses for item is composed of atoms by course pattern reported in frequency and percentage
Items
Course(s)

Al Foil

Animal

Bacteria**

Banana**

Cloud

Diamond

Fingernail**

Hair**

Total

28

Cell**
Bio

Bio/PS

13

13

12

23

20

12

14

(75.0%)

(46.4%)

(46.4%)

(42.9%)

(82.1%)

(71.4%)

(42.9%)

(50.0%)

22

21

21

21

20

22

21

21

(95.7%)

(91.3%)

(91.3%)

(91.3%)

(87.0%)

(95.6%)

(91.3%)

(91.3%)

15

12

12

12

14

15

11

11

(100%)

(80.0%)

(80.0%)

(80.0%)

(93.3%)

(100%)

(73.3%)

(73.3%)

46

40

41

43

46

46

40

41

(86.8%)

(75.5%)

(77.4%)

(81.1%)

(86.8%)

(86.8%)

(75.5%)

(77.4%)

104

86

87

88

101

10

84

87

(87.4%)

(72.3%)

(73.1%)

(73.9%)

(84.9%)

3(86.6%)

(70.6%)

(73.1%)

23

86

21

Bio/Che

Bio/PS/Che

Total

Note. ** p-value less than 0.01. Al is aluminum.
86

15

53

119

Table 4.15 Continued
Students responses item is composed of atoms by courses reported in frequency and percentage
Items
Course(s)

Heart

Heat**

Light**

Mushroom** Paper Clip

Plastic Cup

Tire

Tissue**
Bio

Bio/PS

Tree

Total

Limb**
20

18

11

19

19

19

12

(39.3%)

(71.4%)

(64.3%)

(39.3%)

(67.9%)

(67.9%)

(67.9%)

(42.9%)

21

13

13

21

21

21

21

21

(91.3%)

(56.5%)

(56.5%)

(91.3%)

(91.3%)

(91.3%)

(91.3%)

(91.3%)

11

1

1

12

14

14

15

12

(73.3%)

(6.7%)

(6.7%)

(80.0%)

(93.3%)

(93.3%)

(100%)

(80.0%)

41

20

20

39

46

46

46

41

(77.4%)

(37.7%)

(37.7%)

(73.6%)

(86.8%)

(86.8%)

(86.8%)

(77.4%)

87

54

52

83

100

100

101

86

(73.1%)

(45.4%)

(43.7%)

(69.7%)

(84.0%)

(84.0%)

(84.9%)

(72.3%)

28

23

87

11

Bio/Che

Bio/PS/Che

Total

Note. ** p-value less than 0.01.
87

15

53
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The second portion of this question required students to explain their reasoning.
The answers given by students were sorted into nine categories that emerged from
student answers and are listed in Table 4.16. Student answers could be classified in
more than one category if multiple reasons were provided. Four reasons were stated by
more than 10% of the sample. They included “everything is composed of atoms,” “it is
matter,” “it is living/not living,” and explanations why one should not circle heat and
light.

Table 4.16
Student reasons for selecting items composed of atoms
Reason

Frequency

Percentage

Everything is composed of atoms

38/118

32.2

Explains why they did not circle heat or

20/118

16.9

It is living/non-living

17/118

14.4

It is matter

17/118

14.4

light

Note. n is less than 120 because students with blanks were not included.
The final analysis was to score the entire item as scientific, non-scientific, or a
combination of both (mixed) and is displayed in Table 4.17 and Table 4.18. A total of
112 students completed both portions of the question with answers related to the question
asked. Analysis of the question overall revealed 59 students had non-scientific answers,
30 students had mixed answers, and 23 had scientific answers. Of the 23 students with
scientific answers, 10 students had written complete scientific answers and 13 had a
portion of the complete scientific answer. Only one freshmen and one biology student
had a scientific answer. Groups with the largest percentage of scientific answers were
sophomores (35.7%) and students taking Bio/Che (57.1%). A significant difference by
grade level was indicated by Chi-square analysis. The p-value was below 0.01.
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Table 4.17
Rubric scores by grade for is it composed of atoms.
Distribution of students’ answers reported by frequency and percentage.
Rubric Score**
Grade

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

9

22(81.5%)

4(14.8%)

1(3.7%)

27(24.1%)

10

9(32.1%)

9(32.1%)

10(35.7%)

28(25.0%)

11

14(42.4%)

10(30.3%)

9(27.3%)

33(29.5%)

12

14(58.3%)

7(29.2%)

3(12.5%)

24(21.4%)

Total

59(52.7%)

30(26.8%)

23(20.5%)

112(100%)

Note. ** p-value below 0.01.
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Table 4.18
Rubric scores by courses for is it composed of atoms.
Distribution of students’ answers reported by frequency and percentage
Rubric Score
Course(s)

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

Bio

22(81.5%)

4(14.8%)

1(3.7%)

27(24.3%)

Bio/PS

7(31.8%)

8(36.4%)

7(31.8%)

22(19.8%)

Bio/Che

3(21.4%)

3(21.4%)

8(57.1%)

14(12.6%)

Bio/PS/Che

26(54.2%)

15(31.3%)

7(14.6%)

48(43.2%)

Total

58(52.3%)

30(27.0%)

23(20.7%)

111(100%)

Nuclear Fission
The final atom question explored students‟ knowledge of atomic fission. Students
were asked to predict what the product or products would be when a large atom divides.
This question was analyzed by student response categories and by rubric scores. Ten
different response categories emerged but only three categories had 10% or more of the
responses as shown in Table 4.19. Those three responses were the „product or products
are the same/identical to original,‟ „it became a different element,‟ and „it will be one half
the original.‟ The most popular answer is a non-scientific response.
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Table 4.19
Most frequent explanations for what is formed after an atom divides reported by
frequency and percentage
Explanation

Frequency

Percentage

22/103

21.4

It becomes a different element

18/103

17.5

It is one half the original

13/103

12.6

The resulting product/products would be
identical/same as the original

Note. n=103 reflected the number of students proving answers.
For the analysis of student responses, only those students who gave a plausible
response were included. A total of 88 students had scoreable responses by grade level
(Table 4.20) and 87 by science courses (Table 4.21). Overall, most student answers were
non-scientific (38) or scientific (31). Only 19 students had answers with both scientific
and non-scientific portions. Sophomores, juniors, and seniors had a fairly even split
between non-scientific and scientific answers. Only freshmen had a shift in distribution
and it was toward non-scientific answers. For course-taking pattern, students who took
biology with either physical science or chemistry were more likely to have a scientific
answer. Students taking biology only were more likely to have non-scientific answers. It
should be noted that of the 31 scientific answers, only two were complete answers and
the remaining 29 had part of the scientific answer without any errors.
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Table 4.20
Rubric scores for atoms divide by grade level reported in frequency and percentage
Rubric Scores
Grade Level

Non-Scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

9

11(52.4%)

7(33.3%)

3(14.3%)

21(23.9%)

10

7(41.2%)

2(11.8%)

8(47.1%)

17(19.3%)

11

11(39.3%)

5(17.9%)

12(42.9%)

28(31.8%)

12

9(40.9%)

5(22.7%)

8(36.4%)

22(25.0%)

Total

38(43.2%)

19(21.6%)

31(35.2%)

88(100%)

Note. n=88 reflect students who received rubric scores of 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Table 4.21
Rubric scores for atoms divide by science courses reported in frequency and percentage
Rubric Scores
Course(s)

Non-Scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

Bio

12(57.1%)

6(28.6%)

3(14.3%)

21(24.1%)

Bio/PS

4(28.6%)

2(14.3%)

8(57.1%)

14(16.1%)

Bio/Che

2(22.2%)

1(11.1%)

6(66.7%)

9(10.3%)

Bio/PS/Che

20(46.5%)

9(20.9%)

14(32.6%)

43(49.4%)

Total

38(43.7%)

18(20.7%)

31(35.6%)

87(100%)

Note. n=87 reflect students who received rubric scores of 2, 3, 4, and 5. One student was
omitted because she took only physical science.
Cells
In the following section student drawings of cells were analyzed as whole models,
and by individual characteristics. Frequency counts, percentages, and rubric scores are
reported when sample size was large enough, and they were examined by grade level and
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science courses. Chi-square analyses were applied for distributions not in violation of
Chi-square assumptions.
Cell Drawings
Cell Models
Student models were categorized based upon the presence or absence of given
characteristics. Student models emerged from the submitted drawings. In addition, all
student models were analyzed based upon the presence or absence of a characteristic.
Not all tabulated characteristics were used to create categories; combinations of shared
characteristics were used to create model categories.
A total of twelve models emerged from the 104 drawings. Of these twelve
categories, only four were drawn by 10% or more of the sample. The entire list of
models has been included in Table 4.22, but only the four most popular models will be
discussed in detail. See Appendix K for sample drawings for each model category.
The most popular model drawn had a rectangular shape with a cell wall and
chloroplasts or chlorophyll. Inside the cell, students also included multiple additional
organelles, but not all students drew the same organelles. Twenty-one of the 104
drawings (20.1%) fit this category. Students with this model were in ninth (9 or 42.9%),
tenth (8 or 38.1%), and eleventh grades (4 or 19.0%). These models were the closest to
the scientifically accepted model of a typical plant cell. The percentage of students
drawing this model decreased for students from upper grade levels. The distribution by
science courses with this model was 9 for biology (42.5%), 5 for Bio/PS (23.8%), 6 for
Bio/Che (28.6%), and 1 for Bio/PS/Che (4.8%). The majority of the students with this
model classification had only biology. When all three science requirements were
completed, very few students drew this model.
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Table 4.22
Student cell models by category reported by frequency and percentage for responding
sample
Characteristics

Frequency

Percentage

21/104

20.2%

2. Elliptical; cell wall; chloroplasts or chlorophyll

16/104

15.4%

3. Rectangular; no chloroplasts or chlorophyll; cell

16/104

15.4%

10/104

9.6%

9/104

8.7%

7/104

6.7%

7/104

6.7%

8. Elliptical; no cell wall; no chloroplasts or chlorophyll

6/104

5.8%

9. Elliptical; no cell wall; only nucleus

5/104

4.8%

10. Elliptical; no cell wall; has nucleus and chloroplasts

3/104

2.9%

1. Rectangular; cell wall; chloroplasts or chlorophyll;
includes multiple additional organelles in cell

wall; 2 or fewer organelles drawing/labeled
4. Elliptical; cell wall; no chloroplasts or chlorophyll;
nucleus; one or no other organelles
5. Rectangular; cell wall; chloroplasts or chlorophyll;
no other organelles
6. Rectangular; no chloroplasts or chlorophyll; three or
more organelles drawn/labeled
7. Elliptical; cell wall; no chloroplasts or chlorophyll;
nucleus; two or more organelles
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Table 4.22 Continued
Student cell models by category reported by frequency and percentage for responding
sample
Characteristics

Frequency

Percentage

11. Hexagon or house shaped

3/104

2.9%

12. Rectangular; no cell wall; chlorophyll;

1/104

1.0%

scale like portions inside

The second most popular model was drawn by 16 students. In this model students
drew an overall elliptical shape with a cell wall and either chloroplasts or chlorophyll.
Drawings may or may not include additional organelles. Six freshmen (37.5%), 2
sophomores (12.5%), 6 juniors (37.5%), and 2 seniors (12.5%) drew this model. Model
two includes most, but not all, of the typical characteristics of a plant cell. Most
multicellular plant cells have a rectangular shape, while circular shapes are generally
associated with multicellular animal cells. Freshmen and juniors had greater
representation in this category than sophomores and seniors. By science courses, 16
students drew this model. Six were in a biology course (37.5%). One had biology and
physical science (6.3%). Four students had biology and chemistry (25.0%) and 5 had
biology, physical science, and chemistry (31.3%).
The third model was drawn by 16 students. This model returns to a rectangular
shape with a cell wall but omits chloroplasts/chlorophyll and has two or fewer organelles.
Three freshmen (18.8%), 4 sophomores (25.0%), 7 juniors (43.8%), and 2 seniors
(12.5%) included these characteristics in plant cell drawings. For juniors, this was the
most frequently drawn model. By courses, 3 with biology only (18.8%) and 4 with
Bio/PS (25.0%) drew this model. Nine students taking Bio/PS/Che (56.3%) fit in this
category. No students taking biology and chemistry drew plant cell models fitting this
category. This was the most popular model for students taking all three science courses.
The final model was drawn by 9.6% or 10 of the students. This model returns to
the elliptical shape with a cell wall. The models all had a nucleus, but no chloroplasts or
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chlorophyll. Either one or no organelles were drawn. Of the primary distinguishing plant
cell characteristics, this model included only a cell wall. Two freshmen (20.0%), 1
sophomore (10.0%), 6 juniors (60.0%), and 1 senior (10.0%) plant cell drawing fit the
model characteristics. By courses, 1 biology student (11.1%) and 1 Bio/PS student
(11.1%) fit the category. Seven students (77.8%) taking all three science courses drew
this model.
Cell Interview Models
A comparison of the plant cell models drawn on the paper test and in the
interview revealed that 10 of 16 drew the same model as shown in Table 4.23. Some
student‟s drawings were exactly the same with the labels in the same places and
contained the same misspellings. Three students, who had not drawn a cell on the paperand-pencil test, drew a plant cell in the interview. All three new drawings were basic.
Two fit the second most popular drawing with elliptical shapes, no cell wall and no
chloroplasts or chlorophyll. The third drawing included a cell wall and chloroplasts with
an overall rectangular shape, no other organelles are included. It fit model number five in
order of popularity.
Four other students had minor changes between drawings. One student drew a
less complex cell in the interview which moved this student from the most popular model
to the fifth most popular model. The student retained all of the characteristics typically
associated with a plant cell, but did not include any additional organelles. A second
student changed the overall shape of the plant cell from elliptical to rectangular, all other
characteristics remained constant. This student moved from model two to model five.
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Table 4.23
Student model changes of cell from paper-and-pencil test to interview
Student

PP Model

I Model

Changes Made Between Instruments

102

5

5

No changes

110

0

5

Includes a drawing

125

1

1

No change

127

1

1

No change

135

2

1

Changed to rectangular shape

139

1

1

No changes

143

1

1

No Changes

152

4

6

Changed shape to rectangular, still no chloroplasts

156

2

2

No changes

162

0

4

No drawing originally, nucleus and membrane

174

2

2

No changes

177

2

2

No changes

181

3

3

No changes

190

9

9

No changes

192

0

8

Blank to a nucleus and membrane

194

3

No

Added a cell wall to drawing

class.
Note. No class. meant no classification. This drawing did not match existing categories
that emerged from the original drawings.
The third and fourth student both drew more complex cell models in the interview
than on the paper-and-pencil test. The third student demonstrated the most change. The
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overall cell shape changed from elliptical to rectangular and added three additional
organelles. This student changed from model 2 to model 1. The fourth student does not
change model types. Instead, it remains in the same model category but includes a
nucleus (after prompting by nucleus question in interview) and one organelle.
Overall, there was a fairly strong relationship between students‟ paper-and-pencil
drawings and interviews. Students who did not draw a cell on paper-and-pencil did not
display a robust knowledge of cell structure in the interview when omitting a drawing
was not an option. While model changes occurred, the model changes were minor with
students generally remembering an additional part or having forgotten a part. The student
with the most dramatic change suggests the student reviewed cell structure in the week
between the two data collections. Some students self-disclosed this type of information,
but generally after the interviewer turned off the recording device.
Cell Model Limitations
The results of the follow-up question about cell model limitations had
disappointing results. The patterns were similar to the limitations cited by students for
the atom model. Below Table 4.24 outlines the reported limitations by categories
emerging from student responses. Due to the small number of limitations reported, all
limitations mentioned were included in the table.
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Table 4.24
Student responses to cell model limitations reported as frequency and percentage
Comment

Frequency

% of Total

% of Modeling

Unrelated answer

69

57.5

n/a

Cells are smaller

16

13.3

42.1

Plant cells vary

6

5.0

15.8

Plant cells are 3-D

5

4.2

13.2

Wrong shape

5

4.2

13.2

Wrong color

3

2.5

7.9

Not in motion

2

1.7

5.3

Not growing

1

0.8

2.6

Blank

22

18.3

n/a

Note. Frequency and % of total exceeded total n because students may have included
multiple limitations. The percentage of modeling is determined by dividing the number of
students stating one characteristic by the total number of modeling comments.
A total of 29 students provided acceptable model limitations. The most popular
acceptable answer was size. The high frequency of students stating lack of knowledge
represented the majority of the sample. It was unclear if students misunderstood the
question or if they had little exposure to model limitations. Data collected from this study
were unable to distinguish between these possible reasons for the small number of cited
limitations. This finding was comparable to findings for atom model limitations.
Individual Cell Characteristics
The second part of the analysis looked at the individual characteristics included in
the drawings. Plant cell characteristic distribution was analyzed by grade level and
science courses. Chi-square analysis was used when the distributions would not violate
the statistical assumptions. Selected aspects of the drawings were included.
Occasionally, items in which less than 10% of the sample have been included when a
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particular feature was expected for a cell, but has not been widely drawn or when it is
needed to complete or balance the analysis. Exterior features of the cell were analyzed
first included overall shape, presence of cell walls, and presence of cell membrane. Then
the characteristics of the nucleus such as it is present, what is included inside, and its
location in the cell are presented. The cytoplasm and organelles are presented exploring
what has been included and how it was labeled.
Cell wall.
Items of interest regarding the cell wall follow:
1. overall shape;
2. presence of cell wall; and
3. presence of cell membrane.
Overall over 62.5% of the students „included‟ and „labeled‟ a cell wall. From
Table 4.25, ninth grade students were most likely to include a labeled cell wall with 23 or
89.3%. Twelfth grade students were least likely to include a labeled cell wall with 8 or
32.0%. There was a significant difference in the distribution by grade level with a pvalue less than 0.01. For students who had not included anything that could be construed
as a cell wall, the smallest percentage occurred with freshmen, followed by sophomores,
seniors, and then juniors. Due to the low frequency for freshmen and sophomores, a Chisquare analysis was not administered to the data set. With the high percentages of
labeled cell walls, it was expected no cell wall would be very low. What was interesting
about the distribution was the higher percentage of juniors than seniors of omitting a cell
wall. This could be related to more seniors not drawing a cell.
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Table 4.25
Selected characteristics of exterior of plant cells by grade level reported in frequency
and percentage
Grade Level
Characteristic

9

10

11

12

Total

24(89.3%)

20(69.0%)

23(60.5%)

8(32.0%)

75(62.5%)**

3(10.7%)

4(13.8%)

9(23.7%)

5(20.0%)

21(17.5%)$

13(46.4%)

11(37.9%)

14(36.8%)

3(12.0%)

41(34.2%)$

Elliptical shape

12(42.9%)

8(27.6%)

20(52.6%)

6(24.0%)

46(38.3%)

Rectangular shape

16(57.1%)

18(62.1%)

15(39.5%)

7(28.0%)

56(46.7%)*

0

1(3.4%)

0

2(8.0%)

3(2.5%)$

Has a labeled cell
wall
No structure
resembling cell
wall
Labels a cell
membrane

Other shape

Note: n=120; * p-value less than 0.05; ** p-value less than 0.01; $ indicates distribution
violated Chi-square assumptions
Analysis of the exterior structure of the cell drawings by science courses
uncovered a significant difference for students including a „labeled cell wall‟ in their
drawing as displayed in Table 4.26. Students completing three science courses related to
cellular and atomic structure were the least likely to include a „labeled cell wall.‟
Bio/PS/Che had 23 students representing 43.4% that drew and labeled a cell wall.
Generally, these students have had two physical science courses (physical science and
chemistry) after taking a biology course. The largest number of students not including a
cell wall (labeled or not labeled) was in the Bio/PS/Che category with 14 or 26.4%. The
overall number for not including a cell wall was 21 (17.6%).
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Table 4.26
Selected characteristics of exterior of plant cells by science courses reported in
frequency and percentage
Course(s)
Characteristic

Bio

Bio/PS

Bio/Che

Bio/PS/Che

Total

Has a labeled

23(82.1%)

15(65.2%)

13(86.7%)

23(43.4%)

74(62.2%)**

4(14.3%)

3(13.0%)

0

14(26.4%)

21(17.6%)$

13(46.4%)

7(30.4%)

11(73.3%)

10(18.9%)

41(34.5%)**

12(42.9%)

5(21.7%)

6(40.0%)

22(41.5%)

45(37.8%)

16(57.1%)

14(60.9%)

8(53.3%)

18(34.0%)

56(47.1%)

0

1(4.3%)

0

2(3.8%)

3(2.5%)

cell wall
No cell wall
structure
Labels a cell
membrane
Elliptical
shape
Rectangular
shape
Other shape

Note. n=119; ** p-value less than 0.01; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square
assumptions.
Cell membrane.
Cell membranes were included in 34.2% (41) of the drawings. A typical plant
cell has both a cell wall and a cell membrane. With less than half of the entire sample
including a cell membrane, it is clear that several students do not believe both are present
in a plant cell. The largest percentage of students drawing cell membranes were
freshmen with 46.4% of them including this exterior structural aspect of a plant cell.
Seniors were least likely to include a cell membrane with 3 or 12.0%.
The cell membrane was not commonly included in student drawings with 41 or
34.5%. The distribution was significant with a p-value below 0.01. The students taking
Bio/Che had 73.3% include a cell membrane. This is much higher than any other group,
which may relate to student ability in science or interest.
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Shape.
Two main shapes emerged from the drawings: elliptical and rectangular.
Elliptical is any rounded shape starting with a circle and then moving towards more oval
shapes. Elliptical is the mathematic term used for any circular shape formed from two
foci. A rectangular shape is based upon the definition of four sides that form four ninetydegree angles. This definition includes squares because the length of the sides is not
defined. The most common shape category for cells was a rectangular shape. Overall
46.7% of the drawings were rectangular shapes. The majority of drawings made by
sophomores (62.1%) and freshmen (57.1%) were rectangular. Fifteen juniors or 39.5%
and 7 or 28% of seniors had rectangular drawings. The distribution had a significant
difference with a p-value less than 0.05. For elliptical shapes, juniors were the most
likely to adopt this overall structural shape with 52.6% (20). Freshmen were the next
most likely group (12 or 42.9%) then sophomores (8 or 27.6%) and finally seniors (6 or
24.0%). The distribution was not significantly different from the Chi-square distribution.
Only two other shapes occurred in the sample. One was a hexagon shape drawn by two
students and the other shape was a house shape drawn by one student.
Distribution by science courses was not significantly different from one expected
by chance. The rectangular shape was preferred for all but the Bio/PS/Che group.
Students in the Bio/PS/Che category preferred the elliptical shape for a plant cell. In
general, the Bio/PS/Che group performed poorly on all exterior characteristics presented.
Nucleus.
Characteristics of interest regarding the nucleus follow:
1. was a nucleus included;
2. the nucleus located; and
3. the nucleus appearance.
The discussion also included what was inside the nucleus as DNA and genetics
become increasingly important in the secondary national biology standards documents
(NRC, 1996).
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Table 4.27
Selected cell nucleus characteristics from drawings by grade level reported in frequency
and percentage
Grade Level
Characteristic
Includes a labeled

9

10

11

12

Total

24(85.7%) 21(72.4%) 32(84.2%) 10(40.0%) 87(72.5%)**

nucleus
Locates DNA, RNA,

4(14.3%)

0

3(7.9%)

0

7(5.8%)$

5(17.9%)

9(31.0%)

12(31.6%)

6(24.0%)

32(26.7%)

14(50.0%) 15(51.7%) 19(50.0%)

9(36.0%)

57(47.5%)

11(29.3%)

2(8.0%)

32(26.7%)$

or chromosomes inside
nucleus
Draws nucleus a large
open circle
Nucleus in center of
cell
Nucleus not in center

6(20.7%)

13(34.2%)

of cell
Note: n = 120; ** indicates a p-value less than 0.01. $ indicates the distribution
violated Chi-square assumptions.
Table 4.27 shows seniors were the least likely to „include a labeled nucleus‟ in
their drawing. These students were the most removed from the required biology course
commonly taken as freshmen. All other grades were significantly higher in their
inclusion of a labeled nucleus. Very few students included materials found inside a
nucleus. By percentage, freshmen were the most likely with 14.3%. Two students
included DNA, one student included RNA, and a final student included chromosomes.
The only other grade level to draw anything inside the nucleus was eleventh grade
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students with three students representing 7.9% of the juniors. Two juniors included DNA
and one included chromosomes. Overall 32 students drew the nucleus as a large open
circle. Large indicates that the nucleus labeled was the largest item in the cell and it was
at least one eighth of the drawing. These students did not have anything drawn inside the
nucleus (labeled or not labeled).
If students included a nucleus in their drawing, they most often placed „nucleus in
the center.‟ Fifty-seven students followed this pattern with half, or more than half, of the
freshmen, sophomores, and juniors placing the nucleus in the center. Only the seniors
had less than half place it in the center. This may be related to a lack of labeling of the
nucleus. Thirty-two students did not place the „nucleus in the center.‟ It was located
closer to one edge of the cell than another. Most juniors drew cells with non-central
nuclei.
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Table 4.28
Selected cell nucleus characteristics from drawings by science courses reported in
frequency and percentage
Courses
Characteristic
Includes a labeled

Bio
25(89.3%)

Bio/PS

Bio/Che

15(65.2%) 13(86.7%)

Bio/PS/Che

Total

34 (64.2%)

87(73.1%)*

nucleus
Locates DNA, RNA,

4(14.3%)

0

2(13.3%)

1(1.9%)

7(5.9%)$

5(17.9%)

7(30.4%)

4(26.7%)

16(30.2%)

32(26.9%)$

14(50.0%)

9(39.1%)

9(60.0%)

24(45.3%)

56(47.1%)

11(39.3%)

6(26.1%)

4(26.7%)

11(20.8%)

32(26.9%)

or chromosomes
inside nucleus
Draws nucleus a large
open circle
Nucleus in center of
cell
Nucleus not in center
of cell
Note. n=119; * p-value below 0.05. $ indicates the distribution violates Chi-square
assumptions.
The results by science courses taken in Table 4.28 indicated „includes a labeled
nucleus‟ had a significant difference by distribution with a p-value less than 0.05.
Looking at the distribution it appears students taking biology and those taking biology
and chemistry were more likely to label it while those with biology and physical science
and biology, physical science and chemistry had lower percentages. It was expected
biology students would have a higher percentage because they have the most recent
experience with the material. This finding may reflect the results of a passage of time.
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The drawing of a large open circle for the nucleus had a slight, but not significant
increase for students taking additional science courses. The low number of students‟
specifying anything inside the nucleus is disappointingly low, but is consistently low
among all of the course patterns. The location of the nucleus for a cell is generally in the
center, but this is not always followed. The nucleus of a cell is more likely to be in the
center to facilitate communication with the organelles. In contrast, the nucleus of an
atom must be in the center.
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Table 4.29
Selected organelle and cytoplasm characteristics results by grade level reported in
frequency and percentage
Grade Level
Characteristic

9

10

11

12

Total

Labels open space

17(60.7%)

13(44.8%)

10(26.3%)

4(16.0%)

44(36.7%)**

Open space not

11(39.3%)

12(41.4%)

26(68.4%)

10(40.0%)

60(50.0%)

Labels chloroplasts

20(71.4%)

12(41.4%)

11(28.9%)

6(24.0%)

49(40.8%)**

Labels

14(50.0%)

10(34.5%)

11(28.9%)

2(8.0%)

37(30.8%)*

Labels ribosomes

15(53.5%)

7(24.1%)

10(26.3%)

0

32(26.7%)**

Labels vacuoles

9(32.1%)

9(31.0%)

7(18.4%)

2(8.0%)

27(22.5%)

Labels endoplasmic

8(28.6%)

5(17.2%)

5(13.2%)

3(12.0%)

21(17.5%)$

8(28.6%)

3(10.3%)

3(7.9%)

0

14(11.7%)$

labeled

mitochondria

reticulum
Labels Golgi
bodies
Note. * p-value less than 0.05; ** p-value less than 0.01; $ indicates distribution
violated Chi-square assumptions
Interior structures.
The results for the interior components of a cell have been limited to those
included in more than 10% of the drawings and are found in Table 4.29 (grade level) and
Table 4.30 (science courses). Items included that do not have distributions violating the
Chi-square assumptions suggest grade level is a contributing factor for including the
item. Overall from Table 4.29, only 44 students (36.7%) included any label for the white
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space. It is important to note that all of the students when asked in interviews indicated
the white space was matter and it was not empty space. The percentage of student
labeling this part steadily declined with increasing years in high school. Seventeen
freshmen or 60.7% labeled the area while only four seniors or 16% labeled the area. The
p-value for this characteristic was less than 0.01 suggesting the distribution is related to
grade level. The distribution for not labeling the center area was not statistically
significant. Therefore, students who did not draw a cell at all were a contributing factor
in the analysis.
Organelles that were included with frequencies greater than 10% were
chloroplasts, mitochondria, ribosomes, vacuoles, endoplasmic reticulum, and Golgi
bodies. For analysis endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi bodies had distributions that
violated Chi-square assumptions. The distribution for vacuoles did not indicate a
significant difference of distribution by grade level, but seniors were the least likely to
include them.
For chloroplasts, mitochondria, and ribosomes, freshmen were more likely to
include them in drawings while seniors were the least likely to include them. While the
presence of chloroplasts and mitochondria show a steady decrease with grade level,
ribosomes were more frequently drawn by juniors than by sophomores. The grade level
data do not provide information to explain this discrepancy. The only organelle included
in drawings but not represented in more that 10% of the drawings was lysomes.
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Table 4.30
Selected organelle and cytoplasm characteristics results by science courses reported in
frequency and percentage
Course(s)
Characteristic

Bio

Bio/PS

Bio/Che

Bio/PS/Che

Total

17(60.7%)

8(34.8%)

7(46.7%)

11(20.8%)

43(36.1%)**

11(39.3%)

11(47.8%)

7(46.7%)

30(56.7%)

60(50.4%)

21(75.0%)

6(26.1%)

12(80.0%)

10(18.9%)

49(41.2%)**

15(53.6%)

7(30.4%)

6(40.0%)

9(17.0%)

37(31.1%)**

Labels ribosomes

16(57.1%)

4(17.4%)

6(40.0%)

6(11.3%)

32(26.9%)**

Labels vacuoles

9(32.1%)

7(30.4%)

5(33.3%)

6(11.3%)

27(22.7%)

Labels

8(28.6%)

3(13.0%)

4(26.7%)

6(11.3%)

21(17.6%)$

8(28.6%)

2(8.7%)

3(20.0%)

1(1.9%)

14(11.8%)$

Labels open space
cytoplasm
Open space not
labeled
Labels
chloroplasts
Labels
mitochondria

endoplasmic
reticulum
Labels Golgi
bodies
Note. n=119; ** p-value less than 0.01; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square
assumptions.
The results for organelles by course taking pattern presented in Table 4.30
uncovered that while biology only students had high percentages of including specific
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characteristics, this group of students was not always the most likely to include the
characteristic. Students completing biology and chemistry had higher percentages for
chloroplasts and vacuoles. This may indicate a higher retention due to interest or ability
as these students usually had not taken physical science before chemistry. These students
were usually enrolled in Honors Chemistry. This implication cannot be supported with
the collected data.
Labeling the white space of the cell was more frequently done by biology students
than any other course taking pattern with 17 or 60.7% of the students. Students with
biology and chemistry were next with 7 or 46.7%. Biology and physical science had a
decrease in frequency to 34.8% or 8 students and those students completing biology,
physical science and chemistry had 11 or 20.8% labeling the white space. Overall, 43 of
119 students labeled the white space. The distribution by science courses was significant
with a p-value less than 0.01.
Chloroplasts, mitochondria, ribosomes, vacuoles, endoplasmic reticulum, and
Golgi bodies were the organelles included in drawings with a percentage greater than
10%. Endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi bodies were included at 17.6% and 11.8%
overall. Both distributions for endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi body violated the Chisquare assumptions. The distributions indicate students with biology only were more
likely to include them; students taking biology, physical science and chemistry were least
likely.
Chloroplasts were one of the indicators used to distinguish a typical plant cell
from a typical animal cell. This organelle was included in 49 or 41.2% of the drawings.
Eighty percent of students taking biology and chemistry included this organelle in their
drawings. This was followed closely by biology only students with 21 or 75.0%. The
percentage dropped significantly for students with biology and physical science (6 or
26.1%). Students with biology, physical science and chemistry had the lowest frequency
with 10 or 18.9%. The distribution had a p-value less than 0.01. This suggests course
taking pattern is a plausible factor for the inclusion of chloroplasts.
Mitochondria were included in 37 or 31.1% drawings with biology only (15 of
53.6%) most likely to include them followed by biology and chemistry students (6 or
40.0%). Students taking biology and physical science were a bit more likely to include
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mitochondria over chloroplast, but the percentage remained below 50%. Again students
completing the three course sequence were the least likely to include mitochondria.
Distribution had a p-value below 0.01 indicating the distribution may be related to
science courses.
Ribosomes had a significant difference by course taking pattern (p-value below
0.01). Biology had a percentage of 57.1% followed by Bio/Che with 40.0%. Biology
and physical science was at 17.4% of students including ribosomes in drawings, and
biology, physical science, and chemistry had 11.3% of the students including them in the
drawings.
Vacuoles were the first organelle that had less than 50% drawing it in the cell
model. Among biology only students 32.1% or 9 drew vacuoles. Coincidently, the
percentages for Bio/PS and Bio/Che are similar at 30.4% and 33.3%. It is the percentage
associated with students completing three science courses that fell lower. The
distribution suggests that this organelle is not well remembered even by students
currently enrolled in the course.
In general, the recall for the organelles of a cell is lower than expected. While
some organelles for freshmen are above 50%. The general trend was decreasing recall
over time and over increasing number of science courses. Cells are complex and include
many specialized terms. An unexpected outcome of the analysis of the cell drawing
components was the number of terms used incorrectly by students. A total of 33 of 120
students used incorrect language when labeling either an organelle or the white space. Of
these 33 students, five students did this more than once.
Seventeen students used an incorrect term when labeling the white space inside a
plant cell. Examples of labels used for the white space were cellulosis, chloroplast,
chlorophyll, cell membrane, and plasma membrane. Seventeen students labeled
organelles using incorrect terms. Ten of these students used the wrong term for
chloroplasts. The terms included chlorophyll and chloroform. Clearly the first is a
possible confusion between the label given to the organelle and the product produced by
the organelle. The second term was not so clearly linked to the cells, but may be a case
of using a word/phrase associated with biology, but in the wrong context. Additional
research is needed in this area to clarify the possible problems.
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The organelles students suggested for inside the cell, that are not considered
organelles included: riboflavin, chromoplasma, cytoplasm, flagella, glucose, membrane,
and phylum. While each term was used by one to two students, a total of nine students
fell into this category with two of the students labeling new organelles twice. While
several of the labels were associated with cells (flagella, glucose, and membrane), these
were not organelles located inside the cell. Table 4.31 provides detailed information by
grade level and Table 4.32 provides detailed information by science courses.

Table 4.31
Misidentified interior parts of plant cells by grade level reported by frequency and
percentage
Grade
Category
Cytoplasm labeled

9

10

11

12

Total

5(17.9%)

6(20.7%)

5(13.2%)

1(4.0%)

17(14.2%)$

1(3.6%)

4(13.8%)

2(5.3%)

3(12.0%)

10(8.3%)$

0

5(17.2%)

2(5.3%)

2(8.0%)

9(7.5%)$

6(21.4%) 13(44.8%)

8(21.1%)

6(24%)

33(27.5%)

incorrectly
Chloroplasts labeled
incorrectly
Novel organelles labeled
All terminology errors

Note. n=120, 19 students did not draw a cell, $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square
assumptions.
Table 4.31 shows that the majority of the errors in terminology occurred with
tenth grade students, while those in ninth grade and eleventh grade had the lowest
percentages. Adjusting the percentages to only those students who drew cells, 32.7% of
the sample made a terminology error labeling the internal structure. The cytoplasm had
the greatest number of errors with 17 students; the adjusted percentage for those drawing
a cell becomes 16.8%. Confusing chloroplasts and chlorophyll was included in 10 of the
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101 applicable drawings. The adjusted percentage becomes 9.9%. The final category
included student labels that created novel organelles inside the cell, 9 students were in
this category and the adjusted percentage was 8.9%.

Table 4.32
Misidentified interior parts of plant cells by science courses reported by frequency and
percentage
Course(s)
Category
Cytoplasm labeled

Bio

Bio/PS

Bio/Che

Bio/PS/Che

Total

4(14.3%)

5(21.7%)

1(6.7%)

6(11.3%)

16(13.4%)$

1(3.6%)

2(8.7%)

3(20%)

4(7.5%)

10(8.4%)$

0

5(21.7%)

0

4(7.5%)

9(7.6%)$

4(26.7%)

13(24.5%)

32(26.9%)

incorrectly
Chloroplasts labeled
incorrectly
Novel organelles
labeled
All terminology errors

5(17.9%) 10(43.5%)

Note. n=119; $ indicates the distribution violated the Chi-square distribution
requirements
Analysis by courses in Table 4.32 indicates that overall students in biology had
the least number of errors and students with biology and physical science had the greatest
number of errors. Adjusting the total percentages by error category to only those who
drew a cell to 100 (one less than in grade level because the single student taking only a
physical science course has been removed from course pattern analysis), a total
percentage of 32.0% made an error in labeling or identifying interior portions of a plant
cell. For the adjusted sample, 16% labeled the cytoplasm incorrectly. Ten percent of the
sample made a specific error when identifying the chloroplasts calling them chlorophyll
and 9% invented new organelles for plant cells.
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Terminology errors on plant cell drawings were also made in the interviews. The
interview drawings had labeling errors in 7 of 16 cases, with one drawing containing
multiple errors. Similar error categories emerged with four students labeling the white
space incorrectly (chloroplast/1, rinoplasty/1, and chlorophyll/2), mislabeling of the
chloroplasts as chlorophyll (2), using unrelated biological terms for internal cells
structures (rinoplasty/1 and sap/1), and bringing external cell features to the interior
(membranes/1). [Numbers in parenthesis reflect the number of occurrences for each
incident.] The frequency in the interview drawings was slightly higher, but the
percentage was within an expected margin of error. The high number of errors in
terminology was a surprising finding and suggests additional research be conducted
examining how students learn, retain, and use biological vocabulary.
Composed of Cells
The second question on the cells section asked students to circle all the items
composed of cells and then explain their reasoning. For analysis of this question, the
circle patterns were coded for similarity and then the individual items were tallied by
grade level and science course pattern to determine if there was any relationship. Student
answers were coded via emerging categories and finally the entire question was scored to
determine if the overall response was non-scientific, scientific, or a mixture of both.
A total of 41 different circle patterns emerged for this question. A circle pattern is
defined by the same set of items circled. Of the 41, only 15 patterns were repeated by
other students. Two of the repeated patterns had greater than 10% of the sample. The
first pattern, with 43 of 120 students, included circling: bacteria, banana, fingernail, hair,
heart tissue, mushroom, and tree limb. Students circling this pattern may have associated
cells with anything relating to a living body (Sewell, 2002). This pattern is nearly correct
with the exception of circling fingernail and hair which are not made of cells, but madeup of proteins.
The second pattern includes 14 of 120 students. These students circled: bacteria,
fingernail, hair, heart tissue, mushroom, and tree limb. While this pattern is similar to the
most popular, these students did not include banana. This was an unexpected finding
since the students‟ circled hair and fingernail which are often associated with the concept
that anything attached to a living being is composed of cells. The students may be
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making a distinction between items that remain attached to a “body” and those items that
intentionally “leave” or are “harvested.” Interestingly, most of the students cited either
all living things are made up of cells or that the item was of the human body or a living
being. Only 1 of the 14 used any other reasoning. Therefore further probing of students
on the concept of living and being composed of cells including “fruits” is needed. It
should be noted only three students circled the scientifically accepted pattern.
Looking at each item in Table 4.33, students in general performed well and
performed consistently from grade level to grade level and from course to course. What
is troubling is the persistence of students selecting items such as atoms, clouds,
diamonds, hair, fingernail, paper clip, and paper cup. For atoms, 22.5% of the sample
indicated atoms were made of cells. Clearly, atoms which are measured in angstroms
(10-10 m) and cells which are measured in nanometers and micrometers (10-6 m and 10-3
m) cannot be made up of cells. Students in ninth grade and eleventh grade had the largest
percentages overall for this misconception; students completing physical science,
biology, and chemistry had the highest percentage by science courses.
Clouds attracted 14 students. The number of ninth grade students circling cloud
had the lowest percentage (7.1%), followed by sophomores at 10.3%. In the literature,
younger students have associated clouds with living (Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Tamir et
al., 1981). With many students citing factors such as growth and movement to containing
cells and specifically linking living with cells, the finding should not be surprising, but
was disappointing. These students have nearly completed their compulsory education.
Diamonds were circled by 13.3% of the sample. It appears the concept that
anything made of carbon is alive exists within the sample and was voiced by at least six
students (Griffiths & Preston, 1992). Again, the percentages by grade level and course
taking patterns were not significantly different suggesting age and science courses were
not significant factors.
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Table 4.33
Students’ responses by item for composed of cells by grade level reported in frequency and percentage
Items

117

Grade

Al Foil$

Atom

Bacteria$

Banana

Cloud$

Diamond$

Fingernail

Hair$

Total

9

1(3.6%)

6(21.4%)

25(89.3%)

21(75.0%)

2(7.1%)

5(17.9%)

23(82.1%)

22(78.6%)

28

10

4(13.8%)

4(13.8%)

26(89.7%)

21(72.4%)

3(10.3%)

4(13.8%)

28(96.6%)

29(100%)

29

11

6(15.8%)

13(34.2%)

37(97.4%)

25(65.8%)

6(15.8%)

6(15.8%)

33(86.8%)

33(86.8%)

38

12

2(8.0%)

4(16.0%)

22(88.0%)

19(76.0%)

3(12.0%)

1(4.0%)

25(100%)

25(100%)

25

Total

13(8.3%)

27(22.5%)

110(91.7%)

86(71.7%)

14(11.7%)

16(13.3%)

109(90.8%)

109(90.8%)

120

Note. n = 120; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions. Al is aluminum.
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Table 4.33 Continued
Students’ responses by item to is composed of cells by grade level reported in frequency and percentage
Items
Grade

Heart

Heat$

Light$

Mushroom$ Paper Clip$

Tissue$

Plastic

Tire$

Tree Limb$

Total

Cup$

118

9

27(96.4%)

1(3.6%)

0

27(96.4%)

2(7.1%)

2(7.1%)

3(10.7%)

28(100%)

28

10

28(96.6%)

2(6.9%)

2(6.9%)

28(96.6%)

5(17.2%)

5(17.2%)

6(20.7%)

27(93.1%)

29

11

36(94.7%)

3(7.9%)

2(5.3%)

34(89.5%)

6(15.8%)

6(15.8%)

6(15.8%)

35(92.1%)

38

12

24(96.0%)

2(8.0%)

2(8.0%)

21(84.0%)

1(8.3%)

1(8.3%)

1(8.3%)

22(88.0%)

25

Total

115(95.8%)

8(6.7%)

6(5.5%)

110(91.7%)

14(11.7%)

14(11.7%)

16(13.3%)

112(93.3%)

120

Note. n = 120; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions
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Table 4.34
Students’ responses by item to is composed of cells by science course pattern reported in frequency and percentage
Items

119

Course(s)

Al Foil$

Atom$

Bacteria$

Banana$

Cloud$

Diamond$

Fingernail$

Hair$

Total

Bio

1(3.6%)

5(17.9%)

25(89.3%)

22(78.6%)

2(7.1%)

5(17.9%)

23(82.1%)

22(78.6%)

28

Bio/PS

4(17.4%)

4(17.4%)

20(87.0%)

15(65.2%)

3(13.0%)

4(17.4%)

23(100%)

23(100%)

23

Bio/Che

1(6.7%)

0

14(93.3%)

15(100%)

1(6.7%)

1(6.7%)

13(86.7%)

14(93.3%)

15

Bio/PS/Che

7(13.2%)

17(32.1%)

50(94.3%)

34(64.2%)

8(15.1%)

6(11.3%)

49(92.5%)

49(92.5%)

53

Total

13(10.9%)

26(21.8%)

109(91.6%)

86(72.3%)

14(11.8%)

16(13.4%)

108(90.8%)

108(90.8%)

119

Note. n=119; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions. Al is aluminum.
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Table 4.34 Continued
Students’ responses by item to is composed of cells by science courses reported in frequency and percentage
Items
Course(s)

Heart

Heat**

Light**

Mushroom** Paper Clip

Tissue**

Plastic

Tire

Tree Limb**

Total

Cup

120

Bio

27(96.4%)

1(3.6%)

0

27(96.4%)

2(7.1%)

2(7.1%)

3(10.7%)

28(100%)

28

Bio/PS

22(95.7%)

2(8.7%)

2(8.7%)

22(95.7%)

5(21.7%)

5(21.7%)

5(21.7%)

21(91.3%)

23

Bio/Che

14(93.3%)

1(6.7%)

1(6.7%)

14(93.3%)

1(6.7%)

1(6.7%)

2(13.3%)

14(93.3%)

15

Bio/PS/Che

51(96.2%)

4(7.5%)

3(5.7%)

46(86.8%)

6(11.3%)

6(11.3%)

6(11.3%)

48(90.6%)

53

Total

114(95.8%)

8(6.7%)

6(5.0%)

109(91.6%)

14(11.8%)

14(11.8%)

16(13.4%)

111(93.3%)

119

Note. n=119; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions
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Fingernails and hair were circled with great frequency in this sample, and no
significant difference was noted by grade or by science courses. A significant majority
circled both with 109 or 90.8%. This frequency suggests students may not be well
acquainted with the structures of these two items. With students retaining this concept
over time and courses, greater probing into students‟ concepts of alive and how the
concept of alive is related to cells is needed.
Paper clip was circled by 11.7% of the total sample and there was no significant
difference by grade or by science courses in Table 4.33 and Table 4.34. This finding was
interesting since the item was neither alive nor made of organic materials. It does relate
to a minor reason for circling items which was “everything is made of cells.” This minor
reason was given by six students but more than six individuals circled it. In four
interviews, students admitted they believed both atoms and cells were alive. In an
additional interview, another student stated that atoms were alive if they were a part of
something living. Three students, that thought atoms were alive, circled paper clip and
one student did not circle paper clip. The student basing classification of atoms being
alive upon if it was in a living organism had circled paper clip. The lack of logic may
result from a lack of metacognition or an absence of reflection upon what they know and
do not know and if the knowledge logically works together.
The reasoning given by the students was overwhelmingly that if the object was
deemed living they circled it can be seen in Table 39. This reasoning was stated by 86
students or 71.7% of the sample. This was the only reason provided by more than 10%
of the sample. Six additional reasons were given and have been listed in the table below
in order of decreasing frequency.
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Table 4.35
Student explanation categories for circling items composed of cells reported as frequency
and percentage
Reasoning

Frequency

Percentage

Life

86

71.7

Body part

10

8.3

Everything is made of cells

6

5.0

Organic

6

5.0

Grows

5

4.2

Tangible, can be touched

5

4.2

Plant

4

3.3

Unclassified

6

5.0

Blank

3

2.5

Note. Some students provided more than one reason therefore total is greater than 120.
With few students circling the scientifically accepted pattern and the limited
explanations beyond it is alive, it was expected no student had a five (a complete
scientific answer) and only one student had a four using the rubric. For the analysis,
students who did not answer the question or provided an answer that was unrelated to the
question were removed.
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Table 4.36
Student rubric scores for is it composed of cells by grade level reported as frequencies
and percentages
Rubric Score
Grade

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

9

8(28.6%)

20(71.4%)

0

28(23.9%)

10

6(20.7%)

23(79.3%)

0

29(24.8%)

11

9(25.0%)

26(72.2%)

1(2.8%)

36(30.8%)

12

6(25.0%)

18(75.0%)

0

24(20.5%)

Total

29(24.8%)

87(74.4%)

1(0.9%)

117(100%)

Note. $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions.
It is clear students struggled with the concept of what was composed of cells and
to explain why from the distributions in Table 4.36 and Table 4.37. The largest errors
were the inclusion of items found on the human body which are not composed of cells.
Difficulty with this concept did not appear to improve or change with grade level. It is
important to note that only one student wrote a scientifically acceptable answer for this
question, but even this answer did not include all criteria.
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Table 4.37
Student rubric scores for is it composed of cell by courses reported as frequencies and
percentages
Rubric Score
Course(s)

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

Bio

7(25.0%)

21(75.0%)

0

28(24.1%)

Bio/PS

5(21.7%)

18(78.3%)

0

23(19.8%)

Bio/Che

4(28.6%)

10(71.4%)

0

14(12.1%)

Bio/PS/Che

12(23.5%)

38(74.5%)

1(2.0%)

51(44.0%)

Total

28(24.1%)

87(75.0%)

1(0.9%)

116(100%)

Note. Distribution violates Chi-square assumptions.
Distribution by courses indicates non-scientific and mixed answers were fairly
consistent by courses. Again, this may suggest courses were not directly addressing the
problems students have with this concept. The one student able to provide a scientific
answer has taken all of the three science courses. This finding was disappointing.
Cell Division
The third question on the cells page asked students to predict what the product or
products will be when a large cell divides. This question was analyzed first by creating
categories from students‟ responses. Then the entire response to the question was scored
using the rubric found in the Appendix E.
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Table 4.38
Student predictions for cell division products reported as frequency and percentage
Reasoning

Frequency

Percentage

Identical

65

54.2(59.6)

Two cells form

26

21.7(23.9)

It will be smaller

18

15.0(16.5)

Tautological

13

10.8(11.9)

Blank

11

9.2

Note. Percentage in parenthesis was adjusted to those answering the question, n=109;
total frequency may exceed n because some students provided multiple reasons.
The first two most frequent reasons in Table 4.38 form part of the scientifically
accepted answer. The third answer was not a part of the scientifically accepted answer
because the cells will become equal to the original size given time to complete the entire
replication process. The time frame students applied for division to occur was unknown.
„It will be smaller‟ was a fairly popular response at 15% (18) for the entire sample and
16.5% for the portion of the sample answering the question. This concept of smaller after
division has recently been addressed in the literature (Riemeier & Gropengieber, 2008).
Tautological answers provided by students were answers exhibiting circular
thinking or restating the question. Examples of tautological answers include: “the
products make up the cell,” or “the products most likely will be the same or similar, with
maybe some differences.” Clearly the students did not have answers that clarify their
concept of the resulting products. These students wrote a vague answer to cover all
possible answers.
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Table 4.39
Student rubric scores for the product(s) of cell division by grade level reported as
frequencies and percentages
Rubric Score$
Grade

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

9

2(7.7%)

11(42.3%)

12(46.2%)

26(25.0%)

10

5(19.2%)

4(15.4%)

17(65.4%)

26(25.0%)

11

3(9.7%)

2(6.5%)

26(83.9%)

31(29.8%)

12

3(14.3%)

8(38.1%)

10(47.6%)

21(20.2%)

Total

14(13.5%)

25(24.0%)

65(62.5%)

104(100%)

Note. $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions; n=104; students without
answers or with answers unrelated to the question asked were removed.
Results in Table 4.39 by grade level indicated most juniors have a scientific
understanding while seniors tended to have more mixed answers including scientific and
non-scientific parts in answers. The number of students who wrote non-scientific
answers was low, but not extinguished at any grade level. Of the scientific answers
provided, three were deemed complete scientific answers with two students being in
ninth grade and one student in tenth grade. The percentage of scientific answers appears
to increase until the senior year. This trend was interesting considering most students
indicated taking biology as freshmen and continued science with physical science courses
for the next two years. Overall, a quarter of the sample provided mixed answers which
may be contradictory.
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Table 4.40
Student rubric scores for the product(s) of cell division by science courses reported as
frequencies and percentages
Rubric Score$
Course(s)

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

Bio

3(11.5%)

10(38.5%)

13(50.0%)

26(25.5%)

Bio/PS

4(20.0%)

3(15.0%)

13(65.0%)

20(19.4%)

Bio/Che

1(7.7%)

3(23.1%)

9(69.2%)

13(12.6%)

Bio/PS/Che

6(13.6%)

8(18.2%)

30(68.2%)

44(42.7%)

Total

14(13.6%)

24(23.3%)

65(63.1%)

103(100%)

Note. n=103. Students without answers or with answers unrelated to the question have
been removed; $ indicated distribution violated the Chi-square assumptions
By courses from Table 4.40, the pattern suggested an increase in scientific
answers that levels off with a third science course. The number of mixed answers was
the greatest in the biology only sample but the number of non-scientific answers was
great among the Bio/PS. Students taking biology and chemistry had the least number of
non-scientific answers, but displayed a shift towards mixed answers. Overall, 63.1%
achieved a scientific answer and three students wrote a complete scientific answer.
Mixed answers accounted for 23.3% and may lead to contradictory conclusions for
students in the future; 13.6% have non-scientific answers.
Atoms and Cells
The following sections present the findings to questions on the paper-and-pencil
test which probed student concepts of relationships between atoms and cells. The section
also includes interview answers to the relationship between atomic and cellular nuclei.
The answers to nuclei questions were limited to sixteen students due to the potential to
influence students‟ drawings by specifying internal features on paper and pencil test.
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Similarities
The first question asked students if they thought atoms and cells were similar and
then explain the reasoning. Of the 120 students taking the test, 116 answered the
question. Twelve students indicated no, atoms and cells were not similar while 101
stated atoms and cells were similar. Three students provided yes and no answers to this
question.

Table 4.41
Student explanations for why or why not atoms and cells are similar reported by
frequency and percentage
Reasoning

Frequency

% Category

% Overall

101

100

87.1

46

45.5

39.7

Small

25

24.8

21.6

In living things

21

20.8

18.1

Have nuclei

16

15.8

13.8

12

100

10.3

Make-up cells

6

50.0

5.2

Not alive

4

33.3

3.4

3

100

2.6

Yes
Basic building
blocks

No

Either

Note. n=116. Student frequencies do not match total responses because only responses
with greater than 10% of the category sample were reported. Some students stated
multiple criteria in the answer.
Students generally agreed that atoms and cells have some similarities with 101 of
116 stating or implying yes. From Table 4.41, the top four reasons included: both are
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basic building blocks, small, found in living things, and have a nuclei. The first reason
provided is expected since both biology and chemistry texts have used this analogy (T. L.
Brown et al., 1994). The statement may be students repeating what they have heard; it
did not provide information about what the students think building blocks are and of what
building blocks are composed. A few students clarified the answer, but several simply
stated basic building blocks. The second answer, small, was also true, but again provided
little scale. Some students provided additional details that provided scale such as “can be
seen under a microscope” or “one is much smaller than the other.” These two statements
were different and would receive different rubric scores.
The third category was „found in both living things‟ or a student may have stated
„cells are made of atoms.‟ This was a scientifically acceptable answer and it was stated
by 21 students or 18.1% of the entire sample. The final statement was the „presence of
nuclei.‟ This phrase was stated by 16 students or 13.8% of the overall sample. While not
all students clarified the nuclei were different, some students clarified differences
between atom and cell nuclei.
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Table 4.42
Student rubric scores for how atoms and cells are similar by grade level reported as
frequencies and percentages
Rubric Score
Grade

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

9

17(63.0%)

3(11.1%)

7(25.9%)

27(24.5%)

10

5(20.0%)

10(40.0%)

10(40.0%)

25(22.7%)

11

11(30.6%)

11(30.5%)

14(38.9%)

36(32.7%)

12

12(54.5%)

2(9.1%)

8(36.4%)

22(20.0%)$

Total

45(40.9%)

26(23.6%)

39(35.5%)

110(100%)*

Note. Students who stated yes or no without reasons were give a score of 1 and were
not included in this table. * indicates p-value less than 0.5; $ indicates distribution
violated Chi-square assumptions.
Students generally agreed that atoms and cells have some similarities with 101 of
116 stating or implying yes. From Table 4.41, the top four reasons included: both are
basic building blocks, small, found in living things, and have a nuclei. The first reason
provided is expected since both biology and chemistry texts have used this analogy (T. L.
Brown et al., 1994). The statement may be students repeating what they have heard; it
did not provide information about what the students think building blocks are and of what
building blocks are composed. A few students clarified the answer, but several simply
stated basic building blocks. The second answer, small, was also true, but again provided
little scale. Some students provided additional details that provided scale such as “can be
seen under a microscope” or “one is much smaller than the other.” These two statements
were different and would receive different rubric scores.
The third category was „found in both living things‟ or a student may have stated
„cells are made of atoms.‟ This was a scientifically acceptable answer and it was stated
by 21 students or 18.1% of the entire sample. The final statement was the „presence of
nuclei.‟ This phrase was stated by 16 students or 13.8% of the overall sample. While not
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all students clarified the nuclei were different, some students clarified differences
between atom and cell nuclei.

Table 4.43
Student rubric scores for how atoms and cells are similar by science courses reported as
frequencies and percentages
Rubric Score
Course(s)

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

Bio

18(66.7%)

3(11.1%)

6(22.2%)

27(24.8%)

Bio/PS

4(21.1%)

8(42.1%)

7(36.8%)

19(17.4%)

Bio/Che

2(15.4%)

7(53.8%)

4(30.8%)

13(11.9%)

Bio/PS/Che

21(42.0%)

8(16.0%)

21(42.0%)

50(45.9%)

Total

45(41.3%)

26(23.9%)

38(34.9%)

109(100%)

Note. Students stating yes or no without providing reasons were omitted for analysis.
n=109 because one student taking only physical science has been omitted.
Overall distribution when reanalyzed by science courses revealed a slight leaning
towards non-scientific answers as shown in Table 4.43. The majority of non-scientific
answers were from students with biology only with 18 or 66.7%. The least number of
non-scientific answers was among students taking biology and chemistry with 2 or
15.4%. The category with the most mixed answers was the biology and chemistry
students with 7 or 53.8% and the least number is among biology only with 3 or 11.1%.
The group with the most scientific answers was the biology, physical science, and
chemistry group with 21 or 42.0%. The group with the least number of scientific answers
was biology with 6 or 22.2%. Students enrolled in biology may not have adequate
knowledge at this time to compare cells and atoms scientifically. The number of biology
and chemistry students who wrote mixed answers was unexpected. Most of these
students have enrolled in two honors sections and have successfully passed curriculum
for cells and atoms. Biology and chemistry students were less likely to write a scientific
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answer compared to the biology and physical science students. This frequency of
scientific answers might have reflected differences in curriculum emphasis between
chemistry and physical science or the general and honors science courses.
Differences
Students answered the yes/no question: “is there a difference between atoms and
cells” and then they were asked to explain their answers. Student reasons were classified
from emerging categories. Overall answers were scoring using the rubric found in
Appendix D.
Of the 120 students, five students left the question blank. One hundred and ten
students stated yes, 3 students stated no, and 2 students provided ambiguous answers.
This distribution was an encouraging percentage with over 95% of the students citing yes.
Five reasons were given for yes and can be found in Table 4.44.
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Table 4.44
Student explanations for why or why not atoms and cells are dissimilar reported by frequency
and percentage
Reasoning

Frequency

% Category

% Overall

110

100

95.7

Atoms are smaller

26

23.6

22.6

Cells are living, atoms not

22

20.0

19.1

Atoms are in everything,

18

16.4

15.7

Cells are made of atoms

15

13.6

13.0

Different internal structure

15

13.6

13.0

No

3

100

2.6

Mixed

2

100

1.7

Yes

cells only in living

Note. Only categories with more than 10% of the sample are included in table. Student
answers may fit multiple categories. n=115.
The most popular reason given was based upon the size difference, citing atoms
are smaller. This reason was given by 26 of the 110 agreeing students with a category
percentage of 23.6% and overall 22.6%. The second most popular answer was based
upon status as living. Twenty-two students used this reasoning with 20% of the
affirmative portion of the sample and 19.9% of the overall sample. The third reason was
similar to the second most popular, but added a portion that made the statement not
completely scientific. This reason states cells are in living things, but atoms are not in
living things. A total of 18 students used this reason with 16.4% of those agreeing atoms
and cells are different and overall 15.7%. The final two reasons had equal representation
within the sample. Fifteen students used the reason atoms are made of cells which
represented 13.6% of the affirmative group and 13.0% overall. The other reason
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suggested by 15 students was a different internal structure. None of these students
greatly elaborated upon the difference(s) in structure.
While the number of students selecting yes was encouraging, the number of
students writing an answer that was completely scientific was much lower at 47.7% or 52
students shown in Table 4.45. Of these 52 students, none of them provided the complete
scientific answer.

Table 4.45
Student rubric scores for how atoms and cells are different by grade level reported as
frequencies and percentages
Rubric Score
Grade

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

9

9(33.3%)

5(18.5%)

13(48.1%)

27(24.8%)

10

7(26.9%)

8(30.8%)

11(42.3%)

26(23.9%)

11

4(12.1%)

11(33.3%)

18(54.5%)

33(30.3%)

12

9(39.1%)

4(17.4%)

10(43.5%)

23(21.1%)

Total

29(26.6%)

28(25.7%)

52(47.7%)

109(100%)

Note. Distribution was based upon the 109 students who scored a 2, 3, 4 or 5 on the
rubric; Chi-square analysis reported p-value 0.307.
Results in Table 4.45 show the percentage of scientific answers was greatest for
juniors (54.5%) and lowest for sophomores (42.3%). The overall number of students
who provided mixed answers (combining scientifically accurate answers with nonscientific answers) was 25.7% (28). The largest percentage was juniors (33.3%) and the
lowest percentage was among the seniors (17.4%). Non-scientific answers represented
26.6% (29) of the total sample. Seniors had the greatest number of non-scientific
answers at 39.1% and juniors had the lowest number of non-scientific answers at 12.1%.
Therefore while many of the individual statements were correct, some students have
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written answers with multiple reasons that were in conflict with the scientifically
accepted answer.

Table 4.46
Student rubric scores for how atoms and cells are different by science courses reported
as frequencies and percentages
Rubric Score
Course(s)

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

Bio

9(33.3%)

6(22.2%)

12(44.4%)

27(25.0%)

Bio/PS

6(30.0%)

5(25.0%)

9(45.0%)

20(18.5%)

Bio/Che

3(23.1%)

5(38.5%)

5(38.5%)

13(12.0%)

Bio/PS/Che

11(22.9%)

12(25.0%)

25(52.1%)

48(44.4%)

Total

29(26.9%)

28(25.9%)

51(47.2%)

108(100%)

Note. Distribution analyzed is based upon students receiving a 2, 3, 4, or 5 on the rubric.
The results, by science courses in Table 4.46, have 47.2% (51) of the sample with
scientific answers; the largest percentage of students with scientific answers (52.1%) was
from the biology, physical science, and chemistry course category. The lowest number of
scientific answers at 38.5% (5) was biology and chemistry students. The total number of
mixed answers was at 25.9% (28) with the largest percentage biology and chemistry
students at 38.5% (5), and the lowest was among students in biology at 22.2% (6).
Overall 26.9% (29) had non-scientific answers with the largest portion completing
biology only and the smallest portion from students completing biology, physical science,
and chemistry at 22.9% (11). It appears taking biology and physical science courses
shifted students away from non-scientific answers, but at the end of all the required
science courses, non-scientific answers remained. The results were discouraging.
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Relationships
Paper-and-Pencil Tests
Finally, the third part of the first combined question asked students if atoms and
cells are related and how atoms and cells are related. Student answers were analyzed for
emerging categories and evaluated using the rubric found in Appendix D. Thirteen
students omitted answers, 86 provided yes answers, 17 provided no answers, and 4 were
uncommitted.
Table 4.47
Student explanations for why or why not atoms and cells are related reported by frequency and
percentage
Reasoning

Frequency

% Category

% Overall

86

100

80.4

48

55.8

37.4

11

12.8

10.3

17

100

15.9

6

35.3

5.6

Have different functions

4

23.5

3.7

One is living, one is non-

4

23.5

3.7

4

100

3.7

Yes
Cells are composed/made
of atoms
Both building blocks or
make-up things
No
Don‟t mix, building
blocks of different things

living
Mixed

Note. n=107, the 13 blank answers were omitted. Table includes answers fragments
from 10% or greater of the Yes or No category. Rubric scores are for complete answer
statements.
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The majority of the students agreed a relationship existed between atoms and cells
as shown in Table 4.47. Only two reasons were above 10% for the category. The first
reason, included 48 of the 86 affirmative answers, was „cells are composed of atoms.‟
The answer accounted for 55.8% of the affirmative answers and 37.4% of the answers
overall. The second most frequent answer was „atoms and cells are building blocks.‟
This was included in 11 of the affirmative answers and accounted for 12.8% of the
category and 10.3% overall.
Few students elected the negative but three popular answers emerged from this
sample. Six students stated that the two do not mix because „atoms and cells were
building blocks of different things‟ or „atoms and cells were different things.‟ This
reasoning represented 35.3% of the negative answers, but only 5.6% of the question
overall sample. The second reason given for no relationship between atoms and cells
was „they have different functions.‟ This reason was stated by four students representing
23.5% of the negative answers and 3.7% of the total sample. The final reason given was
„one is living and one is non-living.‟ Again, this was stated by four students representing
23.5% of the negative sub-sample and 3.7% of the overall sample. Negative answers set
up a dichotomy between biology (the living) and physical science (non-living).
Rubric analysis of the answers uncovered 56.7% (55) of the sample had scientific
reasons. Few students had mixed answers at 8.2% (8) and 35.1% (34) of the sample had
non-scientific answers. This question had the fewest number of students falling into the
mixed category. Of the 55 students who provided scientific answers, 46 had the complete
scientific answer. This question had the highest number of complete scientific answers.
It also had the shortest acceptable scientific answer.
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Table 4.48
Student rubric scores for how atoms and cells are related by grade level reported as
frequencies and percentages
Rubric Score$
Grade

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

9

13(54.2%)

2(8.3%)

9(37.5%)

24(24.7%)

10

4(17.4%)

4(17.4%)

15(65.2%)

23(23.7%)

11

7(22.6%)

1(3.2%)

23(74.2%)

31(32.0%)

12

10(52.6%)

1(5.3%)

8(42.1%)

19(19.6%)

Total

34(35.1%)

8(8.2%)

55(56.7%)

97(100%)

Note. n=97. Students receiving rubric scores of 0 and 1 have been omitted. $ indicates
distribution violated Chi-square assumptions.
Grade level analysis in Table 4.48 revealed ninth grade students had the lowest
number of scientific answers and the highest number of non-scientific answers. Juniors
had the highest number of scientific answers and sophomores had the lowest number of
non-scientific answers. The largest proportion of mixed answers was among
sophomores. It appears that a shift from non-scientific, to mixed, and finally scientific
occurs from ninth grade to eleventh grade. Caution must be taken with this observation
as the data were not longitudinal, but it suggested possible directional movement.
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Table 4.49
Student rubric scores for how atoms and cells are related by science courses reported as
frequencies and percentages
Rubric Score$
Course(s)

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

Bio

13(56.5%)

2(8.7%)

8(34.8%)

23(24.0%)

Bio/PS

4(22.2%)

3(16.7%)

11(61.1%)

18(18.8%)

Bio/Che

1(7.7%)

1(7.7%)

11(84.6%)

13(13.5%)

Bio/PS/Che

16(38.1%)

2(4.8%)

24(57.1%)

42(43.8%)

Total

34(35.4%)

8(8.3%)

54(56.3%)

96(100%)

Note. n= 96. Students scoring 0 or 1 removed for analysis; $ indicates distribution
violated Chi-square assumptions.
The data, delineated by science courses in Table 4.49, revealed students taking
biology only with the highest percentage of non-scientific answers at 56.5% (13) and the
lowest number of scientific answers at 34.8% (8). The highest percentage of students
with scientific answers was biology and chemistry at 84.6% (11) and it was the category
with the least number of students with non-scientific answers at 7.7% (1). The largest
percentage of mixed answers was the group taking biology and physical science at 16.7%
(3). The overall number of scientific answers was just over 50% which was lower than
the percentage of students who agreed there was a relationship between atoms and cells.
This demonstrates the importance of reviewing overall answers given by students and not
just individual portions of an answer.
At the end of the test, two multiple-choice questions were added to elicit student
understanding of the size relationship between atoms and cells and which one, an atom or
a cell, may be viewed using a microscope. For the first multiple-choice question,
students were given five choices to compare the size of an atom and the size of a cell as
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seen in Figure 1. Results are presented by grade level in Table 4.50 and again by science
courses in Table 4.51.

This size of an atom is ___________ a cell.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

larger than
equal to
smaller than
An atom and a cell are the same thing.
I do not know the answer.

Figure 4.1 Size of an atom question

Table 4.50
Student relationships of size between atoms and cells by grade level reported in
frequency and percentage
Letter Selection$
A

B

C@

D

E

Total

9

4(14.3%)

0

23(82.1%)

0

1(3.6%)

28(23.3%)

10

1(3.4%)

2(6.9%)

26(89.7%)

0

0

29(24.2%)

11

2(5.3%)

0

35(92.1%)

0

1(2.6%)

38(31.7%)

12

2(8.0%)

2(8.0%)

19(76.0%)

2(8.0%)

0

25(20.8%)

Total

9(7.5%)

4(3.3%)

103(85.8%)

2(1.7%)

2(1.7%)

120(100%)

Grade

Note. $ indicates sample distribution violated Chi-square assumption. @ symbol
denotes correct answer.
The results by grade level in Table 4.50 were encouraging with 85.8% of the
sample selecting the correct answer. Overall, juniors were the most successful grade
level and seniors were the least successful. Since this was a closed question, some
correct answers may be false positives. A false positive is a student answer that is
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correct, but the correct selection occurred by chance. The question was limited because it
did not stress how much larger a cell is compared to an atom. An additional follow-up
question or questions may be warranted.

Table 4.51
Student’s relationship of size between atoms and cells by science courses reported in
frequency and percentage
Letter Selection$
A

B

C@

D

E

Total

Bio

4(14.3%)

0

23(82.1%)

0

1(3.6%)

28(23.5%)

Bio/PS

1(4.3%)

2(8.7%)

20(87.0%)

0

0

23(19.3%)

Bio/Che

0

1(6.7%)

14(93.3%)

0

0

15(12.6%)

Bio/PS/Che

4(7.5%)

1(1.9%)

45(84.9%)

2(3.8%)

1(1.9%)

53(44.5%)

Total

9(7.6%)

4(3.4%)

102(85.7%)

2(1.7%)

2(1.7%)

119(100%)

Course(s)

Note. n=119. One student taking physical science only removed from the analysis. $
indicates sample distribution violated the Chi-square assumptions. @ indicates the
correct answer.
The distribution by science courses in Table 4.51 shows the larger sub-sample
which has completed all three science courses had a wider distribution of answers, but the
majority selected the correct choice. Only two students indicated they did not know the
answer and two other students thought the atom and the cell were the same thing. What
was slightly disturbing was the larger number of students in biology who though the atom
was larger.
The second question asked students what can be observed using a standard
classroom microscope. These data were analyzed by grade level and science courses.
See Figure 4.2 for question.
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Using a standard classroom microscope, which of the following
can be observed by a person?
a. Atom
b. Cell
c. Both an atom and a cell
d. Neither an atom nor a cell
Figure 4.2 Microscope question

Table 4.52
Results for what is observed under a standard classroom microscope reported by grade
level in frequency and percentage
Choices$
Grade

A

B@

C

D

Total

9

0

19(67.9%)

5(17.9%)

4(14.3%)

28(23.3%)

10

0

19(65.5%)

5(17.2%)

5(17.2%)

29(24.2%)

11

0

29(76.3%)

4(10.5%)

5(13.2%)

38(31.7%)

12

0

16(64.0%)

3(12.0%)

6(24.0%)

25(20.8%)

Total

0

83(69.2%)

17(14.2%)

20(16.7%)

120(100%)

Note. $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions; @ indicates the correct
selection.
The distribution in Table 4.52 clearly shows this question was really a three
choice question as no student selected A, the atom only can be viewed under a classroom
microscope. This distribution was encouraging. A majority of the students selected the
correct answer with 83 or 69.2%. The second two choices were similarly attractive to the
remaining students. Seventeen or 14.2% selected C, both an atom and a cell can be
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viewed under a classroom microscope. Twenty students selected choice D, neither an
atom nor a cell can be viewed under a classroom microscope. Juniors performed the best
on this question with 29 or 76.3% selecting the correct answer. What was clear was
graduating seniors have not reached the 80% level used as an indicator for acceptable
level for scientific literacy. In addition, this question was multiple-choice without a
follow-up for students to provide reasoning for answers. Therefore some of the students
selecting the correct answer may have been false positives. A false positive is a student
selecting the correct answer by chance not by knowledge.

Table 4.53
Results for what is observed under a standard classroom microscope reported by science
courses in frequency and percentage
Choices$
Courses

A

B@

C

D

Total

Bio

0

19(67.9%)

6(21.4%)

3(10.7%)

28(23.5%)

Bio/PS

0

14(60.9%)

4(17.4%)

5(21.7%)

23(19.3%)

Bio/Che

0

15(100%)

0

0

15(12.6%)

Bio/PS/Che

0

35(66.0%)

7(13.2%)

11(20.8%)

53(44.5%)

Total

0

83(69.7%)

17(14.3%)

19(16.0%)

119(100%)

Note. n=119 because one student taking only physical science has been omitted from
analysis; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions. @ indicates the
correct answer.
The distribution in Tables 4.52 and 4.53 clearly shows this question was really a
three choice question as no student selected A, the atom only can be viewed under a
classroom microscope. This distribution was encouraging. A majority of the students
selected the correct answer with 83 or 69.2%. The second two choices were similarly
attractive to the remaining students. Seventeen or 14.2% selected C, both an atom and a
cell can be viewed under a classroom microscope. Twenty students selected choice D,
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neither an atom nor a cell can be viewed under a classroom microscope. Juniors
performed the best on this question with 29 or 76.3% selecting the correct answer. What
was clear was graduating seniors have not reached the 80% level used as an indicator for
acceptable level for scientific literacy. In addition, this question was multiple-choice
without a follow-up for students to provide reasoning for answers. Therefore some of the
students selecting the correct answer may have been false positives. A false positive is a
student selecting the correct answer by chance not by knowledge.

Table 4.54
Student answers to atom and cell size related to student answers to what is observed
under a microscope reported by frequency and percentage
Can be observed under a microscope$
Size

A

B@

C

D

Total

A

0

2(1.7%)

5(4.2%)

2(1.7%)

9(7.5%)

B

0

1(0.8%)

2(1.7%)

1(0.8%)

4(3.3%)

C@

0

78(65.0%)

9(7.5%)

16(13.3%)

103(85.8%)

D

0

1(0.8%)

1(0.8%)

0

2(1.7%)

E

0

1(0.8%)

0

1(0.8%)

2(1.7%)

Total

0

83(69.2%)

17(14.2%)

20(16.7%)

120

Note. @ indicates the correct answer; $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square
assumptions.
From Table 4.54, a total of 78 students were able to answer both questions
correctly representing 65.0% of the sample. While a total of 103 students were able to
select the correct answer about size, it is interesting to note that 9 of 103 selected both an
atom and cell can be seen under a classroom microscope and 16 of 103 selected neither
could be observed under a microscope. Several of the answer patterns clearly did not
make sense logically and may indicate students‟ lack of metacognition. For example, two
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students indicated an atom and a cell were the same thing, but one student selected only
the cell can be observed under a microscope. The other student selected atoms and cells
can be observed under a microscope. While the second student appears to have selected a
logical (though non-scientific) pairing, the first student did not have a logical pattern. An
even more illogical pattern emerges from students selecting atoms are larger than cells,
but that only cells can be observed under a microscope (2 of 9).
Using logic, it should follow that students selecting atoms were larger than cells
should also select either atoms only, both or neither can be observed under a microscope.
This was not the observed pattern for all students. For students selecting equal in size, it
would be logical for them to have selected either both (C) or neither (D) can be observed
under a microscope. Again, this was not the observed pattern. Students selecting atoms
were smaller should have selected cells (B), both (C), or neither (D). This was the
observed pattern. Finally, for students selecting an atom and a cell were the same thing,
it would logically follow that students would select both (C) or neither (D) can be
observed under a microscope. This was not the observed pattern. These two questions
were listed in order on all tests. This may have improved the number of logical, though
non-scientific answers.
Interviews
Information about the possible relationships between the nucleus of an atom and a
cell were not included in the paper-and-pencil test, but this concept was pursued in
individual interviews. To explore this concept, students were first asked to discuss what
they knew about the nucleus for an atom and a cell. Then they were asked if they thought
a relationship existed between the two.
In 11 of 16 interviews, students included nuclei in both drawings and only five
students needed prompting of the existence of nuclei. Six main points emerged from
student responses to what was the nucleus of an atom and are displayed in Table 4.55.
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Table 4.55
Student concepts of atomic nuclei from interviews reported by frequency and percentage
Concept

Frequency

Percentage

Center location

9

56.3

Contents

9

56.3

Control

6

37.5

Charge

3

18.8

Mass

2

12.5

Size

2

12.5

Note. n=16
Nine students mentioned the nucleus was located in the center of the atom. This
concept was scientifically acceptable. Nine other students indicated contents of the
atomic nucleus. Eight of the nine students indicated the nucleus contains protons and
neutrons while one student included only protons. The third common theme emerging
from the interviews was the idea that the atomic nucleus controls the atom. Within the
theme of control the words “direct,” “brain,” “information,” and “tells” were used. For
example a junior male stated, “An atom‟s nucleus is the nuclei and it is basically their
brain…it kind of directs the nucleus” (174, m, 11). The quote demonstrates the six
students‟ thought communication occurred between the nucleus and the electron cloud.
This notion was a non-scientific conception (Harrison & Treagust, 1996).
The fourth emerging theme was charge. Two of the students indicated that the
nucleus has an overall neutral charge. A senior male stated; “It [atom‟s nucleus] contains
protons and neutrons… the nucleus has a neutral charge overall” (156, m, 12). This
statement leaves one wondering how the charge was neutral when the student had
indicated the presence of protons in the nucleus. Student 156 has not indicated
knowledge of the charge of a proton, but indicated knowledge of the charge of an
electron. Therefore it is not possible to conclude how these two students visualize the
neutralization process. Other researchers uncovered reasons such as neutrons are
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neutralizing or in acid base chemistry the idea of charge elimination (Schmidt, 1997;
Schmidt et al., 2003).
Two students indicated they knew that the nucleus contains the majority of the
mass. In neither case were these students able to provide this knowledge without a nonscientific context. A male junior stated, ”It takes up a lot of size, mass” (177, m,11). A
female sophomore stated, “It is what holds the protons and neutrons and it holds most of
the mass of the atom. It‟s neutral” (125, f, 10). Two students, including student number
177, made statements about the size. A male senior stated, “The nucleus is kind of the, of
the center of the atom. It contains the, um, protons and neutrons and it is densely packed
but there is empty space inside of it” (102, m, 12). This statement demonstrated a
conflicting conception of the nucleus. It was densely packed, but still had empty space.
A scientist would find this statement conflicting, yet the student did not. In fact, student
102 continued to repeat this statement in the interview.
These six concept categories represented the knowledge expressed by the students
of the atomic nucleus. No student spontaneously provided reasoning for protons and
neutrons to remain together in the center of the atom and with only one exception there
was no mention of density. Both of these concepts, the nucleus contains 99% of the
atom‟s mass and the nucleus contains protons and neutrons, are included in national
science standards (AAAS, 1990; NRC, 1996).
Students‟ conceptions of plant cell nuclei were also probed. Five concept
categories emerged from the interviews and are found in Table 4.56. These five
categories are control of cell, DNA, location, main part, and builds.
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Table 4.56
Student concepts of plant cell nuclei from interviews reported by frequency and
percentage
Concept

Frequency

Percentage

Control of cell

12

75.0

Contains DNA

8

50.0

Main part

4

25.0

Location

2

12.5

Building

2

12.5

Note. n=16
Control was a common theme and 12 of 16 students included this concept in the
explanations. An example is provided by a senior male, “The nucleus, it is where the
brain is. It has DNA and RNA and all of the parts that control the functions of the cell”
(102, m, 12). When student 102 was probed he mentioned genes but did not explain the
relationship between genes and control. A female sophomore was not as successful in
explaining control. The original statement was “It is in the cell, in the middle and it
controls” (190, f, 10). In response to the how does it control probe, the student stated yes
without adding anything else. From the interviews the concept that the nucleus controls
was established, but how this control is realized was not recalled nor was it explained in
the interview.
Eight of 16 mentioned DNA in their responses. Of these 8 students, 2 students
retracted statements. The first student that retracted was a freshman male stating, “Ah,
DNA, oh wait no, that is not it. No never mind. [DNA] is not in plant cells, [its] in
animal cells” (135, m, 9). This student thought DNA was only in animal cells and not in
plant cells. Teachers make distinctions between animal and plant cells, but DNA is found
in both. This student provided a good example of how students create their own meaning
independent of classroom teaching. Of the 6 students who stated DNA was present in the
nucleus and did not retract this statement, two students included the presence of RNA.
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Four students indicated the nucleus of a cell was the main part. These students
were not always able to explain what they intended by the phrase „main part.‟ For
example a female junior stated “It is the main part of the cell and they feed off of it” (194,
f, 11). When asked for clarity of the feeding process, the only response was “All, the
whole cell” (194, f, 11). By inference these students may have been referring to genetic
information found in the DNA, but no student articulated this idea explicitly in
interviews. This student had biology as a freshmen and the passage of time may have
interfered with recall of the cell nucleus.
Two students mentioned the location of the nucleus and they placed it in the
center. Two other students stated the nucleus puts things together. This was a nonscientific concept. DNA does not participate in the production of proteins; it is the
location of the information for building the proteins.
Five conceptual categories for the relationship between atomic nuclei and cell
nuclei emerged from the sixteen interviews and these are found in Table 61. The five
categories were control, need, location, composition, and no relationship.

Table 4.57
Student concepts of the relationship between atomic and cellular nuclei from interviews
reported by frequency and percentage
Concept

Frequency

Percentage

Control

6

37.5

Need

5

31.3

Location

4

25.0

Composition

2

12.5

No relationship

2

12.5

Note. n=16
Students suggested control as a relationship between atomic and cellular nuclei.
For example a junior male stated, ”Um, they are both are like a brain out there. They
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regulate all the functions” (181, m, 11). This statement was a non-scientific concept.
Atom nuclei do not control. With 6 of 16 suggesting control using words such as
„control‟, „tells‟, „holds‟, and „brain‟, these students might have over extended biological
concepts into atomic structure and extinguished the concept‟s usefulness.
Five students suggested these were needed parts. A senior male stated, “They are
both, they are both needed... without the nucleus it really would not work” (162, m, 12).
This was an uncomplicated statement, but was a scientifically acceptable relationship.
The nucleus is a part that is needed to make the whole.
Four students used location as the relationship between the two concepts. They
thought the nuclei were in the middle or near the middle. This again was an acceptable
answer with the use of near since nuclei in a cell are likely to be near the center for
improved communication with organelles, but nuclei are not required to be in the middle.
Two students thought both nuclei contain protons and neutrons. While one could
argue that the nucleus of a cell contains protons and neutrons because DNA is essentially
composed of atoms with atomic nuclei, this was not an acceptable relationship. Two
other students were willing to state there was not a relationship between the two nuclei
(atom and cell). This statement was encouraging because this could be considered a
scientifically acceptable answer unless one looks deeply into the DNA structures.
Alive
This question, probing the concept of alive, returns to the circle then explain your
reasoning format from the atom and cell sections. This question was analyzed by
emerging overall circle patterns, and by frequency of individual items circled. Next the
reasons provided by students were analyzed for emerging categories. Finally, the answer
as a whole was scored via rubric to compare to the national science standards.
A total of 28 different patterns emerged from the data. Only those circled by 10%
or more of the sample that answered the question are discussed and the patterns are
displayed in Table 62. Three patterns fit the criteria. The first two were scientifically
acceptable answers depending upon the student‟s explanation of the inclusion or
exclusion of virus. Both of these patterns represent 33.8% (40) of the sample. The third
most popular pattern excludes cotton from the list, but includes virus. The list includes
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plants and animals therefore the exclusion of cotton was not obvious. For clarity,
students were asked to explain answers.

Table 4.58
Circled item patterns for is it alive reported by frequency and percentage
Items circled

Frequency

Percentage

Cotton, tree rabbit, spider, virus

20

16.9

Cotton, tree, rabbit, spider

20

16.9

Tree, rabbit, spider, virus

19

16.1

Note. n=118, students attempting answers for both portions of question. Only patterns
occurring in greater than 10% of sample reported.

The analysis investigated patterns or trends found in the individual items students
circled by grade and then by science courses. See Table 4.59 and Table 4.60 for details.
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Table 4.59
Items circled for is it living by grade level reported in frequency and percentage
Items
Grade
9

10
152
11

12

Total

Arsenic$

Atom$

Carbon$

Cotton

Element$

Oak Tree$

Protein

Rabbit$

Spider$

Virus*

Total

3

4

4

16

2

27

6

28

28

13

28

(10.7%)

(14.3%)

(14.3%)

(57.1%)

(7.1%)

(96.4%)

(21.4%)

(100%)

(100%)

(46.4%)

5

4

0

17

1

28

5

28

28

18

(17.2%)

(13.8%)

(58.6%)

(3.4%)

(96.6%)

(17.2%)

(96.6%)

(96.6%)

(62.1%)

4

9

2

23

5

38

8

38

38

29

(10.5%)

(23.7%)

(5.3%)

(60.5%)

(13.2%)

(100%)

(21.1%)

(100%)

(100%)

(76.3%)

1

6

6

15

5

24

8

25

25

20

(4.0%)

(24.0%)

(24.0%)

(60.0%)

(20.0%)

(96.0%)

(32.0%)

(100%)

(100%)

(80.0%)

13

23

12

71

13

117

27

119

119

79

(10.8%)

(19.2%)

(10.0%)

(59.2%)

(10.8%)

(97.5%)

(22.5%)

(99.2%)

(99.2%)

(65.8%)

Note. * indicates a p-value less than 0.05. $ indicates distribution violated Chi-square assumptions.
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29

38

25

120

Table 4.60
Items circled for is it living by science courses reported in frequency and percentage
Items
Course(s)

Arsenic$

Atom$

Carbon$

Cotton*

Element$

Oak

Protein$

Rabbit$

Spider$

Virus**

Total

28

Tree$
Bio

Bio/PS
153
Bio/Che

3

4

4

16

2

27

6

28

28

13

(10.7%)

(14.3%)

(14.3%)

(57.1%)

(7.1%)

(96.4%)

(21.4%)

(100%)

(100%)

(46.4%)

1

4

0

11

1

22

3

22

22

15

(4.3%)

(17.4%)

(47.8%)

(4.3%)

(95.7%)

(13.0%)

(95.7%)

(95.7%)

(65.2%)

1

0

14

0

14

4

15

15

7

(93.3%)

(26.7%)

(100%)

(100%)

(46.7%)

0

(6.7%)
Bio/PS/Che

Total

(93.3%)

8

15

8

29

10

53

14

53

53

44

(15.1%)

(28.3%)

(15.1%)

(54.7%)

(18.9%)

(100%)

(26.4%)

(100%)

(100%)

(83.0%)

13

23

12

70

13

116

27

118

118

79

(10.9%)

(19.3%)

(10.1%)

(58.8%)

(10.9%)

(97.5%)

(22.7%)

(99.1%)

(99.1%)

(66.4%)

23

15

53

119

Note. n=119, one student reported taking physical science only and was omitted from analysis. $ indicates the distribution violated
Chi-square assumptions. * indicates p-value less than 0.05. ** indicates p-value less than 0.01.
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Values for living organisms were higher than those for non-living materials from
Table 4.59. Oak tree, rabbit, and spider nearly reached consensus with 117 (97.5%), 119
(99.2%), and 119 (99.2%) respectively. Virus, which depended upon student reasoning
for status as scientific, and may be included or excluded from a list of living organisms,
was circled by 79 or 65.8% of the sample. Virus was the only item with a significant
difference indicated by a p-value below 0.05 in Table 4.59 and it was the only item the
distribution did not violate Chi-square assumptions. Ninth-graders were least likely to
circle virus at 46.4% and the percentage increased with each grade level to a high of
80.0% for seniors. This suggested biology content and how recently the student took
biology may be a factor to circle virus as living. Additional information can be provided
from the course analysis, but caution is necessary since this is not a longitudinal study.
Cotton, the remaining living item on the list, was the least selected with 71 or 59.2%
circling it. This exclusion of cotton was an unexpected finding especially since it falls
below the debated virus. The distribution by grade level was fairly consistent.
It was disappointing all of the non-living items attracted 10% or more of the
sample. By grade level, protein attracted the greatest overall percentage at 22.5%. Grade
level distribution shows the largest percentage circling protein was seniors at 32% and
the lowest percentage was sophomores at 17.2%. This larger percentage may indicate
students were not separating cell products and the materials composing a cell from the
idea of living. Additional research is needed to investigate this phenomenon further.
Carbon was selected by 10.0% of the overall sample, but was selected most often
by seniors. The data collected indicated students may have selected carbon because it
was organic as cited in previous research (Griffiths & Preston, 1992). This reason was
explicitly stated in the explanations for was it composed of cells by six individuals.
These six individuals did not circle carbon as living. The other possible reason for
circling carbon may have been carbon is found in the body (de Vos & Verdonk, 1987).
Two of the individuals circling carbon did use this reasoning. An additional two
individuals had used the reason all materials contain cells.
Arsenic received a similar amount of attention as carbon at 10.8%, but instead of
increasing the percentage with grade level, the percentage was lowest at the senior level
and highest at the sophomore level. Interestingly of the 13 individuals selecting arsenic,
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7 used the reason any item that was alive is living. When explaining earlier about why
they thought an item contained cells, two had cited everything was made of cells.
Elements were circled by 10.8% of the sample while atoms were circled by 19.2%
of the sample. It is unclear how students separated the concept of elements and atoms.
Of the students circling element, four stated it was growing. When reflecting back to the
reasoning for an item to be composed of cells, the most popular reason for circling
element was „it is living‟ (4 students). The most popular reason cited by students circling
the atom is alive was „needs food‟ (10 students). When looking at these specific students
reasons for circling atom or element it was discovered the most popular explanation to „is
it made of cells‟ was „it is alive‟ (14 students).
When looking at the circling by science courses in Table 4.60, the three same
items that had high percentages remained high with oak tree (97.5%), rabbit (99.1%), and
spider (99.1%). For oak tree only three students did not circle it, one from the first three
categories. For rabbit and spider, one student taking biology and physical science had not
circled the items. Virus and cotton both had distribution patterns with p-values indicating
the distribution significantly different from distributions by chance. For virus, 66.4% of
the student sample circled it. Students completing biology, physical science, and
chemistry had a higher percentage circling the item at 83.0%, with biology only students
and biology and chemistry students having lower percentages at 46.4% and 46.7%
respectively.
Cotton had an even distribution except for students taking biology and chemistry.
A total of 14 of 93.3% of the students selected cotton. Since this was a small group, it
had a very small effect upon the average for the category which remained at 58.8%. This
was an interesting finding that may have some contribution from student interest in
science or student ability in science. These Bio/Che students generally indicated taking
honors courses in science.
Non-living items all had distributions that violated the Chi-square assumptions,
but some course sequences had larger percentages. Carbon has an overall average of
10.1% by courses, but no students taking Bio/PS or Bio/Che circled the item. Only four
students in biology circled carbon leaving the remaining eight students having taken the
three required science courses. For arsenic, only 1 student from Bio/PS and Bio/Che
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circled arsenic with 8 students taking three science courses circling arsenic. Element and
atom also show that students taking Bio/Che did not circle atom or element as being
alive. For both items the greatest contribution was from students taking biology, physical
science, and chemistry.
Protein again had the highest overall total with 22.7% or 27 students. The
distribution showed students with biology and physical science were least likely to circle
this item while biology and chemistry and the biology, physical science, and chemistry
students were more likely to circle protein.
The overall patterns between living and non-living show students were likely to
circle living items, but appeared likely to include one or more non-living item. The nonliving item most often included was protein and the living item most likely excluded was
cotton not virus. No clear pattern emerged between grade level and science courses for
dividing the living and the non-living. It appears that there was not one predominant
factor to associate with incorrect circling.
The next section investigates predominate reasons cited for circling given items.
The three reasons cited by more than 10% of the sample were discussed in detail. Nine
additional reasons were given and have been included in the table. The three most
popular reasons were „it is made of cells‟, „are living‟ (without qualifications upon
living), and „it grows‟ and reason frequencies are shown in Table 4.61.
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Table 4.61
Student explanations for circling alive items reported in frequency and percentage
Reasoning

Frequency

Percentage

Made of cells

32

27.1

Lives (no qualifications)

29

24.6

Grows

17

14.4

Moves

10

8.5

Is an animal and plant

9

7.6

Respiring

8

6.8

Reproduces

8

6.8

Needs nutrition

8

6.8

Are atoms/elements

8

6.8

Just because

8

6.8

Meets all requirements for

3

2.5

2

1.7

life, no further explanation
Is human/animal

Note. n = 118. Totals may exceed n because students answers could fit multiple
categories.
The most popular reason for why they circled the specific items that are alive was
„it is made of cells.‟ This reason was stated by 32 students or 27.1% of the sample
answering the question. While this does not reflect all the reasons for something to be
alive, it is one characteristic that may be used. This reason also emerged in the
interviews. The second most popular reason given was „it is living‟ without further
qualification(s). The „it is living‟ reason was given by 29 students or 24.6% of the
sample. This answer provided no additional information about students‟ concepts of
living and indicated circular reasoning. The third answer was „it grows‟ and this reason
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was given by 17 students or 14.4% of the sample. Again, this answer provides some but
not all of the criteria to determine if an object were alive. These statements were
analyzed in parts, but it appeared from the data a limited number of students would be
able to write a complete scientific answer with only two criteria appearing in 10% or
more of the answers given. The analysis of the entire answer follows.
Rubric scores were limited to the 105 students who provided a plausible answer to
the question „is it living.‟ Students who circled answers but did not explain were given
scores of zero and students who wrote answers not pertaining to the question were given
scores of 1. Zero and one scores have been omitted from the analysis leaving only those
answers scored 2, 3, 4, or 5.
Table 4.62
Student rubric scores for is it alive by grade level reported as frequencies and
percentages
Rubric Score
Grade

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

9

11(42.3%)

10(38.5%)

5(19.2%)

26(24.8%)

10

4(15.4%)

16(61.5%)

6(23.1%)

26(24.8%)

11

10(32.3%)

10(32.3%)

11(35.5%)

31(29.5%)

12

9(40.9%)

8(36.4%)

5(22.7%)

22(21.0%)

Total

34(32.4%)

44(41.9%)

27(25.7%)

105(100%)

Note. n=10; students who received scores of 0 or 1 were omitted from analysis.
The distribution in Table 4.62 of the scores by grade level did not have a
significant difference indicated by a p less than 0.05. Overall 34 students had nonscientific answers, 44 had mixed answers, and 27 had scientific answers. Of the 27
scientific answers given, no student had a complete scientific answer. This lack of
students with a score of 5 might have indicated students did not write down all they knew
about living or it might have indicated students did not retain all of the characteristics.
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The largest proportion of scientific answers was among juniors (35.5%) and the smallest
proportion of scientific answers was among freshmen (19.2%). The largest proportion of
mixed answers came from sophomores (61.5%) and the smallest proportion of mixed
answers from juniors (32.3%). The largest proportion of non-scientific answers came
from freshmen (42.3%) and the smallest proportion from sophomores (15.4%).

Table 4.63
Student rubric scores for is it alive by science courses reported as frequencies and
percentages
Rubric Score**
Course(s)

Non-scientific

Mixed

Scientific

Total

Bio

11(44.0%)

10(40.0%)

4(16.0%)

25(24.0%)

Bio/PS

3(14.3%)

15(71.4%)

3(14.3%)

21(20.2%)

Bio/Che

1(7.1%)

4(28.6%)

9(64.3%)

14(13.5%)

Bio/PS/Che

19(43.2%)

15(34.1%)

10(22.7%)

44(42.3%)

Total

34(32.7%)

44(42.3%)

26(25.0%)

104(100%)

Note. ** indicates p-value less than 0.01. n=104 because one student had taken only
physical science and was omitted from the analysis.
Results by science courses in Table 4.63 showed students taking biology only and
students completing all three science courses had similar percentages of non-scientific
answers at 44.0% and 43.2%. Students with Bio/PS and Bio/Che had much lower
percentages of non-scientific answers at 14.3% and 7.1%. The students with biology and
physical science had a much higher percentage of students with mixed answers at 71.4%.
These data suggested students may be regressing back to a non-scientific concept after
briefly obtaining a mixed understanding of living. This implication must be taken with
caution because the data collection method was a one-shot cross-section, not a
longitudinal collected of data. Again, the Bio/Che group performed better with the least
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number of mixed answers at 28.6% and the most scientific at 64.3%. This trend could
represent a greater scientific ability or interest and was the smallest of the four subgroups in the analysis. It is also the smallest subgroup.
In interviews, students were asked if atoms or cells were living. Follow-up
questions were asked to clarify answers and reasoning. Of the 16 students interviewed, 4
students stated atoms were living and 10 students stated atoms were not living. Two
students stated atoms may be alive but living status was dependent upon the setting or
location of the atom. The interview responses were slightly higher in frequency than
found in the larger sample. This finding was still within the margin of error for the
overall sample size.
Three reasons were given by students stating atoms were alive. These reasons
included they make-up living things, they move, and the internal composition. These
three reasons can be found in the overall list of reasons for anything living. The two
students who stated atoms are sometimes alive both stated atoms were alive when atoms
were in living organisms. The students continued to explain atoms were not alive when
atoms were in non-living materials. A female junior stated, “No, but they are…around
living things maybe” (194, f, 11) and a female sophomore stated, “I don‟t think they are
but when they make-up bacteria [they are] alive” (125, f, 10).
The remaining ten students provided nine different reasons with most students
providing multiple reasons for why atoms were not alive. Looking at Table 4.64, no
student cited all the requirements of life. Only 1 of 10 students did not have a reason
why atoms were not alive. The majority of the reasons for atoms not being alive was the
lack of the characteristics of life.
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Table 4.64
Interview reasons for why atoms are not alive
Characteristic

Frequency

Percentage

Interview
numbers

No reproduction

3

18.8

102/110/139

No nutrition needed

2

12.5

127/135

Movement not living

2

12.5

139/152

No growth

1

6.3

139

No respiration

1

6.3

135

Is energy

1

6.3

135

Is matter

1

6.3

143

Not in living things

1

6.3

194

Cannot be created or

1

6.3

102

characteristic

destroyed

With the exception of it is matter, these reasons were not given in the question
why did you circle the items containing atoms. Instead, these reasons were more closely
related to the explanations students used for living. The wording of the question
specifically stated „living‟ and it did not state presence or absence of cells. It was
interesting that motion was used by the students who selected atoms as living and nonliving. This reasoning was absent in students stating atoms can be living and non-living.
All of the students interviewed agreed plant cells were alive. The students
provided a variety of reasons for cells being alive. Below is Table 4.65 outlining the
reasons students provided for plant cells being alive.
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Table 4.65
Interview reasons why plant cells are alive
Characteristic

Frequency

Percentage

Interview numbers

Working

6

37.5

102/125/139/143/156/162

Needed for life

4

25

177/181/192/194

Reproducing

4

25

102/110/139/143

Moving

3

18.8

127/135/143

Consuming energy

3

18.8

110/127/143

Obtaining food

3

18.8

125/135/181

Reacting to

2

12.5

110/127

Respirating

2

12.5

135/181

Homeostasis

2

12.5

143/181

Growing

2

12.5

102/174

Part of plant

1

6.3

152

Is living

1

6.3

190

environment

Note. Interview numbers in italics are students who stated atoms are living or are
sometimes living.
The greatest number of responses referred to working. The concept of working
was included in 6 of 16 interviews. Students used the term working as an active process
occurring within the cell. For example a freshman female stated, “Because they [plant
cells] reproduce and they constantly reproducing and they making more and working”
(139, f, 9). She explained working as, “They are reproducing, through photosynthesis
they create energy and they have to live off the energy they create.” These students often
mentioned multiple ways a cell works and most specified photosynthesis. It should be
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noted this student has included a non-scientific concept of photosynthesis. For her,
photosynthesis created energy. This was the only time photosynthesis was mentioned as
creating energy. Most students stated it created nutrients if they attempted to explain
photosynthesis.
The concept of motion was a criteria used for stating a plant cell was alive. While
in the previous section are atoms alive, students used the concept of motion to state atoms
are and are not alive. Three students used the criteria of motion to define plant cells as
living. Of these three students, none of them used the concept of motion for atoms and
none of them thought atoms were alive. A freshman male stated, “Because they [plant
cells] move and obtain food they, and they ah, help the plant, um live and like take in
oxygen and stuff” (135, m, 9). This student did provide some scientific concepts in the
reasoning. This was a good example of a typical mixed answer. A sophomore female
stated, “Plant cells [are alive] because it does exhibit the characteristics of life. It has to
take something in and it needs energy to function and it adapts to the environment around
it. Um… it moves in some way” (127, f, 10). Again the student has combined scientific
and non-scientific concepts. The student thought there were five conditions for life and
began scientifically, but as the sophomore female continues the answer the concept of
movement was added to the answer. Other researchers have uncovered younger students
using motion as a criteria for living (Gilbert & Watts, 1983; Tamir et al., 1981).
To further clarify students‟ concepts of living. Students were asked what they
looked for to determine if something was living. This question resulted in fewer
categories as displayed in Table 4.66, but increased the number of students stating the
same idea. This may be the result of students considering plant and animals as having
slightly different characteristics.
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Table 4.66
Students’ characteristics of living from interviews
Characteristics

Frequency

Percentage

Interview Number

Moving

8

50.0

125/127/135/139/143/152/162/177

Containing cells

7

43.8

135/162/177/181/190/192/194

Obtaining

6

37.5

110/125/127/135/156/192

Functioning

4

25.0

102/139/143/181

Growing

4

25.0

102/125/152/174

Reproducing

4

25.0

102/110/139/143

Respirating

3

18.8

102/135/152

Containing atoms

1

6.3

125

Making decisions

1

6.3

177

nutrition

Note. Interview numbers in italics are students stating atoms are alive.
Several of the same categories were repeated in this list. Three categories have
been added including „containing cells‟, „containing atoms‟, and „making decisions.‟ Six
categories have been omitted including: needed for life, consuming energy, reacting to
environment, homeostasis, part of plant, and is living. One category changed names, but
retained the same meaning; working was now functioning.
Of the categories that were retained the most frequently mentioned was
movement. The second time students were specifically asked about criteria for living,
half of the students interviewed cited „motion.‟ Originally only three students used the
criteria for plant cells. A senior male stated, “These are the traits if the cells are moving
around, part of the plant… I guess movement of the cells would determine if it was alive”
(162, m, 12). A sophomore female stated, “I would tell them the properties of a living
thing which is like if they can move, if they grow and if they um, um, eat and … made up
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of a number of atoms usually” (125, f, 10). Student 162 thought atoms were alive, while
student 125 thought atoms were alive when atoms were in bacteria.
Fewer students mentioned functions the second time. Of the four students stating
functions or working the second time, three of the four had stated it in an earlier response.
Reproduction was stated by the same four students each time. More students mentioned
nutrition with four additional students and only one student not stating nutrition a second
time. Respiration was stated by a total of four students but only one student stated
respiration twice. Growth was also mentioned twice. The two students stating growth
the first time, also included growth the second time.
Six categories that were omitted, four were stated by two or fewer students.
Those students mentioned consuming of energy; two students amended their statements
to „obtaining nutrients.‟
The first added category, contains cells, was stated by 7 students. Since the first
question already included the existence of cells, it is unlikely this reason would occur in
the question. Even though students were asked why they circled specific items as
containing cells, students explained the item was composed of cells. It is not known if
students were more attentive to question detail when interviewed then while reading a
test.
Primary Findings
Findings from this study include general findings associated with biological
concepts and chemistry concepts, findings for atomic structure and function, findings for
cellular structure and function, and findings for relationships between atoms and cells.
Three general primary findings related to chemistry and biology include:
1. generally seniors had the lowest frequency of scientific knowledge of the
biological and chemistry content knowledge;
2. model limitations were attributed to students‟ lack of knowledge instead of
being inherent to modeling; and
3. few responses included complete scientifically acceptable answers.
Four primary findings were related to atomic structure and function. Atomic structure
and function findings include:
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1. students preferred to draw Bohr models;
2. neutrons were the least drawn subatomic particle;
3. biology students were more likely to exclude living, but include energy when
circling items composed of atoms; and
4. the most frequently predicted product of atom division was “same as the
original.”
Four primary findings were related to cellular structure and function. Cellular structure
and function findings include:
1. terminology errors occurred most often with cell organelles;
2. students applied cells to all materials related to the human body;
3. students suggested cells would be smaller after division; and
4. students did not apply all scientifically acceptable criteria for “living.”
One primary finding related to the relationship between atoms and cells was that majority
of the students in the study knew the general size relationship between atoms and cells.
Conclusion
The results of this study uncovered a low level of scientific conceptions for atoms
and cells. Most questions had few if any students providing the complete scientifically
accepted answers outlined in national science education standards (AAAS, 1990; NRC,
1996). Students were most successful with closed-ended questions and least successful
with open-ended questions. Interview responses were similar to student responses on
paper-and-pencil tests. Even accepting some student‟s admitting asking teachers for
answers in the intervening time a remarkable similarity existed. The similarity suggested
paper-and-pencil tests can be useful tools for collecting information from large groups of
students.
In the following chapter, the conclusions and implications will be outlined and
discussed as they relate to the six research questions addressed by the study.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS
Chapter five includes study overview, results, and conclusions of the study.
Implications and areas for further study are included.
Summary
The intent of this study was to explore students‟ conceptions of atoms and cells.
Further, the study compared students‟ conceptions to scientifically acceptable
conceptions as outlined in national science standards documents (AAAS, 1993; NRC,
1996). Six research questions guided the study:
1. What are high school students‟ conceptions of atomic structure?
2. How are these conceptions consistent with the scientifically accepted model of
atomic structure?
3. What are high school students‟ conceptions of cell structure?
4. How are these conceptions consistent with the scientifically accepted model of the
cell?
5. What are students‟ conceptions of the relationship(s) between atoms and cells?
6. How are students‟ conceptions of relationship(s) between atoms and cells
consistent with scientifically accepted relationship(s) between atoms and cells?
Science education literature on student conceptions of atoms and cells influenced the
development of two instruments designed to capture student knowledge.
A paper-and-pencil test was developed by the principal investigator. The test was
divided into four sections with the first three sections addressing student conceptions of
atoms and cells. The final section collected self-reported student demographics to
describe the sample and to conduct analysis by grade level and science courses. A
variety of question formats was used to uncover student knowledge which may be
“triggered” from different formats. A second instrument, an interview protocol, was
developed after the paper-and-pencil test. This instrument included questions similar to
the paper-and-pencil test and some questions that could not be placed on the traditional
instrument.
A total of 120 students with parental consent agreed to participate in the study.
All participants were from one private high school. Students enrolled in eight, intact
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English classrooms were asked to participate. Two English classes per grade level
represented each of the four years of high school. One classroom at each grade level
represented general English and the second classroom represented honors English. The
paper-and-pencil test was administered to all students during the regularly scheduled
English course. Students were allowed the entire, fifty-minute class period to complete
the test. One week later, 16 students were selected for participation in an interview.
Interviews were conducted individually and audio recorded. Student interviews and
transit time to and from classes took no longer than thirty minutes.
Data collected from the study included drawings, open-response questions, a
limited number of multiple-choice questions, and interviews. Drawings were analyzed
by individual characteristics and then categorized into emerging models. Individual
characteristics were analyzed by self-reported science course patterns and by selfreported grade levels. Open-ended questions were analyzed by emerging categories, item
circling patterns (when applicable), and assigned rubric scores. Findings were
categorized by science courses and by grade level.
Individual characteristics from drawings and statements from student responses
were used to investigate student conceptions of atoms and cells. Rubric scores and model
categories were compared to national science standards for high school students
(AAAS,1990; 1993; NRC, 1996). Findings were reported in frequencies and
percentages. When distributions allowed, Chi-square analyses were used to determine if
science courses or grade level had a significant effect upon student answers.
Open-ended questions were scored by three individuals, a classroom teacher, a
science instructional supervisor, and the principal investigator. None of the individuals
scoring exams had existing relationships with the students, and test papers did not include
student names. All scorers were trained to use the rubric. They had previous experience
using rubrics for scoring student responses to science questions and scoring high school
English writing portfolios. One training session was held in which all scoring
participants practiced scoring and discussed questions/concerns related to the rubrics.
Once all members were comfortable and had achieved over 90% agreement, each was
given a set of tests to score. When tests were returned, scores were compared and
discussions occurred when rubric scores did not match. Initial agreements between items
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were 82% and 94%. After the second round of scoring, 100% of scored responses
agreed.
Rubric scores for open-ended questions were classified by science courses and by
grade level. Emerging model classifications were created from characteristics shared
among the sample drawings. Rubric scores for open-ended questions, when possible,
were analyzed using Chi-square analysis. Chapter 3 outlines details of study design and
Chapter 4 contains the details of analyses and study findings.
Findings
Findings for the study follow. Research questions have been paired into three
sections. The first section outlines the findings for students‟ conceptions of atoms and
how these conceptions relate to scientifically accepted conceptions. The second section
addresses students‟ conceptions of cells and how these conceptions compare to
scientifically accepted conceptions. The third section addresses relationships students
have developed between atoms and cells and how the students‟ relationships compare to
scientifically accepted conceptions. Scientifically accepted conceptions were determined
by using national science education standards documents (AAAS, 1990; NRC, 1996).
Questions 1 and 2 – conceptions of atoms.

This study uncovered many lapses in

student knowledge upon completion of three required science courses and near the
completion of the senior year. In addition, students at all stages of high school
completion had gaps in conceptual understanding. Student subgroups rarely reached or
surpassed the acceptable 80% level.
The atomic model high school students should reach is a simplified quantum
mechanical model. In this study, 69 (57.8%) students drew a Bohr or bulls-eye type
model. Adjusting the number to exclude students not drawing an atom, 68.3% or 69 of
101 drew a Bohr model. Bohr or bulls-eye models are not the scientifically acceptable
models, but Bohr models are used to outline the development of atomic structure. These
models are used in physical science education for specific purposes such as distribution
of subatomic particles, but they have known limitations.
National science education standards documents include the expectation that
students will include protons and neutrons in a centrally located nucleus surrounded by
electrons in a region known as the electron cloud (AAAS, 1990, 1993; NRC, 1996).
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While most drawings „contained a nucleus-like‟ structure in the center, only 28.6% of the
sample „labeled it nucleus.‟ Distribution by science courses and grade level were
significant for labeling with p-values below 0.05. For students taking Bio/Che 53.3%
labeled the nucleus; 48.3% of sophomores and 42.1% of juniors labeled the nucleus,
respectively. „Labeling the exterior‟ either electron cloud or electron shell was absent in
53.8% of the sample.
The inclusion and quantity of the three subatomic particles: proton, neutron, and
electron, had variable success. Electrons were „included‟ in 76.5% and „labeled‟ in
54.6% of drawings. Tenth and eleventh grade students „drew electrons‟ at the 86.2% and
84.2% levels, respectively. Bio/Che students „drew‟ and „labeled‟ electrons 93.3% of the
time, and it was the only group to achieve above 80% for both criteria. Labeling
electrons had a significant difference by grade level with 79.3% of sophomores labeling.
Overall 63.3% drew the „correct number of electrons‟ (three) with one group exceeding
the 80% level, Bio/PS at 82.6%. Two other groups approaching 80% were sophomores
(79.3%) and juniors (78.9%). „Lines‟ were included for electrons in 52.1% of the
drawings. Bio/PS students had 73.9% of the drawings include „lines for electrons,‟ but
overall sample distribution was not significantly different across science courses. For
tenth-graders, 72.4% included „lines for electrons,‟ and the distribution by grade level
was significant at the 0.05 level. Lines for electrons are associated with Bohr models
while quantum mechanical models use electron density to depict areas of higher and
lower probability for electrons.
Protons were „drawn‟ and „labeled‟ by 55.8% of the sample. Bio/Che students
had 93.3% „drawn‟ and „labeled‟ protons. By science course, a p-value below 0.05
indicated significance for „drawing‟ and „labeling‟ protons. Sophomores had 72.4% draw
and label protons. Seventy-two percent of the sample included the „correct number of
protons‟ with a significant difference indicated by science course. Bio/Che had 80%
draw three protons.
Neutrons were the least often included subatomic particle with 47.5% drawing
neutrons. „Drawing‟ and „labeling‟ neutrons had a significant difference by grade level
and by science courses. Sophomores were more likely to „draw‟ and „label‟ neutrons
with 62.1%. Bio/Che students exceeded the 80% level with 86.7% „drawing‟ and
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„labeling‟ neutrons. The criteria for acceptable numbers of neutrons included 3 or 4
neutrons. Two numbers were deemed acceptable so as not to penalize for rounding
errors. In the entire sample, 37.0% had either of these numbers. No subgroup reached or
exceeded the 80% level of including an „acceptable number of neutrons‟ with Bio/Che
reaching 73.3%. This percentage was higher than the other subgroups and had a p-value
less than 0.01 indicating significance by science courses.
The expectation for identifying items containing atoms had two parts. The first
part was designed to have students circle all the items on the list except heat and light.
The second part was the explanation which at a minimum should include the statement all
matter is composed of atoms. When students were asked to identify items containing
atoms, biology only students tended not to circle any item on the list that was living, but
were more likely to circle heat and light. In the explanation portion, the most popular
reason given by all groups was “everything is composed of atoms” which is nearly
correct, but should have “everything” replaced with “all matter.” In addition, students
preferred at a rate of 14.4% to distinguish between living and non-living for atom
composition. This distinction is not scientifically acceptable. Rubric evaluation
comparing complete answers (including the circling and explanation) to the scientifically
accepted answer showed the majority of the sample had non-scientific answers. Over
80% of freshmen wrote non-scientific answers. Distribution by grade level for „is it
composed of atoms‟ was significant with a p-value below 0.01. Analysis by science
courses, revealed biology students had 81.5% with non-scientific answers. Ten students,
overall, achieved a scientifically acceptable answer including all aspects of the
scientifically accepted answer.
The expected answer for the nuclear fission question was two or more middleweight atoms will be created from the original atom. The elements formed will be
different from the parent element and the product atoms will not necessarily be the same
middle-weight element(s). The concept “energy was released in the process” was
scientifically acceptable, but this portion was not essential due to the limited space
provided for the question. Nuclear fission results revealed students had better scientific
understanding after enrolling in any physical science course, but the percentage of
students writing scientific answers was 35.2%. The most popular reasons were
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scientifically acceptable reasons even if the reason, “it [product] is one half the original,”
is statistically unlikely. Few students had mixed answers for this question. Two students
in the sample were able to provide complete scientific answers. Data suggests some
regression toward non-scientific understanding among senior students and Bio/PS/Che
students. Data collected cannot be used to support regression because this is a crosssection of a sample and not a longitudinal study. Several students mentioned the product
would be identical to the original atom. This statement recalls the concept of cell
division in which the product is identical, barring any transcription errors, to the original
cell.
Questions 3 and 4 – conceptions of cells. In the sample, over 99% had completed
or nearly completed the required year of biology. All students had completed study of
cellular structure. No plant cell model drawn in the sample included all structural details
for a plant cell, but the most popular model drawn by students contained the important
distinguishing characteristics for a plant cell: rectangular, cell wall, and chloroplasts.
Thirty students overall had all three of these characteristics, and 21 of 30 included
additional organelles. A total of twelve different model categories emerged from the
data. Three models were drawn by greater than 10% of the sample. With 119 of 120
students indicating they had or were presently enrolled in biology, the frequency of
students including the three primary distinguishing characteristics was disappointing.
Several structural features of a typical plant cell were found in greater than 10%
of the drawings. These structural features were: cell wall (62.5%), cell membrane
(34.5%), nucleus (72.5%), cytoplasm (36.7%), chloroplasts (40.8%), mitochondria
(30.8%), ribosomes (26.7%), vacuoles (22.5%), endoplasmic reticulum (17.5%), and
Golgi bodies (11.7%). „Including a cell wall‟ in plant cell drawings had a significant
difference by grade level and by science courses with a p-value below 0.01. Ninth grade
students „drew cell walls‟ in 89.3% of drawings while seniors „included cell walls‟ in
32.0% of the drawings. Bio and Bio/Che students „included cell walls‟ in 82.1% and
86.7% respectively. These three groups exceeded the minimal acceptable level of 80%.
„Cell membranes‟ were included in 34.5% of the drawings, but students in Bio/Che
included cell membranes in 73.3% of the drawings. Distribution for including a „cell
membrane‟ violated Chi-square assumptions for data distribution. A nucleus was
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„drawn‟ and „labeled‟ by 72.5% of the sample with a significant difference by grade level
and science courses. Ninth grade and eleventh grade students had 85.7% and 84.2%
„draw‟ and „label‟ nuclei in the plant cell drawings (the p-value was below 0.01). Bio
and Bio/Che included „labeled nuclei‟ in 89.3% and 86.7% of the drawings (the p-value
was below 0.05).
„Labeled cytoplasm‟ had a significant difference indicated by p-values below 0.01
for grade level and science courses. The sample included 60.7% of ninth-graders and
60.7% of biology students „labeling cytoplasm.‟ Both values are below an acceptable
level of 80%. „Labeling chloroplasts‟ also had a significant difference by grade level and
science courses with p-values below 0.01. Ninth grade students included chloroplasts in
71.4% of the drawings. Students taking Bio/Che included chloroplasts in 80.0% of the
drawings with Bio students reaching the 75.0% level for including labeled chloroplasts.
It should be noted that chloroplasts were also labeled chlorophyll. Students using
chlorophyll as a label were included in the percentage labeling chloroplasts.
„Including mitochondria‟ and „including ribosomes‟ did not approach 80% for any
subgroup, but both organelles have a significant difference by grade level and science
courses. For mitochondria 30.8% of the overall sample included them, but 50.0% of
freshmen „included mitochondria‟ in drawings (p-value less than 0.05). Biology students
„included mitochondria‟ in 53.6% of drawings (p-value less than 0.01). „Ribosomes‟
were most frequently included in ninth grade (53.5%) and biology only (57.1%) drawings
with p-values below 0.01.
„Endoplasmic reticulum‟ and „Golgi bodies‟ were drawn infrequently in the
sample; the distributions could not be analyzed using Chi-square analysis because the
distribution violated the requirements of a minimum frequency of five per category .
Both distributions showed a steady decrease of inclusion in drawings by grade level.
Overall „plant cell shape‟ showed a fairly even split of the sample between
elliptical (38.3%) and rectangular (46.7%). The distribution by grade level for
rectangular had a p-value less than 0.05 with 62.1% of sophomores drawing rectangular
plant cells.
The expectations for items composed of cells had two parts: identification from a
list and explanation for items circled. Students should have circled bacteria, banana,
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heart tissue, mushroom, and tree limb. The explanation should have included all living
organisms are composed of cells. A living organism is able to grow, reproduce, and
repair themselves. Cells take in nutrients to provide energy for living processes.
Students did well identifying items „composed of cells‟ with only one item composed of
cells, the banana, falling below 90%. No significant difference by grade level or science
courses was reported for any of the sixteen items suggesting the passage of time does not
change the overall distributions. Two items selected at levels above 90% are not
composed of cells, fingernail and hair. These items are composed of protein. No student
earned a five on the rubric indicating a complete scientific answer and only one student
earned a scientific score of 4. The majority of answers, 74.4%, was mixed and usually
involved the inclusion of hair and fingernail. The most popular reason for selecting an
item containing cells was „it is living‟ at 71.7%. „It is living‟ was considered an
inadequate explanation for an item to contain cells especially when several students
included non-living items in overall circle patterns.
The scientifically accepted answer for cell division included: new cells are
identical to the original cell including a complete copy of DNA. Each cell contains the
same organelles. One cell may divide into two identical cells. In sex cells one cell
creates four sex cells. Rubric scores indicated more success „predicting the products of
cell division.‟ Of the 62.5% of answers containing only scientifically accepted
information, three earned a rubric score of 5. In addition, 24.0% of the sample had mixed
answers. Popular reasons included in explanations were „identical products to the
original‟ (54.2%) and „two cells are formed‟ (21.7%). The third most popular reasoning
was the „product or products will be smaller‟ (15.0%). While the first two reasons were
scientifically acceptable, the third most popular reason was not scientifically acceptable.
This last explanation raises concern about how students expect living organisms to grow
if cell division produces smaller products.
Questions 5 and 6 – relationships between atoms and cells. A three part question
investigated students‟ conceptions of similarities, differences, and relationships between
atoms and cells. The expected answer for similarities included an affirmative response.
Students should cite that both are basic units that can be combined to form larger
structures. Both have an internal structure which includes a nucleus and most atoms and
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cells cannot be observed by an unaided human eye. Students recognized several
similarities between atoms and cells with 87.0% of the sample agreeing „atoms and cells
are similar.‟ Similarities between atoms and cells cited included „both are basic building
blocks‟ (39.7%), „both are small‟ (21.7%), „found in living things‟ (18.1%), and „have a
nucleus‟ (13.8%). Rubric scores for overall responses had 40.9% non-scientific. Nonscientific answers were written by 63.0% of freshmen and by 54.5% of seniors. Biology
students had 66.7% non-scientific answers and Bio/Che had 53.8% mixed answers.
When analyzing student responses for dissimilarities between atoms and cells, an
affirmative answer was expected as well as fact that cells can be seen under a classroom
microscope, but atoms are too small to be seen in this manner. The nucleus of a cell
contains DNA and the nucleus of an atom contains protons and neutrons. Cells are alive
and atoms are not alive. Cells can die and atoms cannot die. All living organisms
contain atoms, but not all matter is made of cells. For dissimilarity between an atom and
a cell, 95.7% of the sample agreed „atoms and cells are dissimilar.‟ Five popular
explanations emerged: „atoms are smaller‟ (22.6%), „cells are living while atoms are not‟
(19.1%), „atoms are in everything and cells are only in living‟ (15.7%), „cells are made of
atoms‟ (13.0%), and „atoms and cells have different internal structure‟ (13.0%). Rubric
scores revealed 47.7% of the sample wrote scientific answers. Juniors had 54.5%
scientific answers and Bio/PS/Che had 52.1% scientific answers. No scientific answers
written for this question included all aspects for a scientific response according to
national standards (AAAS, 1990, 1993; NRC, 1996).
When students answered the question about relationships between atoms and
cells, the acceptable answer included yes a relationship exists. The relationship is that
atoms make-up all the internal structures of cells. A „relationship existed between atoms
and cells‟ was agreed to by 80.4% of the sample and two reasons emerged. The first
reason was „cells are composed of, or made of, atoms,‟ which was noted by 37.4% of the
sample. The second reason was that both are „building blocks,‟ a response offered by
10.3% of the sample. In the sample, 56.7% of students wrote scientific answers of which
74.2% were juniors, and 84.6% were enrolled in Bio/Che . Ninth-graders did not perform
as well with 54.2% writing non-scientific answers. This question had the greatest
number of students including complete scientific answers with 46 of 55 scoring a five. It
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was the first, rubric-scored, question to have any sub-group achieve scientific
understanding above the 80% level.
Students were successful overall when selecting the correct „size comparison‟
between atoms and cells at 85.8%. Seniors were the only group below 80% at 76.0%.
When asked which could be „viewed under a microscope,‟ 69.2% of the sample selected
the correct answer. Bio/Che students achieved 100% and juniors were near 80% at
76.3%. An encouraging finding is 65.0% answered both questions correctly indicating
nearly all students who correctly answered the microscope question also correctly
answered the size comparison question. Students were not so successful addressing the
concept of living.
Identification of living items had two parts, the circled portion and the
explanation for what was circled. An acceptable answer had circled cotton, oak tree,
rabbit, and spider. With acceptable reasoning, some answers including virus were
scientifically correct. The explanation should include all living materials are made of
cells. Cells can grow, reproduce, and repair themselves. Identification of living items
and explanations revealed students were more often excluding cotton than virus from the
list of living items. Student explanations did not provide a clear reason for excluding
cotton. Virus was more often included by seniors than freshmen (80.0% to 46.4%). One
freshmen specifically cited biology class content for not including virus. Three main
reasons were given for circling items that are alive: „made of cells‟ (27.1%), „lives‟
without further qualifications (24.6%), and „growth‟ (14.4%). The second most popular
answer „lives‟ is not a valid reason. Students were rewording the question as an answer.
Overall, 41.9% of the answers were mixed. Sophomores had 61.5% of the answers
scored as a mixture of scientific and non-scientific reasoning. The largest numbers of
scientific responses were among juniors at 35.5%. By science courses, the largest
numbers of scientific responses were Bio/Che students at 64.3%. Students taking Bio/PS
had mixed answers 71.4% of the time.
Ancillary Findings
Three areas of concern were uncovered in the analyses of data. One area was
modeling and the lack of model limitations cited by students versus the plethora of
reported lapses of personal knowledge. The second area of concern was the frequent
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misuse of vocabulary in relation to cellular structure. A third area of concern was the
generally lower performance of seniors on both biological and chemical concepts.
In modeling, 53 students wrote completely unrelated answers to the atom question
asking students to cite limitations. In addition, 33 other students did not provide an
answer. This represents 71.7% of the sample. For the cell model, 69 students wrote an
unrelated answer which was classified as lack of knowledge and an additional 22 left the
question blank. This represents 75.8% of the sample. For cells only a few limitations
were cited such as size and shape. Students provided more limitations for atoms
including size of atom, size of electrons, drawing not 3-D, and lack of electron motion.
Students also demonstrated a lapse in the use of biological terminology related to
cellular structure. Terminology errors for the interior structures of a plant cell were made
by 32.7% of the sample drawing a cell. The most common errors were incorrectly
labeling the cytoplasm and chloroplasts. While distributions for terminology errors were
not statistically significant, it is worth noting 44.8% of sophomores made at least one
terminology error and 43.5% with Bio/PS courses made at least one error. The majority
of these students had biology the previous school year.
When reviewing the overall results, seniors performed lower on nearly every
concept documented. In one interview with a senior student, the student voluntary
explained it had been a long time since he or she had biology. This low level of scientific
knowledge and/or retention of scientific knowledge is discouraging.
Discussion of Results
Results revealed a lack of recalled scientific knowledge and limited reasoning for
both atoms and cells. Conceptions related to atoms had higher levels of scientifically
acceptable answers while the most successfully answered question was the relationship
between atoms and cells.
Conceptions of atoms. Student sub-groups were more likely to reach 80% than
the overall sample. This result is a reasonable expectation with freshmen primarily
taking biology and not a physical science course. Higher levels of scientific knowledge
of atomic structure are expected from students taking or having completed physical
science and/or chemistry. Students with biology and chemistry often performed above
the 80% level. The Bio/Che students, the majority enrolled in honors sections, may have
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a greater interest or ability in science. Data collected for the study cannot fully support
this assumption, but students wishing to enroll in honors courses needed positive teacher
recommendations and science course grades of a B or higher.
It is disappointing the majority of atom drawings had Bohr and bulls-eye
characteristics. While many students were able to communicate knowledge of atomic
structure via locating subatomic particles in the correct locations and distributing
elections, it appeared students did not advance knowledge beyond the model. Previous
research has documented students‟ preference for Bohr models (Nicoll, 2001). Test
format may lend itself to an increase in the number of Bohr models due to the difficulty
of drawing a two dimensional model to represent a three dimensional object and to depict
electron density instead of discrete dots for electrons. A follow-up question about model
limitations was intended to elicit quantum mechanical concepts about atoms such as
electrons are in motion, orbitals have different shapes, electrons are much smaller, and
the majority of space in an atom is empty. The follow-up modeling question for atoms
included eight applicable statements (e.g. smaller, motion). These statements, of which
several students provided multiple reasons, were provided by a small portion of the
sample. In previous studies, researchers using interview protocols had students rank
atom models based upon preference (Harrison & Treagust, 1996). In the Harrison and
Treagust study, students preferred an orbital version of atomic models (this model looks
like the symbol used to identify nuclear activity) and had a lower rating for the bulls-eye
model.
Students often omitted neutrons from atom drawings but included protons and
electrons. This omission may imply students do not see neutrons as essential to atomic
structure. Another possibility for neutrons to be left out may be related to the importance
of protons and electrons in other chemistry topics such as bonding. Protons were omitted
by some students. Omission of protons was usually accompanied by omission of
neutrons. Omission of both protons and neutrons was sometimes associated with students
placing “Li” in the center. Students who drew a Lewis model of the atom are correctly
omitting protons and neutrons though the number of drawings that omitted protons and
neutrons exceeded the six students who drew Lewis-like structures for atom models.
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Biology and freshmen students displayed a lack of application for the concept all
matter is composed of atoms. Several biology and freshmen students were able to state
the relationship between atoms and cells. When asked to identify items composed of
atoms, freshmen and biology only students were much less likely to include living
materials than any other sub-group. In addition, freshmen and biology students were
more likely to include heat and light as materials composed of atoms. This pattern may
be related to enrollment in biology. Biology emphasizes living systems but places little
emphasis upon distinguishing between living organisms and the non-living materials that
compose living structures. Another possible reason for the lower number of scientific
answers for „is it composed of atoms‟ may be due to the number of items included in the
list. Increased success rates may have been observed with a shorter list. Overall, it is
disappointing that few students (36) circled all the correct items.
Nuclear division was not well understood. Students taking a physical science
course had an increased frequency of scientific answers but the Bio/PS/Che students may
have returned to a lower level of scientifically acceptable answers. (This is not a
longitudinal study, any statement suggesting cross-grade level trends must be made with
caution.) Students suggested the products of atomic division would be „equal or half of
the initial material.‟ This concept of „equal‟ often applies to cell division except for the
cell division process to create eggs. Few nuclear divisions result in equally sized atoms.
Teachers use examples of nuclear fission that result in asymmetric products. While the
examples are provided, teachers may not explicitly point to the asymmetric division
instead focusing upon accounting for all the subatomic particles. The most popular
student explanation stated the products are „identical or same as original.‟ This
explanation is appropriate for somatic cell division, but not atom division. Terminology
used to maintain parallel structure between test items may have influenced student
answers. Only 17.5% specifically mentioned the creation of a different element. Many
answers given earned a score of 0 or 1. Of the 103 answers, only 88 had a rubric score of
2, 3, 4, or 5. Thirty-one were scientific answers. Biology students, as expected, had a
low number of scientific answers with 3 of 21. Having a physical science or chemistry
course resulted in a higher percentage of scientific responses, but seniors appear to return
to greater rates of non-scientific answers. Current instruction does not move many
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students toward scientific understandings. Nuclear chemistry occupies a small fraction of
chemistry instruction. Time allocated to this topic may not be adequate for many
students to obtain scientific understanding.
Conceptions of cells. Scientific conceptions of cells generally decreased with
increasing time spent in high school. Students enrolled in biology often performed better
than students taking additional physical science courses. General trends suggest students
forget over time, though how many older students in this sample had scientific
conceptions when enrolled in biology is unknown. While several structural details of a
cell are above 80% for freshmen, such as cells wall, other structural details including
mitochondria and ribosomes were included in barely over 50% of freshmen drawings.
Low performance among students currently enrolled in biology late in the school year is
not encouraging for long term retention.
Cell shape was divided between rectangular and elliptical. These shapes are the
two most popular shapes in this sample and are the most commonly found shapes in
textbook drawings (Briggs et al., 2002). Usually plant cells are depicted with rectangular
structures, and multi-cellular animals have elliptical shapes. Freshmen were not the
group most likely to draw rectangular shapes; it was sophomores drawing a rectangular
shape 62.1% of the time. This lack of rectangular shaped cells is unexpected in the
freshmen sample. The dichotomy between rectangular and elliptical may result from
increasing focus of cellular processes and decreasing emphasis on structural features.
Lack of structural recall suggests a need to use pre-assessments and to structure a
spiraling curriculum in which material is reviewed and then added upon, and not simply
added upon.
When students were asked to identify items composed of cells, a large number of
students selected living items included on the list with the exception of banana. With
only one fruit on the list, it makes it difficult to determine if students elected not to circle
it because it was a fruit or for some other reason. Since fruit contains seeds, and only
living organisms begat living organisms, the banana is alive and contains cells. Previous
research has uncovered students not considering seeds as living (Tamir et al., 1981). In
contrast, students were highly likely to circle all items in contact with an animal at rates
exceeding 90%. This high percentage included circling fingernail and hair. While few
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students explicitly stated anything that makes up an animal is composed of cells, a
majority of students circling fingernail and hair may have used this reasoning. This nonscientific conception that all parts of the body are composed of cells has been found in
earlier research with middle school and high school students (Briggs et al., 2002; Flores
et al., 2003; Sewell, 2002).
Students performed poorly on the cell division task. Key conceptions of cell
division such as DNA replication were missing. While 54.2% of students stated products
were identical to the original, DNA was rarely alluded to in answers. The presence and
replication of DNA is an important conception for students to obtain a scientific
understanding. Increasing use of genetically modified foods and increasing frequency of
drug-resistant strains of bacteria are dependent upon our understanding of DNA and
DNA structure. Public debate surrounding these issues requires a scientifically literate
population. Limited space was provided for students to answer the question. Students
with large handwriting easily filled-up the space and no student took advantage of the
blank space on the back of the page. Another contributing factor for the limited scope of
answers may be students are answering the questions with the knowledge easiest to recall
and feel satisfied with short answers. Finally, the test was administered without any
consequences to students‟ grades. Therefore some students may not have put forth much
effort or thought into the answers.
Another trend emerging from the data is the concept of cell division resulting in
decreasing cell size (Riemeier & Gropengieber, 2008). How do organisms grow if each
cell division results in smaller cells? What is the limit to cell division if cells continue to
decrease in size with every division? Students need to be aware of what they know and
learn to evaluate their knowledge and concepts for gaps in logic.
Relationships between atoms and cells. Students‟ frequency cited atoms and cells
have similarities and differences. This high percentage is encouraging but when overall
answers were analyzed 40.9% were non-scientific for similarities and 26.6% of answers
were non-scientific for differences. Distribution suggests that while students are able to
provide yes or no answers, reasoning for yes or no may be founded upon non-scientific
conceptions. When students can achieve a correct prediction based upon non-scientific
knowledge, the correct prediction encourages the student to maintain the non-scientific
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idea. Non-scientific reasoning has been shown to be viewed as being fruitful by students
(Posner et al., 1982). If students are asked questions that result in correct answers using
non-scientific conceptions, then students do not have the motivation to change their
conceptions. Therefore it is important to ask students to explain underlying thought
processes to evaluate not only the prediction, but the conceptions guiding prediction.
For differences between atoms and cells categories, the most popular reasons
taken out of context are nearly all scientifically acceptable. It is important to note
students often used multiple reasons for predictions. When using multiple reasons
students often provided both a scientific and a non-scientific conception. Students using
scientific and non-scientific conceptions resulted in mixed answers, but on occasion it
was possible for students to write a statement that taken out of context of the remainder
of the students‟ answer would have been scientific, but they continued the answer with
non-scientific information. An example of a student response that begins scientific but
ends with a non-scientific statement is, “They [atoms and cells] are somewhat different
because [an] atom contains protons, electrons, and neutrons while cells contains other
organs” (F, 12, 107). This student scored a three indicating a mixture of scientific and
non-scientific concepts in the complete answer.
Students were more successful providing a basic relationship between atoms and
cells. While overall 56.7% of the sample wrote scientifically acceptable reasons, varying
in completeness, for the relationship between atoms and cells, 46 of 55 had written the
complete answer. This frequency was the highest number of complete scientific answers.
High frequency is most likely related to an acceptable answer requiring only one
statement while all other open-ended responses had multiple parts. Freshmen had a low
percentage (37.5%) of scientific answers suggesting the need for a physical science
course. With increasing focus upon molecular instruction of biology, the low level of
scientific answers by freshmen is discouraging. It leaves one questioning how students
make sense of photosynthesis or genetics, which utilize molecules and specific elements
in the process, if they do not identify atoms inside of cells. This interrelation of atoms,
molecules, energy, and cells exemplifies the traditional scientific disciplines are human
creations not created by nature.
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Students were most aware of the size relationships between atoms and cells.
Results show some students have not reached this conceptual understanding. Only 69.2%
of the sample recognized atoms cannot be observed using standard classroom
microscopes (Griffiths & Preston, 1992; Harrison & Treagust, 1996). Additional
information about student use of microscopes in relation to this question may provide
greater insight into this conception problem. Student use of microscopes should help, but
specific instruction focused upon what can and cannot be observed is necessary in
conjunction with microscope use.
Ancillary Results
Modeling is a key concept for students to understand not only in science but in
other fields such as geography and history. As noted earlier, students may have
misinterpreted this question and answered based upon the idea they were the limiting
factor and not the model. Modeling is used in all areas of science and in other
disciplines. All models have advantages and disadvantages (Harrison & Treagust, 1996;
2000). Because models are used for a variety of reasons, students need to learn models
may be misleading if used in the wrong context. For example, the use of flat world maps
can lead to non-scientific conceptions of the shape of Antarctica and the relative sizes of
countries. In addition, students need to know why scientists create models. With
modeling skills, students should be able to identify basic model limitations such as lack
of detail, size/scale, or distortion. Few students provided appropriate answers to this
question suggesting a lack of modeling conceptions and preferences for specific models
without thought to model implications. Modeling in physical science becomes more
complex as many objects are too small (atoms) for observation using available classroom
technology and many concepts are represented by multiple models. Therefore, students
may select models based upon simplicity instead of usefulness.
Scientific language is another area challenging to students. It appears cellular
vocabulary is more difficult for students than atomic vocabulary. This greater difficulty
with biological vocabulary is understandable since more terms are needed for cellular
structure than atomic structure. It is interesting to note students used biological
vocabulary from other topics to label cellular structures while this did not occur for
atomic structure. All vocabulary used for atomic structure was appropriate for the
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setting, if in some cases the locations indicated upon the atomic model were incorrect.
Some biology terminology problems occurred with terms unrelated by definition but by
sound such as the student who labeled rhinoplasty in the cell that most likely was
thinking of ribosomes.
Scientists use precise language with specific meaning to communicate. Emphasis
upon Latin roots, context-specific language, and implementation of careful use of
terminology by students and teachers will help with terminology problems of application
and retention. A limited amount of confusion was noticed with nucleus. These
confusions were largely centered around the role of the nucleus with descriptions of the
nucleus controlling both the atom and the cell. One student did include protons and
neutrons in the nucleus of a plant cell. The general trend for a cell nucleus in drawings
was to leave them unoccupied blank circles.
Overall, seniors performed lower than other grade levels. Several factors may
influence the results. The first is the amount of time between course work and test
administration was greatest for this group of students. A second reason may come from
students not putting forth a great deal of effort. Both of the cartoon drawings for atoms
and cells were drawn by seniors. Finally, the students were not taking the test for credit
or taking the test in a science classroom.
Discussion of Implications
Atomic structure had a higher level of scientifically acceptable answers, but
results indicate additional attention needs to focus upon students‟ understanding of the
scientific development of the quantum mechanical model of the atom. The preferred
drawing for an atom was a Bohr or bulls-eye model. This model is good for displaying
the number of subatomic particles, but it implies fixed orbits, localized electrons, and
lacks motion. Development of atomic structure needs to include discussion of how new
scientific understandings have modified atomic models. Current models are still being
modified. Instruction should include discussions of how new information affects models.
Instruction that simply introduces newer models promotes memorization and discourages
rich understanding of the scientific process.
Of all the subatomic particles, neutrons were most often omitted from drawings.
Neutrons are essential to nuclear stability. While the details of nuclear stability are well
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beyond high school students, emphasis needs to be placed upon neutrons. Using the
concepts of isotopes and the treatment of thyroid cancer may be useful to emphasize
neutron importance. It is important to find mechanisms to promote long term recall of
the existence of neutrons. While data collection in this study cannot support the idea, it is
possible that neutrons were known during the unit focusing upon atomic structure.
Subsequent units in which electrons and protons are emphasized may imply to students
neutrons are not important. Therefore, it is vital to develop a policy or practice in which
no content is left behind.
In addition, student content knowledge of nuclear division was not well
understood even considering this concept would not be expected from the majority of
freshmen having only a biology course. Instruction may need to be more explicit.
Instruction should go beyond accounting for all the mass and include discussion of the
asymmetric nature of the products of division.
General trends for biology concepts indicate students may not retain scientific
conceptions over time. Data suggests instruction was effective in eliminating nonscientific conceptions, and that students may have returned to non-scientific conceptions
over time. The trend suggests students need to be continuously exposed to these
conceptions throughout high school. A possible solution involves spiraling the biology
curriculum over four-years instead of providing the vast majority of the concepts in oneyear of high school. Spiraling of the science curriculum should strengthen students‟
conceptions of cellular structure as well as improving senior students‟ scientific
knowledge in biology and physical sciences.
One possible method for integration is to develop activities that review topics
from past science courses. For example, development of review modules using on-line
software to pre-assess and remediate students to achieve mastery according to evaluation
criteria. Mastery of these units would be part of the requirement for earning credit in the
subsequent science course (but does not determine the course grade). A second
possibility is development of a capstone course or courses for students to take as seniors.
A capstone course would include all of the primary concepts of the previously required
courses, with the added context of the capstone. Possible capstone courses include
Environmental Science or Earth Science Systems, or other science courses that integrate
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multiple science domains. A third possibility is to spiral the course content for biology
and physical sciences over all three courses instead of in separate courses. Each
suggestion requires changes to current practices. The essential goal for any change is
increased interaction between the biological and physical science course content, and to
maintain and increase student scientific knowledge over four years of high school.
Students‟ responses indicated a need for experience with models and modeling
conceptions. For example, students need to know all models have advantages and
limitations. Students should be able to select from several models the most useful model
for a given situation. The limited number of students providing actual limitations
suggests modeling concepts may not be well taught or students do not apply modeling
skills. Previous research has shown students have difficulties with the use of multiple
models in chemistry and tend to prefer a single or specific model (Harrison & Treagust,
1996; Harrison & Treagust, 2000; Nicoll, 2001). In this study, students clearly prefer the
Bohr or bulls-eye model of the atom.
Students did not demonstrate a robust knowledge of the criteria for an entity to be
classified as living. The curriculum should be studied and adjustments made to require
students to provide multiple criteria for living and to apply the concepts of living to
various materials. In addition, instruction on cell composition in relationship to living
materials has gaps that allow a significant percentage of students to conclude all animal
parts are composed of cells. At the high school level, the idea that all living things are
composed of cells needs to be amended to include portions of the body, often used for
protection are not composed of cells, but instead are composed of proteins produced in
cells.
Limitations
This study includes multiple limitations which need to be considered with the
study conclusions and implications. Several limitations impact the generalizability of the
results. This sample was taken from one private high school which required an
admission test before official enrollment. Thus, potentially influencing the range of
student abilities, and if admission test have minimum criteria, biasing the sample against
students that do not perform well under pressure. Over 95% of the sample intended to
pursue a college education upon graduation from high school. Using only one school
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always affects the generalizability of results. Students in a given school may over
represent a subgroup, and in this case the subgroup most over-represented is collegebound students.
A small volunteer sample, randomly selected by English class, was interviewed.
The process of selecting students for interviews was limited to students who had returned
signed parental consent. These students may not represent the entire sample. Groups
least likely to participate would be underrepresented because they are more likely not to
return the consent forms or do so too late to participate in the study. The timing of the
interviews also created limitations. Interviews were conducted a week after the paperand-pencil tests. Several students self-disclosed discussion with science teachers about
test content and correct answers. In the future, it would be better to decrease the time
between data collection methods even if it results in a smaller pool of interview
candidates. Interviews were designed to function as a reliability check. Moving the
interviews closer to the paper-and-pencil test limits the time for students to seek correct
answers.
Sample size for some sub-groups was small such as the Bio/Che group. These
small numbers may have undue influence upon significance results for Chi-square
testing. Results suggested students taking biology and chemistry may have had an
increased interest and/or ability in science. The demographics section of the test did not
include any questions related to interest and ability could only be measured by selfreported course grades and the course level (general or honors). Adding questions to
gauge students‟ self-reported interest and self-reported ability for science would add
support to trends that show Bio/Che students had greater scientific conceptual
understanding in both biological and chemical conceptions.
Test construction had additional limitations. Some questions on the paper-andpencil test do not allow for adequate follow-up. The multiple-choice questions should
have had follow-up questions prompting students to explain reasoning. In other areas,
the size of the answer blank was not adequate for student responses. The most obvious
questions with blanks too small were the division questions in both the atom and cell
section of the test. While the backs of all test pages were intentionally left blank, no
student used the back. The test did not suggest using the back if additional space was
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needed. This administration was the first large-scale administration of the paper-andpencil test. Three students requested assistance with questions. Two students were nonnative English speakers asking about the word “contains.” The other student required
assistance understanding the idea of model limitations. Overall, question wording, other
than the model limitations question, was successfully interpreted by the students.
This data collection methodology utilized a one-shot status study and it is not
longitudinal. While several results suggest regression of scientific knowledge, instruction
from year-to-year may not be consistent. Classroom teachers may make adjustments to
instruction to address previous problems of student conceptual understandings and
multiple teachers may instruct biology, physical science, and chemistry. It is not known
if all teachers emphasize the same concepts or engage students in similar learning
environments. Also, it is not known if the sampled students attained scientific
understanding at any point prior to the test and have since regressed to a mixed or nonscientific conception.
A final set of limitations is related to the lack of knowledge about the specific
course content addressed in the classes. Students took the same test, but they may not all
have had the same curriculum. Staff changes such as new teachers, curriculum changes,
and instructional changes influence student outcomes. Trends of decreasing knowledge
in biology over time may actually support recently implemented changes in the biology
curriculum. Therefore, all multiple-year trends need to be cautiously and tentatively
made.
Conclusions
Students in this sample had a better retention, understanding or both of subatomic
structures of an atom compared to the organelles of a cell. Students had a preference for
drawing Bohr or bulls-eye atomic models and they rarely incorporated basic aspects of
the quantum mechanical atomic model. Knowledge of nuclear fission was limited. Two
popular answers (greater than 10% of sample stated) for the products of nuclear fission
were more appropriate for cellular division. In cellular division, students acknowledged
the product would be the same, but predicted the product would be smaller. This student
belief suggests a disconnection exists between organism growth and cell division.
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As the time between a content course and administration of the study instruments
increased, the level of scientific conceptions appeared to decrease. Students seem not to
be maintaining scientific concepts or are leaving content classes without attaining
scientific understanding. Efforts need to be increased to help students reach scientific
understanding and to maintain this knowledge through and beyond high school.
Students‟ biological conceptions had lower levels of scientific understanding than
their understanding of atoms, even though 99% of the sample had completed or nearly
completed at least one biology course. Performance in biological concepts was poor for
most grade levels. Physical science concepts addressed on the test, had better
performance levels. This finding may relate to the school‟s required science courses and
the sequence of these courses. Two classes of physical science are required compared to
one biology class. Biology is taken during the first year of high school with the two
physical science courses taken during the second and third years of high school. The
amount of time in courses addressing specific content appears to assist in attainment and
retention of scientific knowledge. The biological vocabulary in student drawings
indicates students are mixing terms to create their own. For example, students are
confusing cellular structure with cellular function. Fewer problems with vocabulary use
were noted in chemistry, though responses for both biology and chemistry had omission
of key vocabulary (electron cloud and specific organelles).
These conclusions provide the framework for the following recommendations for
practice and further research.
Recommendations for Practice
Several recommendations for practice can be made from the data.
Recommendations made are based upon the data collected from this study and are not
based upon successful implementation with this sample. Practitioners may elect to adopt
one or more of the following recommendations.
The first recommendation is focus on the intent of the science standards. Look
carefully at the curriculum intended and streamline content to address what is in the
standards. By aligning the curriculum to the standards, activities should be carefully
selected to meet science learning outcomes. Focusing upon the standards should provide
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needed time for developing a richer understanding of the selected science conceptions. In
conjunction with science standards, students‟ existing knowledge needs to be considered.
A second recommend is for using pre-assessments often and in conjunction with
unit and lesson planning. Pre-assessments should not only address the content of the
upcoming unit or lesson, but should evaluate students‟ previous learning critical for
students to develop robust understanding. Pre-assessments may reveal whole group
knowledge gaps, small group knowledge gaps or individual knowledge gaps. With this
information, subsequent lessons can be better scaffolded to meet the needs of students. It
will strengthen the spiral nature of a curriculum if no content is truly left behind.
In addition to using pre-assessments a third recommendation is to include time for
meaning making for conceptual understanding. A specific area to focus upon is the
labels given to specific structures and functions of atomic and cellular structures.
Meaning making should be coupled with a teacher‟s careful use of language while
instructing students and encouragement of students‟ proper use of scientific terminology.
It would be helpful to acknowledge the non-scientific usage of certain scientific words
such as theory, heat, and nucleus with a discussion of how these words are used in
science. Additionally, students should be encouraged to discover the Latin prefixes and
roots that dominate scientific language. Latin prefixes and roots can be used to better
understand the scientific meanings and create useful patterns for students to use in the
future. Terms such as chlorophyll and chloroplast should become more clearly
differentiated by students. Careful and precise use in the classroom may promote better
understanding and longer retention of the difference between similarly sounding words.
Terminology should be based upon the context of the lesson and the materials/models
used to explain a concept.
A fourth recommendation focuses on the scientific models. The use of models in
science classes is common and instruction generally includes a variety of models.
Atomic structure is one area in which a historical development of models is often
included in instruction. Data from this study revealed students prefer to draw one model,
of an atom, the Bohr/bulls-eye model, which is not the most currently accepted model.
When teaching about the history of the evolution of the atomic model, it is important to
include discussions of how scientific discoveries result in model revisions. Students need
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to be aware that models are only approximations. All models have limitations and
advantages. Discussions of specific advantages and limitations of models used in class
are needed for students to become comfortable with multiple models and use multiplemodels. Therefore, a teacher may alternate among several different models; the model
selected by the teacher for a specific application is based upon its usefulness to the
situation as well as its scientific acceptability.
Stronger instructional delivery utilizing models and focused upon content outlined
in national and state standards should be coupled with diverse forms of evaluation for
conceptual understanding. Provide students multiple formats to express conceptual
understanding. Evaluate students‟ knowledge before and during instruction based upon a
variety of formats designed to uncover students‟ mental models. Students often included
scientific conceptions with non-scientific conceptions. Excessive use of closed questions,
such as fill-in the blank, multiple-choice, and matching will allow students with
incomplete understanding to successfully pass courses. Use of open-ended questions
such as short answers and essays and non-traditional evaluations such as concept
mapping and performance assessments will force students to explain themselves,
construct better understanding, and give teachers more information about students‟
conceptual understanding.
Instruction in science should not be limited to traditional, person-made scientific
disciplines. Examples and applications of scientific principles should include a variety of
disciplines and contexts. For example, atomic structure and element characteristics
influence molecular structure which influence chemical and physical properties of an
amino acid. Amino acids are used to create proteins and cellular structures. A diet
lacking specific elements leads to health problems such as anemia. Connections made
between scientific disciplines should remain within the spirit of national science
standards.
Students need concrete, hands-on experiences with scientific phenomena and
interpretative, sense-making discussions that help students grasp concepts. Lectures and
required memorization do not provide rich, lasting knowledge, and passive learning
strategies do not inspire students to become life-long learners of science. Skills and
knowledge will be needed as science and scientific discoveries influence society.
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Scientific knowledge may be used by students when making policy decisions at national,
state, and local levels. Knowledge of scientific concepts, such as genetic modification of
foods, is fundamentally based upon knowledge of DNA and cellular structure and
function. The solution of the most pressing problems in society today is dependent upon
science and a scientifically literate population. A citizen with proper skills and scientific
knowledge will make more informed decisions. A scientifically literate population
should be less susceptible to emotional pleas and rely upon personal scientific
knowledge.
Life-long learning also applies to teachers. Teachers need to become life-long
learners of how student learn. Teachers should study and monitor curriculum and
instructional changes to determine if changes make positive impacts upon students‟
knowledge and students‟ application of knowledge. Classroom teachers may develop
qualitative reflective strategies in which they collect observational data and artifacts as
they make changes. Quantitative data may also be collected by classroom teachers.
Teachers may partner with peers or educational researchers to develop larger projects to
study how students learn. Teachers should share what they have learned with colleagues
both within their school and district. With proper protocol, findings may be published to
assist in the acquisition of best practice strategies.
Recommendations for Further Study
Results from this study indicate additional areas for study in student conceptual
understandings. Trends indicate possible loss of content knowledge over time.
Longitudinal studies focused upon students‟ conceptual understanding of cellular and
atomic structure over the four years of high school would provide evidence to support or
refute the trend of decreasing knowledge over time. Development of course materials
intended to maintain students‟ scientific conceptions of cellular and atomic structure
should be studied for the impact upon students‟ scientific understanding and students‟
maintenance of scientific understanding. In addition, a study should also monitor the
remediation of students who did not achieve scientific conceptions in the initial
instructional sequence. Do subsequent targeted intervention strategies improve student‟s
scientific conceptions?
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Results from this study indicated students had difficulty with identifying the
scientifically acceptable criteria for living. A longitudinal study investigating high school
students‟ conceptions of living and how these conceptions are maintained over time is
indicated by responses students provided to questions targeting the conception of living.
A study investigating the impact of targeted instruction to create a robust knowledge of
living and the application of this knowledge is indicated by research findings. The study
should include investigation of the criteria used by students who excluded some living
materials (bananas) and the inclusion of non-living materials (fingernails and hair). This
information is needed for the development of instructional materials.
Data collected on model limitations suggests studies into high school students‟
knowledge of modeling, along with studies of how modeling is taught, are needed. A
study uncovering students‟ knowledge of modeling and how students‟ use modeling
concepts when instruction includes multiple models would also provide information to
assist instructors in introducing models. Probes into students‟ preferences leading to the
use of one predominant model when instruction has shown the model to be deficient
would assist in the development of intervention instructional units. A study using
student-constructed versus teacher-constructed atomic or cellular models, as well as
investigating the knowledge of modeling skills, would aid in targeting where possible
model conceptions originated.
How students maintain scientific language over multiple years would provide
information for addressing the learning of scientific language. Knowledge of how
specialized scientific language is retained over years could influence instructional
strategies used to initially instruct students. Information can further be used for
development of a long-term spiral curriculum aimed at maintaining or remediating
student knowledge.
Studies targeting content knowledge in science that crosses traditional divisions of
science are called for from the results of students‟ concepts of similarities, differences,
and relationships between atoms and cells. While the relationships question had more
scientific correct responses, the similarities and differences categories uncovered several
conceptual lapses. Are these lapses of understanding limited to atomic and cellular
structure or are other areas in science also creating unintended difficulty? How are
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students making sense of heat and energy relationships between biology, chemistry,
geology, and physics? Do the various symbols, such as those for heat and specific heat,
create difficulty? Interdisciplinary studies are rare in the literature but are needed to
provide information about student‟s ability to connect science courses together.
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Appendix A

Paper-and-Pencil Instrument
The contents of this section are the paper-and-pencil test administered to all
students. The pages of the test are for an A test. A “C” test started with the cell
questions and it was followed by atom questions. The combined and demographics
sections did not change position between test versions.
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Appendix B
Interview Protocol
Introductory Questions
1. What is your gender?
2. What is your current grade/year in school?
3. What science class or classes are you taking this school year?
4. What science class or classes have you successfully passed in high school?
Atom-Cell Questions
5. Using the paper and pencil, please draw a helium atom (He). You may consult this
periodic table of elements to assist you. (estimated time 2-3 minutes)
6. Please label the different parts or locations of the atom in your drawing. (When
completed, ask student to identify any part of the atom omitted using a different color
pencil.)
(estimated time 2-3 minutes)
7. On the back of the paper, please draw a typical plant cell.
(estimated time 2-3 minutes)
8. Please label the different parts or locations of the plant cell in your drawing. (When
completed, ask student to identify any part of the plant cell not already identified using a
different color pencil.)
(estimated time 2-3 minutes)
9. If the nucleus is identified on both drawings ask: A. In an atom, what is a nucleus? B.
In a plant cell, what is a nucleus? C. What is the relationship, if any, between an atom‟s
nucleus and the cell‟s nucleus? Probe each question as needed.
If the nucleus is not identified on both drawings ask: A. Some students‟ suggest cells and
atoms have nuclei. Supposing this is true, what is a cell nucleus? B. What is an atom‟s
nucleus? C. What is the relationship, if any, between the cell nucleus and the atom
nucleus? Probe each question as needed.
(estimated time 3-4 minutes)
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10. If these drawings were drawn to scale, how would the size of an atom compare to the
size of a plant cell? Probe question as needed.
(estimated time 2 minutes)
11. Are atoms are alive? Why or why not? Probe question as needed.
(estimated time 2 minutes)
12. Are plant cells are alive? Why or why not? Probe question as needed.
(estimated time 2 minutes)
13. What, if any, is the relationship between an atom and a plant cell? Probe question as
needed.
(estimated time 2 minutes)
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Appendix C
Items for Permission for Conducting Experiment

This section includes the letter to the parents/guardians from the principal, the
consent from for the parents/guardians, the assent from for students, and the consent
from for students over eighteen.
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Parental Letter from School Principal

Dear XXXXX XXXXXX Parents,
(School Name Removed) High School has been approached by researchers
from the Department of Curriculum and Instruction at the University of Kentucky.
These researchers, Elizabeth Roland and Truman Stevens, have proposed a study to
investigate our students‟ existing knowledge about atoms and cells.
The study requests students take a paper-and-pencil test of their knowledge of
atoms and cells. This test is estimated to take between thirty and forty-five minutes.
In addition to the test, sixteen students will be randomly selected to participate in a
follow-up interview. The study will be conducted upon the grounds of (School Name
Removed) High School. The paper-and-pencil test is administered in a (School Name
Removed) classroom with teacher supervision. Students selected for an interview
will be interviewed in the meeting room in the administration office. Interviews may
be monitored by (School Name Removed) administrators. An interview may last up
to thirty minutes. These interviews will occur during normal school hours.
I have reviewed all of the questions on the paper-and-pencil test and
interview. These questions are concepts of atoms and cells and do not deviate from
basic understanding.
The results of the study will not be shared in conjunction with the name of
your child. Instead, the data will be presented as whole group trends. Furthermore,
the data will not be shared with our school until after final course grades have been
given to students. These results will not and cannot be used to influence any child‟s
grade. Instead, the results will be presented to (School Name Removed) Science
Faculty for use in improving the science curriculum and instruction. A summary of
the results will be made available to parents.
Please review the enclosed consent form. If you have any questions about the
study, please contact Elizabeth Roland, a doctoral student in curriculum and
instruction at the University of Kentucky. Permission for your student to participant
is dependent upon your return of the enclosed consent form. Please let your student
know your decision about his or her participant.
Sincerely,
Principal‟s Name
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Parental Consent Form
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY
STUDENT CONCEPTUALIZATION OF ATOMS AND CELLS
Your child is invited to take part in a research study about high school
students‟ conceptualization of atoms and cells. Your child is invited to take part in
this research study because your child attends (School Name Removed) High School
and (School Name Removed) High School has agreed to participant in the study. If
you agree to allow your child to take part in this study, he/she will be one of
approximately 140 other students at (School Name Removed) High School
participating in the study.
The person in charge of this study is Elizabeth Roland, a doctoral student at the
University of Kentucky in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction. She is
being guided in doctoral research by Truman Stevens and Ron Atwood. Additional
people may join the research team to assist at different times during the study.
The purpose of the study is to explore high school students‟ conceptual
understanding of atomic and cellular structure and to discover what relationships high
school students perceive between atoms and cells.
The research procedure will be conducted at (School Name Removed) High
School. Your student will take part in the study during normal school hours. All
students with signed consent forms will take a paper and pencil test identifying their
understandings of atomic structure and cellular structure and selected demographic
information. The paper and pencil test is estimated to take between 30 and 45
minutes. Approximately two students per class will be asked to participate in a 30
minute, tape-recorded interview that will examine their understanding of atomic and
cellular structure. Interviews for selected students will take place over approximately
two days and within one week of the written test. Interviews will be conducted in an
isolated room on school grounds but may be monitored by school administrators
and/or faculty.
To the best of our knowledge, the things your child will be doing have no
more risk of harm than he/she would experience in everyday life. There is no
guarantee that your child will get any benefit from taking part in this study. We
cannot and do not guarantee that he/she will receive any personal benefits from taking
part in this study. Your willingness to allow your child to take part, however, may, in
the future, help society as a whole better understand this research topic.
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If you decide to allow your child to take part in the study, it should be because
he/she agrees to participate. Your child will not lose any benefits or rights they
would normally have if you choose not to allow them to volunteer. You or your child
may stop at any time during the study and still retain the benefits and rights they had
before volunteering.
If you do not want to allow your child to participant in the study, there are no
alternatives except not to take part in the study. There are no costs associated with
taking part in the study. You or your child will not receive any rewards or payment
for taking part in the study.
Your student‟s information will be combined with information from other
students taking part in the study. When we write about the study to share it with other
researchers, we will write about the combined information we have gathered. Your
child will not be identified in these written materials. We may publish the results of
this study; however, we will keep you and your student‟s name private as well as any
other identifying information.
We will keep private all research records that identify you or your child to the
extent allowed by law. However, there are some circumstances in which we may
have to show your or your child‟s information to other people. Also, we may be
required to show information which identifies you or your child to people who need
to be sure we have done the research correctly; these would be people from such
organizations as the University of Kentucky and (School Name Removed) High
School.
We will make every effort to prevent anyone who is not on the research team
from knowing that your child provided us information, or what that information is.
For example, your name and your child‟s name will be kept separate from the
information your child gives, and these two things will be stored in different places
under lock and key.
If you decide to allow your child to take part in the study, you still have the
right to decide at any time that you no longer want your child to continue. Your child
will not be treated differently if you decide to stop taking part in the study. The
individuals conducting the study may need to withdraw your child from the study.
This may occur if he/she is not able to follow the directions given, or if the study is
more risk than benefit to your child.
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Before you decide whether to accept this invitation for your student to take
part in the study, please ask any questions that might come to mind now. Later, if
you have questions, suggestions, concerns, or complaints about the study, you can
contact the investigator, Elizabeth Roland at 859-257-XXXX. If you have any
questions about your rights as a volunteer in this research, contact the staff in the
Office of Research Integrity of the University of Kentucky at 859-257-9428 or toll
free at 1-866-400-9428. We will give you a signed copy of this consent form to take
with you.
___________________________________________________
______
Signature of Parent/Guardian Consenting Study Participant
Date
___________________________________________________
Printed Name of Parent/Guardian Consenting Study Participant
___________________________________________________
Name of Child Given Permission
___________________________________________
_________
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent
Date
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CONSENT OF PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY OVER EIGHTEEN
STUDENT CONCEPTUALIZATION OF ATOMS AND CELLS
You have been invited to take part in a research study about high school
students‟ conceptualization of atoms and cells. You have been invited to take part in
this research study because you attend (School Name Removed) High School and
(School Name Removed) High School has agreed to participant in the study. If you
agreed to take part in this study, you will be one of approximately 140 other students
at (School Name Removed) High School participating in the study.
The person in charge of this study is Elizabeth Roland, a doctoral student at
the University of Kentucky in Curriculum and Instruction. She is being guided in
doctoral research by Truman Stevens and Ron Atwood. Additional people may join
the research team to assist at different times during the study.
The purpose of the study is to explore high school students‟ conceptual
understanding of atomic and cellular structure and to discover what relationships high
school students perceive between atoms and cells.
The research procedure will be conducted at (School Name Removed) High
School. You will take part in the study during normal school hours. All students
with signed consent forms will take a paper-and-pencil test identifying their
understandings of atomic structure and cellular structure and selected demographic
information. The estimated time for the test is 30 to 45 minutes. Approximately two
students per class will be asked to participate in a 30 minute, tape-recorded interview
that will examine their understanding of atomic and cellular structure. Interviews for
selected students will take place over approximately two days and within one week of
the written test. Interviews will be conducted in an isolated room on school grounds
but may be monitored by school administrators and/or faculty.
To the best of our knowledge, the things you will be doing have no more risk
of harm that you would experience in everyday life. There is no guarantee that you
will benefit from taking part in this study. We cannot and do not guarantee that you
will receive any personal benefits from taking part in this study. Your willingness to
take part, however, may, in the future, help society as a whole better understand this
research topic.
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If you do not want to participant in the study, there are no alternatives except
not to take part in the study. There are no costs associated with taking part in the
study. You will not receive any rewards or payment for taking part in the study.
Your information will be combined with information from other students
taking part in the study. When we write about the study to share it with other
researchers, we will write about the combined information we have gathered. You
will not be identified in these written materials. We may publish the results of this
study; however, we will keep your name private as well as any other identifying
information.
We will keep private all research records that identify you to the extent
allowed by law. However, there are some circumstances in which we may have to
show your information to other people. Also, we may be required to show
information which identifies you to people who need to be sure we have done the
research correctly; these would be people from such organizations as the University
of Kentucky and (School Name Removed) High School.
We will make every effort to prevent anyone who is not on the research team
form knowing that you provided us information, or what that information is. For
example, your name will be kept separate from the information you give, and these
two things will be stored in different places under lock and key.
If you decide to take part in the study, you will have the right to decide at any
time you no longer want to continue. You will not be treated differently if you decide
to stop taking part in the study. The individuals conducting the study may need to
withdraw you from the study. This may occur if you are not able to follow the
directions given, or if the study is more risk than benefit to you.
Before you decide whether to accept this invitation to take part in the study,
please ask any questions that might come to mind now. Later, if you have questions,
suggestions, concerns, or complaints about the study, you can contact the
investigator, Elizabeth Roland at 859-257-XXXX. If you have any questions about
your rights as a volunteer in this research, contact the staff in the Office of Research
Integrity of the University of Kentucky at 859-257-9428 or toll free at 1-866-4009428. We will give you a signed copy of this consent form to take with you.
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____________________________________________
Signature of the Study Participant

______________
Date

____________________________________________
Printed Name of Study Participant
____________________________________________
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent
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_______________
Date

ASSENT FORM
STUDENT CONCEPTUALIZATION OF ATOMS AND CELLS
You are invited to be in a research study being conducted by Elizabeth Roland
from the University of Kentucky, Department of Curriculum and Instruction. You are
invited because you are enrolled in a high school in Kentucky.
If you agree to be in the study, you will be asked to take a paper and pencil
test identifying your understanding of atoms and cells. The test is estimated to take
between 30 and 45 minutes. You later may be selected for a 30 minute, tape-recorded
interview examining your understanding of atoms and cells in greater detail.
For participating in this study, you will not receive any benefit.
Your family will know that you are in the study. If anyone else is given
information about you, they will not know your name. A number, initials, or a false
name will be used instead of your name.
If something makes you feel uncomfortable while you are in the study, please
tell a teacher, principal (Name Removed), or Elizabeth Roland. If you decide at any
time you do not want to finish the study, you may stop whenever you want.
You can ask Elizabeth Roland questions any time about anything in this study.
You can also ask your parent any questions you might have about this study.
Signing this paper means you have read this or had it read to you, and that you
want to be in the study. If you do not want to be in the study, do not sign the paper.
Being in the study is up to you, and no one will be mad if you do not sign this paper
or even if you change your mind later. You agree that you have been told about this
study and why it is being done and what to do. You know your parent(s) have agreed
to let you be in the study.
_________________________________________
_________________________
Signature of Person Agreeing to be in the Study
_________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Signing Assent
_________________________________________
Signature of Person Obtaining Assent
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Date Signed

_________________________
Date Signed

Appendix D
Scoring Guides and Rubrics
This section contains the generalized scoring guide for all open-ended
questions. Following the generalized scoring guide are the guides for all open-ended
atoms questions. The scoring guides for the cell questions are next and the scoring
guides for the combined questions are last. All guides are in order of the test
questions by section.
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Generalized Rubric for Assessing Open-ended Questions on Paper-and-Pencil Test

5 Scientific Understanding: Outlines the scientifically accepted answer for the
question according to the National Science Education Standards and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science
4 Partial Understanding: Answer includes some, but not all aspects of the scientific
understanding.
3 Partial Understanding with Specific Non-Scientific concept(s): Includes parts of
scientific understanding combined with one or more specific misconception.
2 Specific Non-Scientific concept(s): Answers from students who do not include any
part of the scientifically accepted answer and the answers given by the student pertain
to the question asked.
1 Response not related to question: Responses written by the student are legible, but
they do not provide an answer to the question. Examples include: “I am bored” or “I
do not like chemistry but I do like biology.”
0 No response/blank/unreadable

This generalized scoring rubric has been modified from Finley (1985) and Simpson
and Marek (1988).
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Atom questions scoring guide

Atom Questions 2a and 2b
Circle all items in the following list that you believe are composed of atoms:
Aluminum
Heart tissue
Foil
Animal Cell
Heat
Bacteria
Light
Banana
Mushroom
Cloud
Paper clip
Diamond
Plastic cup
Finger nail
Tire
Hair
Tree limb
2b. Explain how you chose items containing atoms.

Using a 6 level scoring guide starting with 0 up to 5
5 Scientific Understanding: Must circle aluminum foil, animal cell, bacteria, banana,
cloud, diamond, finger nail, hair, heart tissue, mushroom, paper clip, plastic cup, tire
and tree limb.
All matter is made up of atoms. Matter is the substance of which a physical object is
composed or a material substance that occupies space, has mass, and is composed
predominantly of atoms.
Some students may elect to explain why they did not circle heat and light. The
answer must include the statement that heat and light are forms of energy not matter.
4 Partial Understanding: Example: Circles all but heat and light, but lacks a complete
explanation or no explanation
3 Partial Understanding with specific Non-Scientific concept(s): Examples: circles all
but heat and light and explains matter is atoms
-orcircles all inanimate objects but explains that all matter is composed of atoms
-orcircles all items and explains that all matter is composed of atoms
2 Specific Non-Scientific concept(s):
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Examples
circles the living materials and explains that atoms exist only in living materials
-orcircles only the inanimate objects and states that only inanimate objects are composed
of atoms
-orreasoning includes these items are solid, or physical (such as touchable)
-orthe names are found in the periodic table (these students will not circle all of the nonliving items)
1 Response not related to question
0 No response/blank/unreadable/only circled items/ I don‟t know
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Atom question number 3
If a large atom divides, compare the product or products to the original atom.
Using a 6 level scoring guide starting with 0 up to 5
5 Scientific Understanding: When an atom divides (fission), a large nucleus is split
into smaller pieces. A fraction of the mass is converting into energy. A large nucleus
forms two or more middleweight nuclei. Radiation is released when fission occurs
(usually as a wave).
4 Partial Understanding: Answer includes some, but not all aspects of the scientific
understanding.
3 Partial Understanding with Specific Non-Scientific concept(s): Includes parts of
scientific understanding combined with one or more specific misconception.
2 Specific Non-Scientific concept(s): The atoms produced will be identical to the
initial atom: same size, same element or same isotope.
-orThe product atom will have the same number of p, n, and e as the original atom.
-orThe resulting atoms must have time to grow to reach the same size of the original
atom.
-orThe product is identical to the original atom
-orAtoms cannot divide (or split)
1 Response not related to question
examples: “It‟s difficult to smash an atom” or “It explodes”
0 No response/blank/unreadable/ I don‟t know
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Cell questions
Cell Question 2
2a. Circle all the items in the following list that you believe are composed of cells:
Aluminum Foil
Atom
Bacteria
Banana
Cloud
Diamond
Finger nail
Hair

Heart tissue
Heat
Light
Mushroom
Paper clip
Plastic cup
Tire
Tree limb

2b. Explain how you chose items containing cells.
Using a 6 level scoring guide starting with 0 up to 5
5 Scientific Understanding: Circles bacteria, banana, heart tissue, mushroom, and tree
limb. State all living things are composed of cells. Living things are defined as objects
with the ability to grow, reproduce, and repair themselves. Cells take in nutrients to
provide energy for living processes.
4 Partial Understanding: Answer includes some, but not all aspects of scientific
understanding. It may not contain any misconceptions.
3 Partial Understanding with Specific Non-Scientific concept(s): Includes parts of
scientific understanding combined with one or more specific misconception.
Circles all living items and finger nail and hair and states that all living things are
composed of cells
-orExcludes one of the living organisms
-orStates circled because it is alive
2 Specific Non-Scientific concept(s): Circles all items or explains all matter is composed
of cells
-orCircles no living materials and explains all matter is composed of cells
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-orIncludes clouds and explains all living things are composed of cells and living materials
move
-orCircles all items and states everything is made of cells
-orStates organic means cells
-orPicked items because they are materials or can be touched
1 Response not related to question
0 No response/blank/unreadable/only circled items/ I don‟t know
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Cell Question 3
If a large cell divides, compare the product or products to the original cell?
Using a 6 level scoring guide starting with 0 up to 5
5 Scientific Understanding: The new cells are identical to the original cell including a
complete copy of DNA. Each cell contains the same organelles. One cell may divide
into two identical cells. In sex cells one cell creates four sex cells. A sex cell contains
half of the parent‟s DNA.
Students may discuss only meiosis or mitosis (correctly) for classification as scientific.
4 Partial Understanding: Answer includes some, but not all aspects of the scientific
understanding.
3 Partial Understanding with Specific Non-Scientific concept(s): Includes parts of
scientific understanding combined with one or more specific misconception.
2 Specific Non-Scientific concept(s):
Description is of an atom.
-orCells contain only half the DNA without reference to sex cells
-orIt may form a new substance
-orForms a non-similar substance
1 Response not related to question
0 No response/blank/unreadable/I don‟t know
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Combined Questions
1a. Are atoms and cells similar? Explain.
Using a 6 level scoring guide starting with 0 up to 5
5 Scientific Understanding: Atoms and cells are basic units that can combine to form
larger structures. Both contain an internal structure called a nucleus. All atoms and most
cells cannot be observed by an unaided human eye.
4 Partial Understanding: Answer includes some, but not all aspects of the scientific
understanding.
3 Partial Understanding with Specific Non-Scientific concept(s): Includes parts of
scientific understanding combined with one or more specific misconception.
2 Specific misconception: Atoms and cells are not different
-orBoth have cells walls or cell membranes
-orAtoms and cells are the same size
-orBoth have a nucleus that controls all behavior/function
-orBoth can be seen under an optical microscope
-orAtoms and cells grow larger over time
-orAtoms and cells grow larger when exposed to heat
1 Response not related to question
0 No response/blank/unreadable/I don‟t know/ yes or no only
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Combined question 1b
Are atoms and cells different? Explain
Using a 6 level scoring guide starting with 0 up to 5
5 Scientific Understanding: Cells can be seen under a microscope, but atoms cannot.
The nucleus of a cell contains DNA and the nucleus of an atom contains protons and
neutrons. (or students may state the internal structures are different) Cells are alive and
atoms are not. Cells can die and atoms cannot die. All living organisms contain atoms,
but not all matter is made of cells.
4 Partial Understanding: Answer includes some, but not all aspects of the scientific
understanding.
-orStudent‟s answer is scientifically correct, but only discusses the atom or the cell
3 Partial Understanding with Specific Non-Scientific concept(s): Includes parts of
scientific understanding combined with one or more specific misconception.
2 Specific Non-Scientific concept(s): Cells and atoms are not different
-orCells are only for biology, atoms are only for chemistry
-orAtoms are larger than cells
-orAtoms are alive, cells are not
-orAtoms are biology and cells are chemistry
-orAtoms expand with heat and cells do not
-orCells make-up living and atoms make-up non-living (this is in contrast to cells are living
and atoms are nonliving)
1 Response not related to question
0 No response/blank/unreadable/I don‟t know/yes or no only
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Combined question 1c
Are atoms and cells related to each other? Explain.
Using a 6 level scoring guide starting with 0 up to 5
5 Scientific Understanding: Cells are larger than atoms. Atoms compose the molecules
which form the cell structures. Cells cannot exist without atoms.
Or students may state atoms make-up cells or cell are composed of atoms.
4 Partial Understanding: Answer includes some, but not all aspects of the scientific
understanding.
3 Partial Understanding with Specific Non-Scientific concept(s): Includes parts of
scientific understanding combined with one or more specific misconception.
2 Specific Non-Scientific concept(s):
Cells are home for atoms
-orCells and atoms revolve around each other
-orCells and atoms are not related
-orCells are inside atoms
-orAtoms are living and Cells are non-living
-orThey have different functions
1 Response not related to question
Example: Cells combine to make things
0 No response/blank/unreadable/ I don‟t know or answer with yes or no
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Combined questions 2a and 2b
From the following list, circle all of the items that are alive or may have been alive.
Arsenic
Oak Tree
Atom
Protein
Carbon
Rabbit
Cotton
Spider
Element
Virus
Explain how you chose the items.
Using a 6 level scoring guide starting with 0 up to 5
5 Scientific Understanding: Circles cotton, oak tree, rabbit and spider. Explains all of
these materials are made of cells. Cells can grow, reproduce and repair themselves. If
they circle virus they must include a scientific reason in their explanation citing that a
virus does not meet all the criteria for living.
4 Partial Understanding: Answer includes some, but not all aspects of the scientific
understanding.
May state that it meets the requirements for life but does not elaborate these requirements
but must circle living items.
3 Partial Understanding with Specific Non-Scientific concept(s): Includes parts of
scientific understanding combined with one or more specific misconception.
2 Specific Non-Scientific concept(s):
Includes carbon as a circled item
-orIncludes only items that move or explanation is it moves
-orCircle everything
-orCircle arsenic, atom, carbon, and element
-orCircle only animals
-orCircles only plants
-orExplains that all matter is made of cells and is alive
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-orExplains that anything that moves is alive
-orExplanation is that if it is human or part of a human, it is alive
1 Response not related to question/states used common sense or knowledge/ cited
because it is living (circular reasoning)
0 No response/blank/unreadable/I don‟t know

References
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Appendix E
Science courses taken by students according to current grade level in frequency and
percentage of sample
Grade Level
Course Title
Core

9

10

11

12

Total

Biology I
Honors
Biology I
Total Biology

18 (64%)
9 (32%)

23 (79%)
7 (24%)

27 (69%)
10 (26%)

21 (84%)
3 (12%)

89 (74%)
29 (24%)

27 (96%)

301 (100%)

37 (95%)

24 (96%)

Physical
Science
Honors
Physical
Science
Total Physical
Science

1 (4%)

18 (62%)

23 (59%)

23 (92%)

1181
(98%)
65 (54%)

0 (0%)

5 (17)

7 (18%)

0 (0%)

12 (10%)

1 (4%)

23 (79%)

30 (77%)

23 (92%)

77 (64%)

Chemistry I
Honors
Chemistry I
Total
Chemistry

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

0 (0%)
5 (17%)

25 (64%)
13 (33%)

24 (96%)
1 (4%)

49 (41%)
19 (16%)

0 (0%)

5 (17%)

38 (97%)

25 (100%)

68 (57%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

0 (0%)
5 (13%)
0 (0%)

1 (4%)
1 (4%)
1 (4%)

1 (1%)
6 (5%)
1 (1%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

3 (8%)
0 (0%)

3 (12%)
6 (24%)

6 (5%)
6 (5%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

1 (3%)
0 (0%)

1 (3%)
0 (0%)

0 (0%)
1 (4%)

2 (2%)
1 (1%)

Electives
AP Biology
AP Chemistry
AP Enviro.
Science
Astronomy
Conceptual
Physics
Earth Science
Enviro.
Geology
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Continued
Science courses taken by students according to current grade level in frequency and
percentage of sample
Grade Level
Course Title
9
10
11
12
Total
Honors
Human
Anatomy
Honors
Physics
Human
Anatomy
Marine
Biology
Marine
Geology

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (5%)

1 (4%)

3 (3%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3 (12%)

3 (3%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (5%)

9 (36%)

11 (9%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (4%)

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

7 (18%)

6 (24%)

13 (11%)
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Appendix F
Comparison of Student‟s Atom Drawings between Paper-and-Pencil Test and Interview
Interview

Number
Different

% Difference

1

6

6.6

Center drawn larger in interview with
space between p and n. Overall, the
drawing is similar

2

16

17.6

Inappropriate drawing for paper and
pencil (PP) test

3

2

2.2

In the interview added electron cloud
when prompted for name for the outside
area of the atom

4

10

11.0

Omitted electrons on PP test, protons
and neutrons are close together in
drawing and not close together in
interview, no nucleus label in either

5

11

12.1

Mixed up neutrons and electrons
between paper and pencil test and
interview (were correct on PP test),
added a nucleus in the center of a
necklace formation of the atom

6

14

15.4

In interview called electrons
electrolytes, has p, e and n in PP test but
in interview drawing is simple circle
with two circles on first circle.
Originally has items in center, but in
interview the interior is empty

7

4

4.4

Nucleus was labeled from interview due
to prompting, neutrons are larger than
other subatomic particles from
interview, same basic shape and spacing
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Comments

Table Continued
Comparison of Student‟s Atom Drawings between Paper-and-Pencil Test and Interview
Interview

Number
Different

% Difference

Comments

8

1

1.1

In interview scratched out element symbol,
otherwise these are the same

9

8

8.8

In interview, labeled the nucleus

10

16

17.6

Labeled parts and completely changed their
model of the atom, but electrons still have
spikes coming from the center, no labels on
the original PP test. It appears student gave
more of an effort in the interview.

11

11

12.1

No drawing from PP test and only drew a
Lewis dot diagram in interview, only
mentioned electrons in drawing, very little
additional information from drawing in
interview then PP test.

12

16

17.6

Added to drawing p, n and nucleus, the
inclusion of the nucleus greatly changes the
numerical score for the drawing because p
and n are inside it without space between.
Overall shape is the same. Seems to have
made more of an effort in the interview.

13

10

11.0

Drawings are very similar, but the interview
drawing in clearer and includes the label
valance electrons.

14

18

19.8

No drawing on PP test, interview produces p,
n and e with a nucleus, very basic atom
shape, but has the correct numbers of p, n
and e
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Table Continued
Comparison of Student‟s Atom Drawings between Paper-and-Pencil Test and Interview
Interview

Number
Different

% Difference

Comments

15

2

2.2

Selected the same number of
protons and neutrons when the two
elements draw were not the same,
both drawings include the element
symbol in the middle, p, n and e are
outside the center, very similar
drawings

16

0

0
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It is the same just a different
element, Lewis structure and not
labeled parts

Appendix G

Comparison of Student‟s Cell Drawings between Paper-and-Pencil Test and Interview
Interview

% Difference

1

Number
different
6

7.7

General structure same, added DNA
inside nucleus in interview. Labeled
flagella outside cell in interview.

2

12

15.4

Inappropriate drawing from PP test

3

3

3.8

Drawing is the same, but added labels
to cell drawing during interview, puts
p, n and e inside nucleus, and sap
inside the vacuole. Original drawing
has dots and wavy lines to imply
something inside

4

12

15.4

Mixed chloroplast with chlorophyll in
interview, omitted large vacuole from
PP test, labeled cytoplasm in interview
(prompted) same basic shape with cell
membrane and wall, omitted nucleus
in PP.

5

11

14.1

Added organelles to the interview
(vacuole, mitochondria, plasma
membrane). Includes chlorophyll as
empty space (prompted from
interview). Changed shape to
rectangular. Appears student may
have consulted biology text, currently
enrolled in biology

6

8

10.3

Comments

PP test is more complex, 3-d drawing,
mitochondria, golgi bodies and cell
membrane are on PP test and not
interview, same basic shape.
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Table Continued
Comparison of Student‟s Cell Drawings between Paper-and-Pencil Test and Interview
Interview

% Difference

7

Number
different
7

Comments

9.0

Original cell drawing more complex,
golgi complex, cytoplasm, and
endoplasmic reticulum present. Same
basic shape and repeated organelles have
same shape

8

4

5.1

Changed shape from circle to square, in
PP labeled nucleus nucleolus and in
interview labeled nucleus, misspelled the
same organelle, Difference should be
down to 2 not 4

9

9

11.5

Both have irregular shape, but the first
classified as square. Has extra unlabeled
parts from PP. Both have cytoplasm
labeled as organelle, Two drawings are
more similar then numbers indicate.

10

14

17.9

No drawing from PP test

11

13

16.7

Added a nucleoli and nucleus to drawing,
still labeled an organelle chlorafil with
slight spelling change, white space labeled
chloroplast, added ventrioles and
mitochondria in interview. Much more
similar drawing then numbers indicate

12

3

3.8

Differences are labels the white space
cytoplasm in interview and celulosis (gel)
on PP test, overall the same
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Table Continued
Comparison of Student‟s Cell Drawings between Paper-and-Pencil Test and Interview
Interview

Number different

% Difference

Comments

13

5

6.4

Both are 3-d drawings, labels
more parts in interview from
prompting, added a nuclear
membrane and nucleolus, drew
the same nuclear structure on
PP, but lacked label, one
organelle drawn with the same
shape in both, one additional
organelle in interview drawing

14

0

0

15

10

12.8

No drawing from PP test, very
basic drawing in interview,
nucleus and membrane with a
bean shape to it. Extremely
basic compared to other
drawings, implies student may
not have made an effort on the
test because they knew they did
not really know all the parts.

16

6

7.7

Very similar in structure with
more labels in interview due to
prompting, changes membrane
to cell wall but it is in the same
location with the same
construction
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Exact same

Appendix H

Atom Model Code Number by Frequency of Occurrence Per Grade Level
Model Code
Grade

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Total

9

4

5

2

2

2

0

0

4

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

22

10

8

3

4

5

4

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

26

11

10

4

5

1

3

4

4

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

35

12

4

3

2

3

0

2

0

0

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

18

Total

26

15

13

11

9

6

5

4

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

101

Note. Total number of blank answers was not included in this table.
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Appendix I

Atom Model Code Number by Frequency of Occurrence by Science Courses
Model Code
Course

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Total

Biology
I

27

14

13

10

9

6

5

6

3

3

3

2

1

1

1

103

Physical
Science

17

9

7

9

5

6

5

0

2

3

1

6

0

1

1

72

Chem I

15

8

8

5

4

6

4

0

2

3

0

1

0

1

1

58

Total

59

31

27

24

18

18

14

6

7

9

4

9

1

3

3

233

Note. Distribution reflects frequency of models drawn for students self-reporting
enrollment in related courses.
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Appendix J
Model Categories of Atoms and Examples from Sample
The section has samples of the fifteen different model types that emerged from
the data and model descriptions highlighting which aspects of the drawing were used to
create the categories.

Figure J1: Example of a model 1 atom drawing of lithium from paper-and-pencil tests.
Model 1 drawings included electrons distributed over concentric circles. The
center was not occupied by the presence of “Li,” the element‟s symbol. The electrons
followed the 2n2 rule for maximum number of electrons where n represents the orbital
number. The electrons were not paired together, but electrons were instead spread apart
on a given circle. This model represented 26 of 21.7% of the sample.
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Figure J2 Example of a model 2 atom drawing from paper-and-pencil tests.
A model 2 atom drawing of lithium had the correct number of electrons, but all
electrons were equal distance to the center. The drawing included concentric circles upon
which the electrons may travel. The symbol “Li” was not found in the center of the atom.
This model represented 15 of 12.5% of the sample.

Figure J3 Example of a model 3 atom drawing from paper-and-pencil tests.
Model three atom drawings did not include concentric circles upon which
electrons may travel. The symbol “Li” was not placed in the center. Electrons were
located on the outside of the drawing. This model represented 13 of 10.8% of the
sample.
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Figure J4 Example of a model four atom drawing from paper-and-pencil tests.
A model four atom had the element symbol “Li” in the center with concentric
rings upon which dots (usually identified as electrons) on the lines. The electrons may
have been paired or electrons may have been spread out. In this example model, the
number of electrons were incorrect and displayed both pairing and spacing.

Figure J5 Example of a model five atom drawing from paper-and-pencil tests.
A model five drawing did not include the symbol “Li” in the center. Atoms had
concentric circles upon which electrons were located. Electrons were paired together
following the 2n2 rule for occupation. n represents the orbital level. This model
represented 11 of 9.2% of the sample.
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Figure J6 Example of a model six atom drawing from paper-and-pencil tests.
A model six atom included the symbol “Li” in the center with three dots, each
located on a different side. This model was similar to a Lewis structures except Lewis
structures only represent valance electrons, not all electrons. As can be observed in this
model, the student labeled the dots protons. Nine students or 7.5% of the sample created
atom models similar to this one.

Figure J7 Example of a model seven atom from the paper-and-pencil tests.
Model seven atoms had concentric circles upon which electrons were placed. The
electrons each had their own circle and had different distances from the nucleus. The
nucleus did not contain the element symbol “Li.” The model represented 5 or 4.2% of
the sample.
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Figure J8 Example of a model eight atom from the paper-and-pencil tests.
A model eight atom did not include any concentric circles for electrons. The
element symbol “Li” was not present and there was no specific location for the subatomic
particles to be located. While this model included labels for the subatomic particles other
models in this category did not. This model came the closest to a plum-pudding
classification. Four students or 3.3% of the sample drew an atom model fitting this
category.

Figure J9 Example of a model nine atom from the paper-and-pencil tests.
Model nine atoms had concentric rings with dots or open circles on the lines. No
rules govern the number of electrons placed on the concentric circles. Most did not label
any part of the atom. Model was drawing by three students representing 2.5% of the
sample.
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Figure J10 Example of a model 10 atom drawing from the paper-and-pencil tests.
Model 10 atoms had circles in the middle. The center was empty with three lines
coming from the large central circle. At the end of the line were dots. Model looked
more like a molecular structure (trigonal planar) drawing than an atom. Three students
drew this model representing 2.5% of the sample.

Figure J11 Example of model 11 atom drawing from paper-and-pencil tests.
A model 11 atom drawing contained cell-like or clearly labeled cell structures. In
the example above, the student included a cell wall. Two students drew atom models
with cell structures representing 1.7% of the sample.
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Figure J12 Example of a model 12 atom from paper-and-pencil tests.
One student drew this model of an atom which included differentiation between
orbital shapes.

Figure J13 Example of model 13 atom drawing from paper-and-pencil tests.
Model 13 drawings included a ring with alternating circles containing pluses or
minuses. This model was similar to a necklace and was drawn by one student.
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Figure J14 Example of model 14 atom drawing from paper-and-pencil tests.
This model was not a model of one atom but instead had three Lithium atoms.
The drawing did not include any details of the internal structure of the atom.

Figure J15 Example of a model 15 atom drawing from paper-and -encil tests.
A model 15 atom was drawn by only one student. This was the symbol for a
positive three charged cation and was not a drawing of a Lithium atom.
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Appendix K
Student Models of Plant Cells
In this appendix representative drawings of the twelve plant cell models are
found. Under each model is a paragraph highlighting the characteristics of the drawing
which defined the category.

Figure K1 Example of a model 1 plant cell from paper-and-pencil tests.
A model 1 plant cell was rectangular in shape and included a labeled cell wall.
The chloroplasts or chlorophyll had been drawn and labeled. The cell included more than
two additional organelles. Twenty-one of the 104 cell drawing fit this category. This
represented 20.2% of the plant cell drawings.
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Figure K2 Example of a model 2 plant cell from paper-and-pencil tests.
Model 2 plant cells had an elliptical shape. The example shown has a circular
shape, but oval models were also included. A cell wall was drawn and could have been
labeled „cell wall.‟ Chloroplasts or chlorophyll had been included in the interior of the
cell. Sixteen student drawings fit this category and represented 15.4% of the plant cell
drawings.

Figure K3 Example of a model 3 plant cell from paper-and-pencil tests.
A model three plant cell had a rectangular shape with a cell wall. No chloroplasts
or chlorophyll were included in the drawing. Two or fewer organelles had been drawn or
labeled. Sixteen or 15.4% of plant drawings fit this model.
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Figure K4 Example of a model 4 plant cell from paper-and-pencil tests.
A model 4 plant cell drawing had an elliptical shape. A cell wall was drawn, but
may not have been labeled. No chloroplasts or chlorophyll were drawn in the cell. A
nucleus was drawn but no or one other organelle was included. Model four was drawn
by 10 students representing 9.6% of the sample.

Figure K5 Example of a model 5 plant cell from paper-and-pencil tests.
Model 5 plant cell drawings were rectangular with a cell wall and chloroplasts or
chlorophyll. No other organelles were present. This model was drawn by 9 students and
represented 9.6% of the plant cell drawings.
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Figure K6 Example of a model 6 plant cell from paper-and-pencil tests.
A model 6 plant cell was rectangular in shape but did not include chloroplasts or
chlorophyll. Three or more organelles were drawn and/or labeled in the drawing. Seven
students drew this model which represented 8.7% of the sample.

Figure K7 Example of a model 7 plant cell from paper-and-pencil tests.
A model 7 drawing had an elliptical shape. A cell wall was present but it lacked
chloroplasts or chlorophyll. Seven students drew pictures fitting this model. This
represented 6.7% of the sample.
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Figure K8 Example of a model 8 plant cell from paper-and-pencil tests.
Model 8 plant cells had an elliptical shape. No cell wall and no chloroplasts or
chlorophyll were drawn. Other organelles were included in the drawing. Six students
represented 5.8% of the sample drew this model.

Figure K9 Example of a model 9 plant cell drawing for paper-and-pencil tests.
Model 9 plant cell drawings were elliptical with no cell wall and only a nucleus.
No organelles were included in the drawing. Some drawings looked like atoms. Five
students drew this plant cell model and it represented 4.8% of the sample.
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Figure K 10 Example of a model 10 plant cell drawing from paper-and-pencil tests.
Model 10 plant cells had an elliptical shape. No cell wall was drawn or labeled.
It contained a chloroplast or chlorophyll and a nucleus. Additional organelles may have
been present. Three students, represented 2.9% of the sample drew plant cells similar to
the example.

Figure K11 Examples of a model 11 plant cell from paper-and-pencil tests.
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Drawings fitting model 11 had unusual shapes. The two shapes included in this
sample were the hexagon shape found above to the left or a house shaped drawing found
above to the right. Three student drawings or 2.9% of the sample fit this category.

Figure K12 Example of a model 12 plant cell from the paper-and-pencil tests.
One student drew a model that did not fit any other category. It had a rectangular
shape with scale-like divisions inside.
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Appendix L

Cell Model Code Number By Frequency of Occurrence Per Grade Level
Model Code
Grade

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Total

9

9

6

3

2

2

0

2

2

0

0

2

0

28

10

8

2

4

1

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

0

26

11

4

6

7

6

2

4

2

1

3

0

0

0

34

12

0

2

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

0

0

15

Total
21
16
16
10
9
7
7
Note. Cell models scored as zero have been removed.

6

5

3

3

1

103
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Appendix M

Cell Model Code Number by Frequency of Occurrence by Science Courses
Model Code
Grade

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Total

Biology I

21

16

16

9

9

7

7

6

5

3

3

1

136

Physical
Science

6

6

13

9

5

6

5

4

5

3

3

1

62

Chemistry
I

7

9

9

7

5

5

3

3

4

2

2

1

54

Total

34

31

38

25

19

18

15

13

14

8

8

3

218

Note. Distribution reflects frequency of models drawn for students self-reporting
enrollment in related courses.
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